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MOON

Cockburn’s latest 
studio album, his 38th, 

is a collection of 12 
new songs, that 

demonstrates the 
playing and 

songwriting skills that 
come from 55 years of 

his unique artistry   
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.27.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: TRUE NORTH/INDEPENDENT DIGITAL LICENSING

620638081129

$16.98CD

620638081174

$34.9812”

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/6lUUX3JzG2I
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.20.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ICONOCLASSIC/ICONOCLASSIC RECORDS

196588011528

$17.98CD
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: NORTHERN SOUL/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

LP
Selection #: CLO 3364
MSRP: $29.98
File Under: R&B / Soul
Box Lot: 30

• A special collection of rare studio tracks from funk legend 
Sly Stone including the incredible “Searchin’,” “The Seventh 
Son,” “Life Of Fortune And Fame” and more!

• Hear the early genius of Stone’s magical blend of funk, R&B, 
gospel and soul that would make him one of the biggest 
music stars of the ‘60s & beyond!

• Limited edition PURPLE & SILVER SPLATTER vinyl pressing!

TRACK LIST:

SIDE A
1. Life Of Fortune And Fame 
2. Honest 
3. Help Me With My Broken Heart 
4. Uncle Sam Needs You My Friend 
5. The Seventh Son 
6. Searchin’ 
7. The Swim 

SIDE B
1. The Swim Pt. 2 
2. In The Still Of The Night 
3. Ain’t That Lovin’ You 
4. Buttermilk Pt. 1 
5. Every Dog Has His Day 
6. I Can’t Turn You Loose 
7. Take My Advice

Artist: SLY STONE  
Title:  FAMILY SOUL SESSIONS - THE RARE 45 RPMS ’63-’66 
           [SILVER/PURPLE SPLATTER]
Label: NORTHERN SOUL
Street Date: 05/12/2023

889466336416

$29.98LP
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CLEOPATRA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

• Reissue of the 1999 dark masterpiece from metal gods 
of the underworld, Danzig!

• This powerful album has some of Danzig’s heaviest 
and most profound songs including “Thirteen,” which 
was written for and recorded by Johnny Cash in 1994 
and used as the opening song in the hit 2009 film The 
Hangover!

• Beautifully restored artwork from British comic book 
artist and longtime metal illustrator Simon Bisley!

LP
Selection #: CLO 3928
MSRP: $29.98
File Under: Metal / Heavy Metal
Box Lot: 30

TRACK LIST:

SIDE A
1. Five Finger Crawl 
2. Belly Of The Beast 
3. Lilin 
4. Unspeakable 
5. Cult Without A Name 
6. East Indian (Kali’s Song) 

SIDE B
1. Firemass 
2. Cold Eternal 
3. Satan’s Child 
4. Into The Mouth Of Abandonment 
5. Apokalips 
6. Thirteen

Artist: DANZIG  
Title:  6:66: SATAN’S CHILD [RED/BLACK HAZE]
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: 05/12/2023

889466392818

$29.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/2-vo2eRvi8M
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.20.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DUMMY LUCK MUSIC/HARMONIA MUNDI USA

5400863122683

$14.98CD

5400863122669

$27.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/skX9x0dPdkI
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.24.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: NUCLEAR BLAST AMERICA/NUCLEAR BLAST AMERICA, INC

727361515515

$29.98LP

727361515607

$13.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/Q0wbyQRRQJA
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LABEL/SUPPLIER: BETTER NOISE MUSIC/11-7 RECORDING CORP.

849320056195

$24.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/kcpW9GcZxnM
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: PURPLE PYRAMID/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: NEKTAR
Title: SUNDAY NIGHT AT THE ROUNDHOUSE
Label: PURPLE PYRAMID
Street Date: 05/12/2023

LP
Selection #: CLO 4098
MSRP: $19.98
File Under: Rock / Prog
Box Lot: 30

• Special colored vinyl reissue of the 1973 concert 
performance by psychedelic prog rock pioneers, Nektar, 
recorded at the legendary Roundhouse in London!

• Featuring amazing renditions of the band’s 19-minute 
epic “A Day In The Life Of A Preacher” plus the celebrated 
Chipping Norton studio recordings!

• This classic album comes in a deluxe gatefold sleeve 
with metallic silver paper and is sequentially numbered 
for collectors!

• Previously available as CLP1961

TRACK LIST:

SIDE A
1. Desolation Valley
2. A Day In The Life Of A Preacher 
    (Including the birth of Oh Willy)

SIDE B
1. Oop’s (Unidentified Flying Abstract)
2. Mundetango
3. Summer Breeze

889466409813

$19.98LP
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: GOLDENLANE/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: ANGIE STONE
Title: COVERED IN SOUL [PURPLE]
Label: GOLDENLANE
Street Date: 05/12/2023

• Modern R&B superstar Angie Stone presents this 
heartfelt salute to the songs and artists who have 
inspired her incredible career!

• Stone gives stunning performances on unique 
interpretations of Stevie Wonder’s “I Believe (When I 
Fall In Love It Will Be Forever),” Carole King’s “It’s Too 
Late,” “O-o-h Child” and “In The Air Tonight” PLUS 
brand new versions of Stone’s blockbuster hits “Wish 
I Didn’t Miss You,” “Baby,” and “Brotha!”

• Available on vinyl for the first time!

LP
Selection #: CLO 0378
MSRP: $27.98
File Under: R&B / Soul
Box Lot: 30

TRACK LIST:

SIDE A
1. These Eyes
2. Smiling Faces Sometimes
3. In The Air Tonight
4. I Believe (When I Fall In 
Love It Will Be Forever)
5. O-o-h Child
6. Every 1’s A Winner

SIDE B
1. Red, Red Wine
2. Is This Love
3. It’s Too Late
4. Wish I Didn’t Miss You 
     (Exclusive Soul Sessions)
5. Baby (Exclusive Soul 
     Sessions)
6. Brotha (Exclusive Soul 
     Sessions)

889466037818

$27.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/m9Uqd0-Ettg
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CLEOPATRA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: VARIOUS ARTISTS  
Title:  STREET SURVIVORS - ORIGINAL MOTION 
            PICTURE SOUNDTRACK
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: 05/12/2023

LP
Selection #: CLO 4099
MSRP: $19.98
File Under: Film / Soundtracks
Box Lot: 30

• The soundtrack to the feature-length dramatic 
retelling of the 1977 plane crash that killed several 
members of Lynyrd Skynyrd and changed the course 
of southern music forever!

• Includes a superb rendition of the Skynyrd classic 
“Call Me The Breeze” performed by Pat Travers as well 
as moving songs performed by the sons of Skynyrd 
drummer Artimus Pyle!

• Previously available as CLO 1759

TRACK LIST:

SIDE A
1. Southern Feeling (Last Day) - Marshall Pyle
2. Wish - Lorenzo Green
3. Black Creek - Chris Pyle
4. Curse - Chris Pyle

SIDE B
1. Rattlesanke - Chris Pyle
2. In Memory Of -  Bryan Mabry & Chris Leuzinger
3. Street Survivor - Scott Raines
4. 6 Souls (Score)
5. Call Me The Breeze - Pat Travers

889466409912

$19.98LP
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DEPENDENT/SPKR MEDIA

884388874084

$39.98CD
884388874077

$12.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/x8gJb33QgpY
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HARMONIA MUNDI/HARMONIA MUNDI USA

3149020946954

$29.983CD
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.06.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: LIL’ CHIEF RECORDS/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

 

 

 

 
 
 

PRODUCT DETAILS 
 

CATALOG NUMBER: LCR054 
LABEL: Lil’ Chief Records 

RELEASE DATE:  May 12, 2023 
FORMATS: LP, CD 

LP BOXLOT: 20 
LP LIST PRICE: $26.98 

CD BOXLOT: 30 
CD LIST PRICE: $15.98 

GENRE: Alternative, Electronic 
KEY MARKETS: LA, NYC, Chicago, Dallas, Austin, 
Nashville, Seattle, San Francisco, Philadelphia, DC 

TERRITORY RESTRICTION: Not Available For 
Export 

 
VINYL NOT RETURNABLE 

 
 
 

LCR054lp-C1 UPC: 

 
 

LCR054cd UPC: 

 
 
 
 

TRACKLISTING: 
 

SIDE A 
1. City Baby 

2. Pre-Code Hollywood 
3. When We Met 

4. Miss You 
5. We’ll All Be Forgotten 

 
SIDE B 

6. Epicurean 
7. Politics 

8. You Are The Man 
9. Destiny 

10. Steel And Glass 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Jonathan Bree 

Pre-Code Hollywood 
 

Jonathan Bree’s fifth studio album Pre-Code Hollywood is described 
as a “dark disco” album full of “sad bangers”. Jonathan Bree has been 
called a “master craftsman” by Allmusic and on his fifth solo album he 
has synthesized his concept into refined and focused pop songs that 

bring a sense of immediate nostalgia one might get when listening to a 
John Hughes movie soundtrack or classic pop of a bygone era. 

Bree sent a brave email to David Bowie’s Lets Dance and China Girl 
producer “The Hitmaker” Nile Rodgers. Whether through good fortune, 
fate or sheer luck - this resulted in the two collaborating on title track 
Pre-Code Hollywood and superb single Miss You with Nile Rodgers 

producing and performing guitar. 

 

SELLING POINTS 

Limited Edition of 3,000 on Opaque White Vinyl 
 

Featuring Production and Guest Contributions from Nile Rodgers 
 

Previous Collaboration with Princess Chelsea, “Cigarette Duet” has 
over 70 Million Streams on Spotify 

 
Worldwide Touring Throughout 2023 

 

617308042771

$26.98LP

617308042788

$15.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/RCv1OC4Z1n8
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.20.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: BOREALIS RECORDING/INDEPENDENT DIGITAL LICENSING

773958236226

$16.98CD
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.02.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: GOOD EYE RECORDS/SYMPHONIC DISTRIBUTION

197368073934

$27.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/N3JkWJK5q3E
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.15.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: K. RECORDS/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

789856128914

$21.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/a4R7jd64tt8
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DEADLINE MUSIC/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: DANTE FOX  
Title: THE ROOTS OF GREAT WHITE 1978-1982 [BLUE]
Label: DEADLINE
Street Date: 05/12/2023

LP
Selection #: CLO 4100
MSRP: $24.98
File Under: Rock / Hard Rock
Box Lot: 30

• From the vault of powerhouse vocalist, Jack Russell, comes this 
almost lost gem of early demo recordings featuring Russell’s earliest 
recorded collaborations with guitarist Mark Kendall, which formed the 
foundation of ‘80s hard rock icons Great White!

• Includes songs that would eventually find their way onto Great 
White’s 1984 self-titled debut album such as “In Love” (later re-written 
as “On Your Knees”) and “Money” (later rewritten as “Stick It”)!

• Previously available as CLO1446

TRACK LIST:

SIDE A
1. In Love 
2. Last Time 
3. Motor Love 
4. Money 
5. Head over Heels 
6. There’s No Way 
7. Front Row Girl 
8. The Strike 
9. Bead in the Rain 

SIDE B
1. Lonnie Never Lied 
2. Stay Away 
3. Need Your Love 
4. On the Run 
5. She’s Got Fever 
6. Calling You 
7. Space Age Rock 
8. The Blues 

889466410017

$24.98LP
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.02.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: MASSACRE/GOODTOGO GMBH

4028466913173

$16.98CD
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LABEL/SUPPLIER: MASSACRE/GOODTOGO GMBH

4028466923172

$30.98LP
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: WARRANT MUSIC/ITI MUSIC CORPORATION

855925004813

$7.98CD
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.21.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ORG MUSIC/ORG MUSIC

711574934218

$12.98CD
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When the red light in Studio 2 at the famous Abbey Road 
Studios came on at the start of the recording sessions for 
Leonard Elschenbroich and Alexei Grynyuk’s latest 
ONYX recording, the control room had a very different 
atmosphere. The recording was made using analogue 
technology – tape recorders, vintage microphones, and 
longer takes. At no point was the recorded material 
subjected to a digital process. Elschenbroich wanted 
to capture a specific sound for these sonatas; the 
recorded sound of the late 1950s and the 1960s was 
his goal. The result is a wonderfully intimate, warm yet 
clear sound, as if the musicians are actually in the room 
with the listener – not clinical, not a bright superficially 
impressive digital sound, but a sound that captures 
perfectly the best recorded sound of the golden years 
of the LP. Importantly, it is the sound by which the artist 
‘recognises’ himself. As Elschenbroich writes in the 
notes ‘the listener only needs one pair of ears and the 
music must come to life in their unique space".

Leonard Elschenbroich
Brahms Analogue

MAR 24

2 LP
ONYXSET4226

$29.98

ONYX CLASSICS

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ONYX CLASSICS/HARMONIA MUNDI USA

880040425021

$29.982LP
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STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.06.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: TEMPORARY RESIDENCE/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

656605440644

$29.98LP
656605440620

$14.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/TtrOAl8NgLs
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AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 27

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.15.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: THE VANITY LABEL/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

792105922829

$32.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737328

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.15.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: THE VANITY LABEL/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

792105922881

$23.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 29

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.15.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: FUN MUSIC/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

792105922935

$32.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/AIoaiTwLk6I


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737330

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.06.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: PARADISE OF BACHELOR/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

843563149041

$15.98CD
843563149034

$31.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/rk0Jws1wiPI


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 31

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.06.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DALA RECORDS/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

196852841325

$27.98LP
196852272242

$26.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737332

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.06.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DALA RECORDS/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

196852003518

$8.987”

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/Sth2Me6sVnk


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 33

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.02.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ROPEADOPE/SYMPHONIC DISTRIBUTION

197368410272

$14.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737334

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 01.26.23 | ORDERS 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: NUCLEAR BLAST AMERICA/NUCLEAR BLAST AMERICA, INC

727361282516

$35.982LP

727361428518

$29.98LP

727361585426

$14.98CD

727361230326

$15.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/gUaFD4JFU8c


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 35

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CLEOPATRA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist:  VARIOUS ARTISTS  
Title:  JUST LIKE HEAVEN - A TRIBUTE TO THE CURE 
            [PURPLE/BLACK SPLATTER]
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: 05/12/2023

• An international gathering of dark wave’s next generation of artists 
pay tribute to the godfathers of gothic rock, The Cure!

• Includes superb performances from Italy’s post-punk trio Soviet Soviet, 
Scandinavian industrialists Priest, Washington’s This Cold Night, French 
duo Minuit Machine, Berlin’s Pink Turns Blue and lots more!

• These are no copycat versions - each artist has brought their unique 
style to bear on The Cure’s classic songs to create a thoroughly engaging 
and enjoyable listening experience!

• Will be heavily promoted by the participating artists as well as label’s 
in-house publicist!

LP
Selection #: CLO 3568
MSRP: $29.98
File Under: Rock / Goth
Box Lot: 30

TRACK LIST:

SIDE A
1. In Between Days - Soviet Soviet 
2. Fascination Street - Buzz Kull 
3. Boys Don’t Cry - Pink Turns Blue 
4. The Lovecats - Priest 
5. Pictures Of You - Demob Happy 
6. Lullaby - The KVB 

SIDE B
1. Close To Me - This Cold Night 
2. Lovesong - Minuit Machine 
3. Just Like Heaven - Velvet Condom 
4. Friday I’m In Love - Crying Vessel 
5. A Forest - Ritual Howls

889466356810

$29.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737336

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.17.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: PROPHECY/SPKR MEDIA

884388707412

$27.98LP
884388717718

$69.983LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/QqHVL-dY0fc


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 37

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CLEOPATRA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: THE KVB  
Title:  ARTEFACT [DIGIPAK]
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: 05/12/2023

• British electro duo The KVB go retro with this superb and 
spacey album of dark wave cover versions of foundational 
psychedelic freakouts!

• From 13th Floor Elevators to Status Quo to Them, The 
Troggs and The Pretty Things, The KVB do a deep dive into 
their record collection and uncover several gems, which 
they have recut into modern electro-delic masterpieces!

• Watch for a video of “Pictures Of Matchstick Men” as well 
as other single releases to build the buzz for this highly 
anticipated album!

• The band recently completed a tour with Editors and are 
looking to hit the road again in support of this release!

CD
Selection #: CLO 3898
MSRP: $15.98
File Under: Electronic / Dark Wave
Box Lot: 30

TRACK LIST:

1. I Aint No Miracle Worker 
2. Circles 
3. Reverberation 
4. Medication 
5. I’m A Living Sickness 
6. Night Of The Long Grass 
7. Primitive 
8. Pictures Of Matchstick Men 
9. Midnight To Six Man 
10. Liar Liar 
11. I Can Only Give You Everything

889466389825

$15.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737338

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.06.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: MADMCFERRIN MUSIC/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

 

 

 
 

PRODUCT DETAILS 
 

CATALOG NUMBER: MMM003 
LABEL: MADMCFERRIN MUSIC 
RELEASE DATE:  May 12, 2023 

FORMATS: CD, LP 
CD LIST PRICE: $14.98 
LP LIST PRICE: $25.98 

LP BOXLOT: 20 
CD BOXLOT: 35 

GENRE: Alternative, R&B 
KEY MARKETS:  LA, NY, Chicago, Nashville, SF, 
Chicago, London, Paris, Berlin, Melborne, Sydney 

 
NOT AVAILABLE FOR EXPORT 

 
VINYL NOT RETURNABLE 

 
 

Purple & Clear Mix 
MMM003lp-C1 UPC: 

 
 
 

MMM003cd UPC: 

 
 

 
 

TRACKLISTING: 
 

SIDE A 
 

1. Deep Sea 
2. Fleeting Melodies 

3. Testify 
4. Run 

5. God Herself 
 

SIDE B 
 

1. OMW 
2. (Pease Don’t) Leave Me Now 

3. Stay Away (From Me) 
4. Utah 

5. Goodnight 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Madison McFerin 

“I Hope You Can Forgive Me” 
 
 

Madison’s latest project, I Hope You Can Forgive Me, represents an 
evolution in her career as she finds ways to improvise and self-produce 

in the midst of an ever changing global pandemic landscape. I Hope 
You Can Forgive Me builds upon that next step sonically while 

exploring themes of love, self preservation, fear, and conjuring. What 
comes out of this work and Madison’s career thus far is a commitment 
to leave - leave fear and doubt behind in order to make space for what 
is next to come, all with a sense of style, fun, and invitation to dance 

through it 

 

 

SELLING POINTS 

First Pressing of 5,000 on Purple & Clear Vinyl 
 

Tour Dates Throughout 2023 
 

“Stay Away (From Me) Premiered on KCRW’s Morning Becomes 
Eclectic 

 
Live Perfomance of “Stay Away (From Me) recorded for Colbert’s 

#LATESHOWMEMUSIC 
 
 

617308045475

$25.98LP

617308045482

$14.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/jRBUgMybVRg


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 39

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ROPEADOPE/SYMPHONIC DISTRIBUTION

702338915789

$14.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737340

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.02.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: MIGHTY MUSIC/SPV/MNRK MUSIC GROUP

5700907271576

$14.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/jhgPvEcHdMI


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 41

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.06.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: NO COINCIDENCE/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

617308019643

$22.98LP
617308038613

$50.98LP

617308042696

$11.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/3DG2AmHw47A


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737342

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CLEOPATRA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: PIGFACE 
Title:  GUB
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: 05/12/2023

LP (BLUE) 
Selection #: CLO 3588
MSRP: $39.98
File Under: Electronic / Industrial
Box Lot: 25

LP (PURPLE) 
Selection #: CLO 3590
MSRP: $39.98
File Under: Electronic / Industrial
Box Lot: 25

• Reissue of the 1990 debut album from industrial super-
group spearheaded by legendary PiL drummer Martin 
Atkins!

• Includes contributions from Trent Reznor, Revolting 
Cocks’ Chris Connelly, The Jesus Lizard’s David Yow, Skin-
ny Puppy’s Nivek Ogre, Ministry’s William Rieflin & Paul 
Barker, KMFDM’s En Esch, Steve Albini and more!

• Wildly experimental, this genre-defying masterpiece 
has earned its reputation as one of the most adventurous 
sound recordings ever made!

• Contains the original version of “Suck” that Trent Reznor 
would later re-record for his 1992 Broken EP as well as 
several bonus remixes!

TRACK LIST:

LP1 SIDE A
1. Tapeworm with Steve Albini 
2. The Bushmaster with Trent Reznor & David Yow 
3. Cylinder Head World
4. Point Blank with Steve Albini, Chris Connelly 
5. Suck with Trent Reznor & Paul Barker 

LP1 SIDE B
1. Symphony For Taps 
2. The Greenhouse with Chris Connelly 
3. Little Sisters with Chris Connelly, William Tucker 
4. Tailor Made with Steve Albini, Paul Barker 
5. War Ich Nicht Immer Ein Gutter Junge? War Ich Nicht Immer 
     Schoen Und Nett? Ich Zerpfluckte Niemals Eine Spinne-War 
     Neimals Frech Und Stahl with En Esch 

LP2 SIDE A
1. Blood and Sand with Chris Connelly, Matt Schultz 
2. Weightless with Chris Connelly 
3. Tonight’s The Night (Little Sisters Remix) 
4. Winnebago (Induced Tapeworm Remix) with Nivek Ogre
5. The Bushmaster (Bushmaster Remix) 

LP2 SIDE B
1. War Ich Nicht Immer Ein Gutter Junge? War Ich Nicht Immer 
     Schoen Und Nett? Ich Zerpfluckte Niemals Eine Spinne-War 
     Neimals Frech Und Stahl (Remix) 
2. Suck (VX Remix)
3. Suck (Reverse Sitar Mix)

889466358814

$39.98LP
889466359019

$39.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/o_gVE_kJ7H4


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 43

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.17.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: JUSTIN TIME RECORDS/NETTWERK MANAGEMENT US

068944028122

$13.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737344

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ALIA VOX/HARMONIA MUNDI USA

8435408099530

$26.98SACD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 45

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.02.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ROPEADOPE/SYMPHONIC DISTRIBUTION

197077674439

$14.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/Kh8CvVYXMOY


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737346

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.23.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: NUCLEAR BLAST AMERICA/NUCLEAR BLAST AMERICA, INC

727361591472

$35.982LP

4065629605629

$12.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/8vNmD-X9W4s


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 47

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.06.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: COMPASS RECORDS/COMPASS RECORDS GROUP

766397480220

$16.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/Jo4PkLzKEyA


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737348

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.01.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ROPEADOPE/SYMPHONIC DISTRIBUTION

197368366494

$14.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 49

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.06.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: LAME-O/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

810097913608

$23.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/iKHryMWdWM8


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737350

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.08.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: THINK LIKE A KEY REC/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

UNICORN
TOO MANY CROOKS
Street Date May 12, 2023   Catalog no. TLAK1153

• All editions include lyrics, liner notes and rare photos
• First vinyl reissue ever
• Produced by Pink Floyd’s David Gilmour
• RIYL: Fleetwood Mac, The Rolling Stones, CSN&Y, 
  Pink Floyd 

Reissue of the classic third album by pastoral British folk 
rockers Unicorn produced by David Gilmour of Pink Floyd. 
It was their first for EMI’s Harvest label in the UK and second 
for Capitol in the US. Almost completely penned by guitarist/
keyboardist/singer Ken Baker, the album combines impas-
sioned 1970s West Coast vibes with Beatlesque melodies 
and tight performances. Indeed, the album, while remaining 
sonically consistent, enjoys shifting effortlessly between 
gritty country rockers like the Lindsey Buckingham sounding 
“He’s Got Pride” and “In The Mood”, to the funky “Bullseye 
Bill” and the gentle title track which is not unlike Big Star 
at their finest. While Unicorn were sadly unsuccessful in 
turning the proto-powerpop “Disco Dancer” into a major hit, 
the album track “No Way Out Of Here” went on to be the 
key track on David Gilmour’s debut album. It’s a must-have 
album for any serious music fan.

“A quintessentially English folk-rock act that just happened 
to have collided with a love for American country rock, and 
wound up creating a hybrid that still sounds remarkable 
today.” 
- All Music Guide

“The band is really in the moment here.”
 - Vintage Rock

TRACKLIST
1. Weekend
2. Ferry Boat
3. He’s Got Pride
4. Keep On Going
5. Too Many Crooks
6. Bullseye Bill
7. Disco Dancer 

8. Easy
9. No Way Out Of Here
10. In The Mood
11. So Far Away (cd only)

MARKETING NOTES:  Relevant media campaign across blogs, 
radio/podcast promo, and print/web adverts on key magazines. 

LP NON-RETURNABLE

CD RETURNABLE

TLAK
 THINK LIKE A KEY MUSIC

Purveyors of timeless cult rock, pop, prog, psych, folk, DIY 

sounds from the sixties, seventies to present day.

724049407704

$26.98LP

724049407711

$13.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 51

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CLEOPATRA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: UNION  
Title:  LIVE IN THE GALAXY [DIGIPAK]
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: 05/12/2023

• John Corabi, former vocalist for Mötley Crüe, formed this all-
star group in 1997 with Bruce Kulick, ex KISS guitarist, bassist 
James Hunting of David Lee Roth’s band, and drummer Brent 
Fitz of Slash’s band!

• Recorded live at the Galaxy Club, this album is an excellent 
introduction to the band’s music including several covers of 
songs from the member’s other projects like KISS’s “Jungle” 
and “I Walk Alone,” Mötley Crüe’s “Power To The Music” and 
lots more!

• Digitally remastered audio PLUS all new artwork!

CD
Selection #: CLO 4079
MSRP: $15.98
File Under: Rock / Hard Rock
Box Lot: 30

TRACK LIST:

1. Old Man Wise 
2. Around Again 
3. Heavy D... 
4. Jungle 
5. Love (I Don’t Need It Anymore) 
6. Man In The Moon 
7. I Walk Alone 
8. Surrender 
9. Pain Behind Your Eyes 
10. Power To The Music 
11. Tangerine 
12. October Morning Wind 
13. You’ve Got To Hide Your Love Away 

889466407925

$15.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737352

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.06.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: RUN FOR COVER/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

810097913837

$23.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/GXm96RY7bnk


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 53

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 01.11.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: BRIGHT ANTENNA/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

850041979212

$24.98LP

850041979236

$24.98LP

850041979205

$12.98CD

BABY BLUE VINYL

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/xVHSRFFX1Oo


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737354

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.07.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: MASSACRE/GOODTOGO GMBH

4028466913135

$16.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 55

STREET DATE: 05.12.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.14.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: MR BONGO/KARTEL

7119691288819

$32.98LP

7119691288925

$14.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737356

MAY 5, 2023 RELEASES
ORDERS DUE APRIL 7, 2023



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 57

STREET DATE: 05.05.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.13.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.07.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HOPELESS RECORDS/HOPELESS RECORDS

790692680610

$24.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/RPzf_4dcL28


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737358

STREET DATE: 05.05.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.15.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.07.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: COLEMINE RECORDS/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

674862660476

$9.987”

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/kkgnS4ohi6U


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 59

STREET DATE: 05.05.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.17.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.07.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: NUCLEAR BLAST AMERICA/NUCLEAR BLAST AMERICA

4065629678715

$29.98LP
4065629678739

$14.98CD

4065629678944

$29.98LP
4065629678937

$14.98CD

4065629679019

$35.98LP
4065629679033

$14.98CD

4065629692711

$29.98LP
4065629692735

$14.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737360

STREET DATE: 05.05.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.10.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.07.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ARTISTEXCLUSIVE RECORDS/CITY HALL RECORDS

643131769646

$16.98CD
643131769653

$28.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/ptDIqTYMqDU


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 61

STREET DATE: 05.05.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.14.23 | ORDERS DUE: 04.07.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: PLENTY TUFF RECORDS/VIRTUAL LABEL

VINYL Cat #: PTR001-LP / PYTF001.1
UPC#: 881626706817 
SLP: $23.98       STREET DATE MAY 5th

CD Cat#: PTR001 / PYTF001.2
UPC#: 881626706824
SLP: $13.98     STREET DATE MARCH 31st

Genre: Americana / Post Punk 
Label: Plenty Tuff via Virtual Label

WACO BROTHERS 
The Men That God Forgot

THE MEN THAT GOD FORGOT is the 10th Waco Brothers full length album & was 
recorded with Mike Hagler at Kingsize Soundlabs in Chicago in 2022. The cinematic 
brass parts were arranged and performed by longtime collaborator Max Crawford 
with Dave Smith. Other Waco Cousins appearing are Barkley Mckay on piano and 
organ, Patty Vega on jingling tambourine and Andre Michot of the Lost Bayou Ram-
blers on accordion.

Every night is still Friday night for the WACO BROTHERS but these new songs lace 
that reckless exuberance with a more sober awareness of the tsunami of cynical 
corruption & materialism that infects our everyday existence. BEST THAT MONEY 
CAN BUY rips its verses from what’s left of honest journalism while IN THE DARK 
provides a requiem for functioning democracy AND boasts the best twin-lead guitar 
solo since Thin Lizzy. The album ends with NOWHERE TO RUN a deceptively gentle 
dance number (inspired by a night on the Outlaw 
Country Cruise where the Wacos backed up their 
hero Lee “Scratch” Perry) that presents the 
struggle for social and economic justice as 
neverending. GEORGE WALKS WITH JESUS 
is a song about George Jones walking with Jesus.
 

Shaking off the plague days like a snake 
sheds its skin the WACO BROTHERS 

stumble out of the empty, burning desert 
with a fierce thirst and an epic new 

album: THE MEN THAT GOD FORGOT. 
It’s the first collection of original WACO 

tunes since 2016’s GOING DOWN IN 
HISTORY and comes to you via their 

own label Plenty Tuff Records. 

The current Wacos line-up is: Jean Cook –  violin & 
vox, Tracey Dear – mandolin & vox, 
Alan Jesus George Jones Mr. Spanky 
Captain Giggles Sproketts Doughty Vega – bass 
& vox, Jon Langford – guitar & vox, Dan Massey – 
drums, Dean Schlabowske – guitar & vox

881626706817

$23.98LP

881626706824

$13.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/fZFhA38S9is


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737362

APRIL 28, 2023 RELEASES
ORDERS DUE MARCH 31, 2023



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 63

STREET DATE: 04.28.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.13.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.31.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: AMERICAN LAUNDROMAT/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

Side One 
1. I Can't Stop 
2. Out Of Control (Bad Boy 2) 
3. Not Enough 
4. See It Your Way 
5. I Could Never 

 

Side Two 
1. Teleport 
2. I'll Be Right Over 
3. This Party Sucks 
4. Trade Secrets Theme 
5. Only You 
6. Finally Going Down 

 

Publicity: Sideways Media 
 

Radio: Planetary Group 

 

DRAGON INN 3 
TRADE SECRETS 
 

Release Date: April 28, 2023 
Catalog No.: ALR-0062 
LP UPC: 616011914979 
CD UPC: 616011914962 
Genre: Indie, Synthwave, Alternative 
 

The long-anticipated sophomore 
release from Dragon Inn 3. Features 10 
brand new songs plus a fantastic cover 
of Yazoo's "Only You." 
 

Led by Philip Dickey, co-founder of 
Midwestern early aughts indie-pop 
phenomenon Someone Still Loves You 
Boris Yeltsin, Dragon Inn 3 began as 
an experiment more than a decade 
ago. Trade Secrets is a striking 
sophomore effort. Not only does 
Dragon Inn 3 not suffer from the 
infamous sophomore slump on its 
second album, but the band delivers 
some of its best songwriting and 
studio craft to date. 

 

 

 

 
Red Opaque, 200 Pressed 

Vinyl Non-Returnable 

 

 
4-Panel Eco-Wallet 

 

 

 

 

616011914979

$24.98LP
616011914962

$12.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737364

STREET DATE: 04.28.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.07.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.31.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: COLOR RED RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

Hot Mustard returns with an epic second course that brings new depth 
of flavor to the unique sound that the duo served up on their debut. In 
the mix with the hard-hitting drums, tasty guitar and ultra groovy low 
end, lies the punchy brass work of Antibalas’ trumpeter Jordan Mclean 
and TV on the Radio Trombonist Dave ’Smoota’ Smith. The album, 
titled ‘Seconds’, features a spicy blend of Hammond organ throughout 
and is garnished by the masterful hands of cellist Helen Gillet. The lone 
vocal on the album is delivered by the soulful songstress Alanna Royale 
who caps off the feast brilliantly. Hip-hop aficionados and connoisseurs 
of vintage funk and soul are certain to leave the table with their taste 
buds buzzing after this one.

PRODUCTION CREDITS

Produced by: Jack Powell 
Mixed by: Jack Powell
Mastered by: Doug Krebs
Genre:  Funk | Jazz | Cinematic

SIDE A

1) Gravy Boat
2) The Golden Beat
3) Low Boy 
4) Butcher Block

SIDE B

5) Mustard Green 
6) Whole Grain 
7) Nickle Empire 
8) Stono Hustle
9) The End Of Time

HOT MUSTARD
“SECONDS”

A MUSIC REVOLUTION / COLOR-RED.COM

ALSO AVAILABLE ON COLOR RED:
Hot Mustard, Electric Beethoven, Lucas De Mulder

Recorded At:

WHITE FUR 
UNDERGROUND 

(Brooklyn, NY)

697560815290

$34.9812”

798576232498

$11.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/QMfYOK_DnJk


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 65

STREET DATE: 04.28.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.13.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.31.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: EPITAPH/EPITAPH

045778747610

$23.98LP
045778747634

$26.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/L3QB4VnUOUA


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737366

STREET DATE: 04.28.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.31.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: MESH KEY/VIRTUAL LABEL

Cat#: MEKE33.1
UPC: 659696543218
FORMAT: LP   SLP: $29.98

TOLERANCE
Anonym (1979)
Legendary debut album by Junko Tange, origi-
nally issued by Osaka’s Vanity Records . 

Dadaesque recitations and sparse guitar, piano 
and electronic meanderings combine for a be-
guiling, hypnotic dreamworld. 

Officially licensed from the custodians of Yuzuru 
Agi’s Vanity Records archives, this edition has 
been fully remastered from brand new transfers 
of the original analog tapes by Stephan Mathieu.

Packaged in an old school, tip-on sleeve. In-
cludes hi-res digital download.

Cat#: MEKE32.1
UPC: 659696543119
FORMAT: 2xLP  /  SLP: $38.98

LABEL: MESH KEY via Virtual Label Group
STREET DATE: 4/28

DIVIN  (1981)
Junko Tange’s second and final album is a 
minimalistic, phantasmagoric masterpiece of 
distant, dreamlike voices woven through pulsating, 
dubbed-out drum machines, synths and static, 
originally issued by Osaka’s Vanity Records in 1981.

Did this unassuming dental student (who vanished 
from the music world following this release) inadver-
tently invent dub techno? You be the judge. Label 
head Yuzuru Agi said this was his favorite Vanity 
release, and it’s not hard to see why.

Remastered by Stephan Mathieu from brand new 
transfers of the miraculously well preserved original 
analog tapes, this fully authorized 2LP (@45rpm) 
is the definitive edition of this landmark electronic 
work. Packaged in a deluxe, gatefold Stoughton tip-
on jacket.

659696543218

$29.98LP

659696543119

$35.982LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 67

APRIL 21, 2023 RELEASES
ORDERS DUE MARCH 24, 2023



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737368

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: WARNER CLASSICS/WARNER RECORDS

5054197367403

$18.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 69

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: WARNER CLASSICS/WARNER RECORDS

5054197211430

$39.9811CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737370

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: WARNER CLASSICS/WARNER RECORDS

5054197205798

$18.985CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 71

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: WARNER CLASSICS/WARNER RECORDS

5054197357329

$24.982LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737372

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: WARNER CLASSICS/WARNER RECORDS

5054197344633

$79.984LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 73

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: WARNER CLASSICS/WARNER RECORDS

5054197378461

$21.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737374

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ERATO/WARNER RECORDS

5054197186783

$99.9836CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 75

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ORIGIN RECORDS/CITY HALL RECORDS

805558287022

$15.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737376

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: WARNER CLASSICS/WARNER RECORDS

5054197138881

$69.98SACD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 77

Seasons (Richter, Glass) 
Etienne Gara, Delirium Musicum 
Packaging: 1CD Digipack 
Release Date: April 21, 2023 
Price: $18.98 
Catalogue Number: 740193 
UPC: 5054197401930 
*refer to web dmi for tracklisting*

Release Information: 
• The first Warner Classics album for Etienne Gara, French violinist based in Los
Angeles, and Delirium Musicum, made up of 21 musicians from 9 countries across 3
continents.

• Seasons features a fascinating Richter work called Recomposed by Max
Richter: Vivaldi – The Four Seasons, alongside Philipp Glass’s Violin Concerto No. 2
(The American Four Seasons)

• Etienne Gara on the album: “In a world where climate change is at the
heart of our attention, these eight delightfully unhinged seasons are scattered
across a wildly singular time. They cast an artistic blur on our perception of what
has always seemed taken for granted, unshakeable: the seasons with their
established climates, our perception of time and space, Vivaldi's Four Seasons…”

• “Ferocious and rhythmically mesmerizing.” – San Francisco Classical Voice
on this energetic and special young ensemble

• Etienne Gara on immersive: “Driven by this spirit that pushes the boundaries
of our comfort to explore new artistic paths, we sought to create a special sound
environment for this recording. We used the incredible advantages of Dolby
Atmos, choreographing the musicians to the musical language of the score. This
subtle play with the microphones opens the door to magical colors and offers a
unique and immersive experience to the listener, as we perceive it on stage.”

• Concert: 11th of May 2023 - The Soraya – Northridge, CA;

.

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: WARNER CLASSICS/WARNER RECORDS

5054197401930

$18.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737378

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.24.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ERATO/WARNER RECORDS

5054197205514

$159.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 79

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ERATO/WARNER RECORDS

5054197452543

$39.982LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737380

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ERATO/WARNER RECORDS

5054197452536

$22.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 81

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ORIGIN RECORDS/CITY HALL RECORDS

805558287121

$15.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737382

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: OA2/CITY HALL RECORDS

805552221220

$15.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 83

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ERATO/WARNER RECORDS

5054197384691

$39.9810CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737384

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: WARNER CLASSICS/WARNER RECORDS

190296262715

$89.9836CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 85

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ERATO/WARNER RECORDS

5054197213328

$18.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737386

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: WARNER CLASSICS/WARNER RECORDS

5054197406591

$29.982CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 87

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.17.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: COSA RECORDS/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

674862659012

$10.987”
674862659906

$10.987”



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737388

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ERATO/WARNER RECORDS

5054197293467

$18.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 89

STREET DATE: 04.21.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.15.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.24.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: PROPHECY/SPKR MEDIA

THURNIN
“Menhir”

Genre: Dark Folk / Neofolk  •  Explicit: No

Configuration:

Label: Prophecy Productions

CD
AB 124 884388869400

Before THURNIN will enter the studio to produce a new album, the 
Dutch dark folk project is announcing a reissue of their debut full-
length “Menhir” (2021) via Auerbach. The self-released first album 
sold out twice rapidly and is already much sought-after, which is 
hardly surprising as the full album stream on YouTube has passed 
the 1 million views milestone and continues to generate about 
10,000 new views each week.

The new edition of “Menhir” was first released as a Digipak CD on 
November 11 and is still available. Now it will also be issued on vinyl 
for the first time - as gatefold 2LP on black vinyl, and also forest 
green marbled vinyl, both including an etching on side D. 

RELEASE DATE: VINYL: APRIL 21ST, 2023 CD: ALREADY AVAILABLE

2LP (BLACK) 
AB 124 LP 884388869417

 2LP (MARBLE)
AB 124 LPC-1 884388869424

884388869400

$12.98CD

884388869417

$39.982LP
884388869424

$42.982LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737390

APRIL 14, 2023 RELEASES
ORDERS DUE NOW



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 91

STREET DATE: 04.14.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.27.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.17.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: QUMRAN RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

796520190313

$26.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/DAf_kijy-NI


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737392

APRIL 7, 2023 RELEASES
ORDERS DUE MARCH 10, 2023



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 93

STREET DATE: 04.07.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HIGH ROLLER/GOODTOGO GMBH

4251267713837

$37.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737394

STREET DATE: 04.07.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.10.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: AKARMA/CITY HALL RECORDS

7427244912624

$50.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 95

STREET DATE: 04.07.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.08.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: RUBELLAN REMASTERS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

795847166148

$16.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737396

STREET DATE: 04.07.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HIGH ROLLER/GOODTOGO GMBH

4251267707966

$24.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 97

STREET DATE: 04.07.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HIGH ROLLER/GOODTOGO GMBH

4251267713356

$41.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737398

STREET DATE: 04.07.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HIGH ROLLER/GOODTOGO GMBH

4251267713387

$37.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/piHUcR_2ahA


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 99

STREET DATE: 04.07.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HIGH ROLLER/GOODTOGO GMBH

4251267711895

$41.98LP/CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/sHC7oQjB5_E


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373100

STREET DATE: 04.07.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HIGH ROLLER/GOODTOGO GMBH

4251267711901

$44.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/sHC7oQjB5_E


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 101

STREET DATE: 04.07.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HIGH ROLLER/GOODTOGO GMBH

4251267713868

$41.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373102

.

STREET DATE: 04.07.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HIGH ROLLER/GOODTOGO GMBH

4251267713424

$24.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 103

STREET DATE: 04.07.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HIGH ROLLER/GOODTOGO GMBH

4251267713394

$41.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/2ZzzwCgMOr0


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373104

STREET DATE: 04.07.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 12.20.22 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: AKARMA/CITY HALL RECORDS

8026575185111

$44.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 105

STREET DATE: 04.07.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: AKARMA/CITY HALL RECORDS

7427244912617

$38.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373106

MARCH 31, 2023 RELEASES
ORDERS DUE NOW



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 107

STREET DATE: 03.31.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.02.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CYCLONE RECORDS/KARTEL

5056032368231

$30.98LP

5056032368224

$27.98LP

5056032368217

$12.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/EQGi2KWoaCo


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373108

STREET DATE: 03.31.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.14.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: INTAKT RECORDS/VIRTUAL LABEL

7640120194017

$19.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 109

STREET DATE: 03.31.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.14.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: INTAKT RECORDS/VIRTUAL LABEL

7640120193928

$19.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373110

MARCH 24, 2023 RELEASES
ORDERS DUE NOW



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 111

STREET DATE: 03.24.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.02.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: IMPEX RECORDS/CITY HALL RECORDS

IMXSA8329
Celebrating the 60th Anniversary of
Barbra Streisand’s legendary debut
recording, available officially for the
first time anywhere
•24 spine-tingling performances captured
    live at The Bon Soir nightclub in Greenwich    live at The Bon Soir nightclub in Greenwich
    Village, NY
•Mixed by Jochem van der Saag from the
    original analog session tapes and mastered
    in 24 bit/96 kHz by Paul Blakemore
•Features a gorgeous booklet with session
    and publicity photos, historical and technical
    notes, and a special note from Barbra    notes, and a special note from Barbra

Label: IPX - IMPEX RECORDS
Catalog#: 8329
Format: SA
Title: LIVE AT THE BON SOIR
Artist: STREISAND, BARBRA
St. Date: 3/24/2023
CCategory: VO - VOCALS - JAZZ & POP
Country of Origin: US
Barcode: 856276002749 (UPC)
Set Count: 1
Box Quantity: 30

Barbra Streisand
856276002749

$45.98SACD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/LdWx_rfjhLQ


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373112

STREET DATE: 03.24.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.02.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: SIDE ONE DUMMY/EXCELERATION MUSIC PARTNERS

603967182033

$25.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/yuenDKsbSAw


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 113

STREET DATE: 03.24.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 01.12.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: BARBES/VIRTUAL LABEL

An antic and ambling assemblage of instrumentals composed for 
public radio’s beloved and iconic program This American Life. 
In 2020, the Pulitzer Prize-winning show This American Life commissioned ten pieces 
from NYC guitarist and composer Stephen Ulrich to convey the yearning, intrigue, and 
beauty of a program that has become the benchmark of modern storytelling, its eclectic 
themed episodes drawing on the vibrant and colorful expanse of American oral tradi-
tions and narrative yarn-spinners. An ideal match for the broadcast’s unique, personal 
insights and surprising perspectives, the music Ulrich composes is both humorous and  
unsettling, cloud-darkened and shining like a new dawn, a touch off-kilter and fancy on 
its feet. 

These ten tracks, with evocative titles like “Unpretty” and “Rinse Cycle,” weave a me-
lodic and textural thread through multiple episodes of the iconic show, and complement 
its tone, slipping in and out of focus, serving as both foreground and background. 

Produced by Grammy-winning producer/engineer Dean Sharenow, the album also fea-
tures the keyboards of acclaimed pianist/singer/producer Thomas Bartlett (aka Dove-
man). With fluid style and cinematic scale, Music from This American Life tells its own 
tales in a distinctly American vernacular. 

The NYC based musician is widely admired for his decades of live performances and 
recordings akin to a furtive glance down a rain soaked alley or a fugitive interlude at an 
all-night diner: melodic patches and scraps collected from the rich and crazy expanse 
of Americana, at once noir and pastoral, gothic and modern, spare yet elegant, nimbly 
shaded by all the essential and archetypal genres, from swing to rockabilly, blues to 
surf music. 

FORMAT: CD
CAT No: BBES57.2
UPC: 881626627921
SLP: $12.98
STREET DATE: 2/17

FORMAT: LP
CAT No: BBES57.1
UPC: 881626627914
SLP: $23.98
STREET DATE: 3/24

GENRE: NOIR/GTR/RADIO SOUNDTRACK
LABEL:  BARBES RECORDS

STEPHEN  ULRICH
MUSIC FROM THIS AMERICAN LIFE

881626627914

$23.98LP

881626627921

$12.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/Q7lCFZPe7cE


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373114

FEBRUARY 24, 2023 RELEASES
ORDERS DUE NOW



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 115

STREET DATE: 02.24.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 01.27.23 | ORDERS DUE: 01.27.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HOPELESS RECORDS/HOPELESS RECORDS

790692069316

$24.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/GcNiKCmWdYE


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373116

STREET DATE: 02.24.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 01.27.23 | ORDERS DUE: 01.27.23
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HOPELESS RECORDS/HOPELESS RECORDS

790692212910

$24.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/sYeM0nFWcqE


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 117

STREET DATE: 02.24.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 032.24.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: INTAKT RECORDS/VIRTUAL LABEL

7640120193973

$19.98CD

790692212910

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/-qSyehNbJYE


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373118

STREET DATE: 02.24.23 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.24.23 | ORDERS DUE NOW
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CUMBANCHA/VIRTUAL LABEL

853001008601

$14.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/udlaD5NarTE


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 119
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(CLICK HERE)
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Pretty Things
Complete Studio 
Albums: 1965-2020
15LP Box Set
636551823159
$299.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Rock
Madfi sh

Peter Schilling
Coming Home: 40 
Years Of Major Tom
2CD Set
5054197448584
$24.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Rock
Rhino

Black� eld
Accident Of Stars: 
2004-2017
6CD + Blu-ray
802644858753
$85.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Rock
Kscope

Hawkwind
Days Of The 
Underground...
8CD + 2Blu-Ray
5013929635029
$108.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Rock
Atomhenge

Limited 15 vinyl LP box set. Madfi sh 
are proud to present, for the fi rst time 
in one set, the complete studio album 
recordings of The Pretty Things. From 
the bands' chaotic beginnings on their 
self-titled debut in 1965 through to their 
more refl ective latter day output in Bare As 
Bone, Bright As Blood, this 13 album box 

Two CD edition contains a total of 40 
tracks - 20 English, 20 German. Among 
those are remastered versions of the 
greatest hits from 40 years such as "Major 
Tom (Coming Home), "The Different Story 
(World Of Lust And Crime)" or "Terra 
Titanic" as well as four new songs in both 
languages. It has been exactly 40 years 
since Peter Schilling landed a #1 hit on 
the German charts with "Major Tom (völlig 
losgelöst)" - the song remained on top 
of the charts for eight weeks. The single, 
together with his debut album Fehler i'm 
System (Error In The System) released in 
November 1982, marked the beginning of 
an unprecedented musical career for the 
artist originating from Stuttgart, Germany 
- a global success story spanning from 
Europe to the US, where his English 
version of "Major Tom (Coming Home)" 

Limited six CD + Blu-ray set including 
book. Kscope are delighted to present, 
for the fi rst time, this run of albums from 
2004 - 2017. Included within are the fi rst 
fi ve albums as well as a bonus disc of the 
band's previously unreleased incredible 
show at Paradiso, Amsterdam from 2011 
(Live DNA). In addition, a newly produced 
Blu-ray is featured which has Blackfi eld, 
Blackfi eld II and Welcome To My DNA in 
24bit 44.1kHz format, Blackfi eld IV and 
Blackfi eld V in 5.1 Surround Sound & High 
Resolution 24-bit Stereo as well as the full 
Live In N.Y. show as a visual concert with 

Deluxe 10 Disc (eight CD / two Blu-rays) 
box set featuring all of the recordings 
made and released by Hawkwind and 
Hawklords between 1977 and 1979 
Featuring Robert Calvert. Featuring New 
stereo and 5. 1 surround sound mixes 
of Quark, Strangeness And Charm, 
Hawklords - 25 Years On and P. X. R. 5 by 
Steven Wilson. With an additional four CDs 
of live material including all the surviving 
recordings from the September 1977 Sonic 
Assassins concert in December 1977 and 
Hawklords Live At Uxbridge University, all 
mixed from the original multi-track masters. 
Also including the previously unreleased 
promotional fi lm of Hawklords At Uxbridge 
University in 1978 and a performance 
of Quark, Strangeness And Charm on 
the Marc Bolan TV show, plus a lavishly 
illustrated book, essay and a poster.        

set contains it all. Led by founding vocalist 
and guitarist Phil May & Dick Taylor, The 
Pretty Things created some of the most 
exciting and innovative records of the 
sixties, early seventies and beyond. The 
band have been a massive success and 
a huge infl uence on artists as diverse as 
David Bowie, Aerosmith, The Ramones, 
Bob Dylan, The Sex Pistols, The White 
Stripes, Kasabian and many, many more. 
Still recording until the passing of Phil 
May two years ago, this set follows the 
bands' journey until those fi nal recordings 
in 2020. All albums have been remastered 
especially for vinyl with original artwork 
recreated throughout. Within each album 
comes an individual, album specifi c 4-page 
insert with rare photographs and original 
single sleeves with words from Mike Stax, 
Dick Taylor and Mark St. John. Fans will 
also fi nd an exclusive pull-out print of 
the band in their prime. All this is housed 
inside a deluxe slipcase style box.        

5.1 Surround Sound & High Resolution 
24-bit Stereo. The bands' promo videos 
from this period are also included. When 
the two began collaborating, they were 
both fi rmly established in their own careers 
as renowned rock vocalists, songwriters, 
producers and multi-instrumentalists. 
Aviv Geffen is one of Israel's most iconic 
and best-selling musicians, who performs 
at stadium level in his home country. At 
the time of Blackfi eld's formation, Steven 
Wilson was leading Porcupine Tree, the 
celebrated expansive British rock band. 
By 2010, he shifted into a solo career, 
building up a dedicated global following 
that expands with each passing day.        

Jade Warrior
Wind Borne: 
The Island Albums
4CD Set
5013929482890
$35.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Rock
Esoteric

X
Under The Big 
Black Sun
LP (Turquoise)
8719262026865
$31.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Rock
Music On Vinyl

Fairport 
Convention
Full House For Sale
CD
5051078003221
$16.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Folk
Matty Grooves

This Is Flying 
Dutchman 1969-75 
Various Artists
CD
029667103329
$13.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Folk
BGP

Rick Wakeman
Gallery Of The 
Imagination
2LP (Clear)
636551826815
$40.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Rock
Madfi sh

Four CD set. Wind Borne - The Island 
Albums 1974-1978 features newly 
remastered versions of Floating World, 
Waves, Kites, and Way Of The Sun. 
After releasing a series of albums for 
Vertigo Records, the original line-up of 
Jade Warrior split in 1973. Flautist Jon 
Field and innovative guitarist Tony Duhig 
decided to continue under the moniker and 
embarked on composing and recording 
a series of wonderful albums for Island 
Records in 1974. Coming to the attention 

Extremely limited numbered 180gm 
turquoise colored vinyl LP pressing. All 
11 songs on Under The Big Black Sun 
are exceptional, from both a performance 
and compositional point of view. Before 
the recording of the album, singer Exene 
Cervenka's sister was killed by a drunk 
driver, and the band decided to work out 
their grief in the music, which eventually 
resulted in two of the album's best tracks: 
the melodic "Riding With Mary" and the 
vintage '50s sound of "Come Back to 
Me". The record was produced by Ray 
Manzarek, who is best known as the co-
founder of The Doors.        

2023 live release. "Those attending 
Fairport's Cropredy Convention 2022 
will know that we celebrated the fi ftieth 
anniversary of our 1970 LP Full House 
(albeit two years late thanks to Covid-19 
restrictions). The original line-up of Richard 
Thompson, Simon Nicol, Dave Mattacks, 
Dave Pegg (with Chris Leslie fi lling the 
shoes of the late great Dave Swarbrick) 
took to the Cropredy stage to perform 
the whole album. We recorded the show 
and the result is a magnifi cent musical 
memento of a stunning live performance. If 
you were in the fi eld that night, this album 
will let you relive the occasion; if you 
couldn't make it then now's your chance to 
savor what you missed."        

UK collection. Bob Thiele is one of the 
great producers. For his work with John 
Coltrane alone, where he gave free reign 
to the saxophone great's wildest musical 
visions including A Love Supreme, ignoring 
the usual cost consciousness of a major 
label, he deserves to be lauded. He 
launched his own label, Flying Dutchman 
in 1969, and continued to innovate and 
record music that refl ected it's times, but 
that also resonates down through the 
ages. It is to Flying Dutchman that we 
are paying tribute on this compilation. 
Gil Scott-Heron's recordings for the label 
ran to three records, which sold well but 
not spectacularly at the time. They have 
since taken on a resonance that makes 
the album Pieces Of A Man in particular 
one of the most important recordings of 
the last century, and it's opening track 
'The Revolution Will Not Be Televised' an 

Double clear vinyl LP pressing in gatefold 
jacket. 2023 release, a concept album 
from keyboard legend Rick Wakeman. The 
conception of the album began at the age 
of fi ve. Rick's childhood piano teacher, 
Mrs Symes, taught him that musicians 
with instruments are like an artist with 
paint; something that Rick carried through 
his life, creating sonic paintings through 
his composition. Just as you might fi nd 
a vast array of styles in an art gallery, 
Wakeman presents a plethora of musical 
aesthetics throughout the record. Inspired 
by the menagerie he created; Rick recalled 
the advice of his beloved teacher & has 
presented these tracks as pictures in a 
gallery; A Gallery Of The Imagination. 
Amongst the many clear prog infl uences 
& soaring Moog solos, Wakeman treats 
the ears to two solo piano numbers, 
which refl ect Rick's classical roots & his 
love of the romantic period. On the other 
eight unconventional vocal tracks, Rick 
showcases the distinctive descriptive 
music carefully around the poetic lyrics.        

reached #14 on the billboard charts. The 
album and single also reached #1 on the 
Canadian charts and were certifi ed with 
several awards.

Also Available: 
Coming Home: 40 Years Of Major Tom
4CD - 5054197448607 $43.99        

of Island founder Chris Blackwell through 
a recommendation from Steve Winwood, 
Island issued Floating World in 1974. 
Stylistically, Jade Warrior had now evolved 
into an instrumental entity, pioneering 
a unique fusion of ethnic Japanese 
infl uences and ambient progressive rock 
which soon became critically acclaimed. 
The 1975 album Waves took this template 
still further and featured guest musician 
Steve Winwood on piano and Moog 
synthesizer. Kites, issued in 1976, was 
even more ambitious, featuring a host 
of guest musicians including Fred Frith 
of Henry Cow and Clodagh Simmons of 
Mellow Candle. Jade Warrior's fi nal album 
for Island Records, Way Of The Sun, was 
issued in 1978 and was arguably their 
fi nest album. An incredibly evocative work, 
inspired by the mythology of the Incas.        
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Jade Warrior
Wind Borne: 
The Island Albums
4CD Set
5013929482890
$35.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Rock
Esoteric

X
Under The Big 
Black Sun
LP (Turquoise)
8719262026865
$31.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Rock
Music On Vinyl

Fairport 
Convention
Full House For Sale
CD
5051078003221
$16.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Folk
Matty Grooves

This Is Flying 
Dutchman 1969-75 
Various Artists
CD
029667103329
$13.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Folk
BGP

Rick Wakeman
Gallery Of The 
Imagination
2LP (Clear)
636551826815
$40.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Rock
Madfi sh

Four CD set. Wind Borne - The Island 
Albums 1974-1978 features newly 
remastered versions of Floating World, 
Waves, Kites, and Way Of The Sun. 
After releasing a series of albums for 
Vertigo Records, the original line-up of 
Jade Warrior split in 1973. Flautist Jon 
Field and innovative guitarist Tony Duhig 
decided to continue under the moniker and 
embarked on composing and recording 
a series of wonderful albums for Island 
Records in 1974. Coming to the attention 

Extremely limited numbered 180gm 
turquoise colored vinyl LP pressing. All 
11 songs on Under The Big Black Sun 
are exceptional, from both a performance 
and compositional point of view. Before 
the recording of the album, singer Exene 
Cervenka's sister was killed by a drunk 
driver, and the band decided to work out 
their grief in the music, which eventually 
resulted in two of the album's best tracks: 
the melodic "Riding With Mary" and the 
vintage '50s sound of "Come Back to 
Me". The record was produced by Ray 
Manzarek, who is best known as the co-
founder of The Doors.        

2023 live release. "Those attending 
Fairport's Cropredy Convention 2022 
will know that we celebrated the fi ftieth 
anniversary of our 1970 LP Full House 
(albeit two years late thanks to Covid-19 
restrictions). The original line-up of Richard 
Thompson, Simon Nicol, Dave Mattacks, 
Dave Pegg (with Chris Leslie fi lling the 
shoes of the late great Dave Swarbrick) 
took to the Cropredy stage to perform 
the whole album. We recorded the show 
and the result is a magnifi cent musical 
memento of a stunning live performance. If 
you were in the fi eld that night, this album 
will let you relive the occasion; if you 
couldn't make it then now's your chance to 
savor what you missed."        

UK collection. Bob Thiele is one of the 
great producers. For his work with John 
Coltrane alone, where he gave free reign 
to the saxophone great's wildest musical 
visions including A Love Supreme, ignoring 
the usual cost consciousness of a major 
label, he deserves to be lauded. He 
launched his own label, Flying Dutchman 
in 1969, and continued to innovate and 
record music that refl ected it's times, but 
that also resonates down through the 
ages. It is to Flying Dutchman that we 
are paying tribute on this compilation. 
Gil Scott-Heron's recordings for the label 
ran to three records, which sold well but 
not spectacularly at the time. They have 
since taken on a resonance that makes 
the album Pieces Of A Man in particular 
one of the most important recordings of 
the last century, and it's opening track 
'The Revolution Will Not Be Televised' an 

Double clear vinyl LP pressing in gatefold 
jacket. 2023 release, a concept album 
from keyboard legend Rick Wakeman. The 
conception of the album began at the age 
of fi ve. Rick's childhood piano teacher, 
Mrs Symes, taught him that musicians 
with instruments are like an artist with 
paint; something that Rick carried through 
his life, creating sonic paintings through 
his composition. Just as you might fi nd 
a vast array of styles in an art gallery, 
Wakeman presents a plethora of musical 
aesthetics throughout the record. Inspired 
by the menagerie he created; Rick recalled 
the advice of his beloved teacher & has 
presented these tracks as pictures in a 
gallery; A Gallery Of The Imagination. 
Amongst the many clear prog infl uences 
& soaring Moog solos, Wakeman treats 
the ears to two solo piano numbers, 
which refl ect Rick's classical roots & his 
love of the romantic period. On the other 
eight unconventional vocal tracks, Rick 
showcases the distinctive descriptive 
music carefully around the poetic lyrics.        

reached #14 on the billboard charts. The 
album and single also reached #1 on the 
Canadian charts and were certifi ed with 
several awards.

Also Available: 
Coming Home: 40 Years Of Major Tom
4CD - 5054197448607 $43.99        

of Island founder Chris Blackwell through 
a recommendation from Steve Winwood, 
Island issued Floating World in 1974. 
Stylistically, Jade Warrior had now evolved 
into an instrumental entity, pioneering 
a unique fusion of ethnic Japanese 
infl uences and ambient progressive rock 
which soon became critically acclaimed. 
The 1975 album Waves took this template 
still further and featured guest musician 
Steve Winwood on piano and Moog 
synthesizer. Kites, issued in 1976, was 
even more ambitious, featuring a host 
of guest musicians including Fred Frith 
of Henry Cow and Clodagh Simmons of 
Mellow Candle. Jade Warrior's fi nal album 
for Island Records, Way Of The Sun, was 
issued in 1978 and was arguably their 
fi nest album. An incredibly evocative work, 
inspired by the mythology of the Incas.        
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anthem. Pianist Lonnie Liston Smith had 
been on Thiele's fi nal important Impulse! 
Recording, Pharoah Sanders' "Karma", 
and continued to appear on Flying 
Dutchman, fi rst as a sideman and then as 
a leader. His 1975 album "Expansions" 
was the perfect encapsulation of his 
'cosmic jazz' and the title track is a 
moment of near perfection which has 
become one of the foundation pieces of 
modern dance music. Flying Dutchman's 
other great discoveries are here. Vocalist 
Leon Thomas found a new route for jazz 
vocals in the early 70s, which made him a 
star and earned him a place in Santana. 
Gato Barbieri became one of the major 
saxophone stars of the era, after Thiele 
enabled him to meld his free jazz leanings 
to the rhythms of South America. The 
label also made important recordings 
with Tom Scott (featured on Thiele's 
own 'Head Start'), Ornette Coleman and 
Oliver Nelson, whilst interesting records 
appeared by Esther Marrow, Harold 
Alexander and many more. This is Flying 
Dutchman is a considered tribute to the 
label, and features in depth and fully 
illustrated sleeve notes. In the year when 
Bob Thiele's son is gearing up to release 
the fi rst new music on the label since 1976, 
it is an apt and timely reminder of the 
power of the music.

Also Available: 
This Is Flying Dutchman 1969-1975 - VA
2LP - 029667013611 $22.99        

Fishbone
Truth & Soul: 
35th Anniversary
LP (Red)
8719262028289
$31.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Rock
Music On Vinyl

Ozric Tentacles
Tantric Obstacles
2LP
802644818511
$30.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Rock
Kscope

Ennio Morricone
Il Mercenario / 
O.S.T.
CD
8032539495851
$21.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Soundtrack
Beat

Ozric Tentacles
Erpsongs
2LP
802644818412
$30.99
Street Date: 3/31/23
Rock
Kscope

Limited 180gm translucent red colored 
vinyl LP pressing. 35th Anniversary 
edition. Truth and Soul is the second 
studio album by alternative rock band 
Fishbone, originally released in 1988. 
The album features a wide array of 
genres including punk, ska, reggae, soul, 
funk, elements of hard rock and blues. 
Truth and Soul contains a cover version 
of Curtis Mayfi eld's "Freddie's Dead", 
originally from the soundtrack to the fi lm 

Double vinyl LP pressing. One of the 
most infl uential bands to emerge from 
the UK's festival scene, the Ozrics 
layer ambient & ethereal landscapes 
with freeform dub trips, incredible rave 
grooves & psychedelic progressive rock. 
It's an open exploration of music & the 
soul. A raggle-taggle, unpretentious 
assortment of punk-infused, dreadlocked 
hippies, since 1983 the Ozric Tentacles 
wove psychedelic audio-tapestries that 
captured the almost dangerous musical 
diversity of the free festival scene, 
blending acid rock with dub, reggae, 
ethnic world music & electronic, jazzy 
experimentation. This was the soundtrack 
to the herb-fragranced, alternative 
lifestyle that wound it's way around 
country lanes looking for a place to set 
up & party, away from the psychoses 
of corporate life. Tantric Obstacles 
was released in 1985 on cassette only 
following in the footsteps of their debut 
Erpsongs. The album contains tracks that 
are still fi rm live favorites - the energetic 
guitar space-rocker "Sniffi ng Dog" & 
the more complex "Og-Ha-Be", which 
kicks off the album with the trademark 
Ozrics sound - a funky riff that gradually 
builds & recedes & builds again until it 
eventually explodes upon a scintillating 
pinnacle of space guitar. "Music to Gargle 
At" is almost an early version of the '91 
'Strangetitude' single "Sploosh!"; with 
it's water samples, electronic beats & 
plug hole noises. "Trees Of Eternity" is 
clearly infl uenced by Steve Hillage, whilst 
"Oddhamshaw Style" & "Sorry Style" 
date the tape with the kind of classic 
dub that could be heard drifting across 
the main drag of any festival site from a 
ramshackle sound system in the early 
part of the '80's.        

Beat Records is proud to reissue the 
classic OST by Ennio Morricone for 
the Western movie Il mercenario (aka 
The Mercenary), Ennio Morricone 
composed a wonderful soundtrack for a 
genre for which he has written immortal 
masterpieces. The Roman Maestro 
surrounded himself with his usual 
collaborators such as Bruno Nicolai 
for the conducting of the orchestra, I 
Cantori Moderni Choir, and Alessandro 
Alessandroni for his famous whistling. 
For this CD, the original stereo master 
tape assembled for the 33rpm of the time 
was used, since to this day the complete 
recording sessions remain missing.        

Double vinyl LP pressing. A raggle-
taggle, unpretentious assortment of 
punk-infused, dreadlocked hippies, the 
Ozric Tentacles wove psychedelic 
audio-tapestries that captured the almost 
dangerous musical diversity of the 
free festival scene, blending acid rock 
with dub, reggae, ethnic world music 
and electronic, jazzy experimentation. 
This was the soundtrack to the herb-
fragranced, alternative lifestyle that 
wound it's way around country lanes 
looking for a place to set up and party, 
away from the psychoses of corporate 
life. Erpsongs remains a fi rm favorite 
amongst fans, establishing the band's 
distinctive '70's infl uenced swirling space 

Super Fly and it is the fi rst single of the 
album.        

rock jams while maintaining their very 
original own sound.        
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CD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 05.12.2023 • ORDERS DUE 04.14.2023
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E 2nd Face__Utopium Dependent 884388874077 $12.98 50 Dance Music
2ND FACE mastermind Vincent Uhlig has far surpassed the huge expectations stoked by the acclaimed debut album Nemesis with his sophomore full-length utOpium. The certified German sound 
magician has created a multi-layered masterpiece that does not just feed pure ear-candy to audiophiles as any headphone-test will confirm, but also thrills with excellent songwriting and lyrical 
depth. The sound of utOpium is highly transparent and detailed yet at the same time aggressive and powerful, which perfectly fits the industrial genre, in which 2ND FACE operate and push the 
limits. Uhlig has invested five years of blood, sweat, and tears into this monster of an album. His work displays an obvious respect for industrial scene. The darkness of the Belgian school has left 
an audible mark in the sound of 2ND FACE yet also notes of SKINNY PUPPY, and even a knife tip of avant-garde pioneers TOOL. While referencing the industrial tradition, Uhlig also steers his 
own course, which for example manifests in his use of an EMS Synthi AKS and PPG-300 modular system inherited from his father - the krautrock pioneer Wolf-Rüdiger Uhlig (MURPHY BLEND, 
HANUMAN). Lyrically, utOpium takes a deep dive through the human mind and embarks on a philosophical journey to self-awareness. 2ND FACE also hold a a subtle mirror to society, which is 
fragmenting while collectively opting for (social) media self-hypnosis in the face of climate change and war. 2ND FACE were conceived by Vincent Uhlig in the German city of Mainz, capital of the 
Rhineland-Palatinate, in 2014. The 2017 debut full-length Nemesis was widely regarded as a newcomer of the year and did not only receive much praise from critics but also sold particularly well. 
With the EP Nihilum, 2ND FACE confirmed their exceptional talent and status as fast-rising new stars on the industrial sky. With utOpium, 2ND FACE achieve another quantum jump in quality and 
the sound of the album is bound to become a benchmark of the industrial genre for years to come. Put on your headphones, crank up your speakers, and let utOpium detonate into your ears!  
    
E 2nd Face__Utopium Dependent 884388874084 $39.98 10 Dance Music
2CD Book (36 pages, hardcover, 18x18cm) incl. Bonus CD DystOpium with 6 bonus tracks. 2ND FACE mastermind Vincent Uhlig has far surpassed the huge expectations stoked by the acclaimed 
debut album Nemesis with his sophomore full-length utOpium. The certified German sound magician has created a multi-layered masterpiece that does not just feed pure ear-candy to audiophiles 
as any headphone-test will confirm, but also thrills with excellent songwriting and lyrical depth. The sound of utOpium is highly transparent and detailed yet at the same time aggressive and powerful, 
which perfectly fits the industrial genre, in which 2ND FACE operate and push the limits. Uhlig has invested five years of blood, sweat, and tears into this monster of an album. His work displays an 
obvious respect for industrial scene. The darkness of the Belgian school has left an audible mark in the sound of 2ND FACE yet also notes of SKINNY PUPPY, and even a knife tip of avant-garde 
pioneers TOOL. While referencing the industrial tradition, Uhlig also steers his own course, which for example manifests in his use of an EMS Synthi AKS and PPG-300 modular system inherited 
from his father - the krautrock pioneer Wolf-Rüdiger Uhlig (MURPHY BLEND, HANUMAN). Lyrically, utOpium takes a deep dive through the human mind and embarks on a philosophical journey 
to self-awareness. 2ND FACE also hold a a subtle mirror to society, which is fragmenting while collectively opting for (social) media self-hypnosis in the face of climate change and war. 2ND FACE 
were conceived by Vincent Uhlig in the German city of Mainz, capital of the Rhineland-Palatinate, in 2014. The 2017 debut full-length Nemesis was widely regarded as a newcomer of the year and 
did not only receive much praise from critics but also sold particularly well. With the EP Nihilum, 2ND FACE confirmed their exceptional talent and status as fast-rising new stars on the industrial sky. 
With utOpium, 2ND FACE achieve another quantum jump in quality and the sound of the album is bound to become a benchmark of the industrial genre for years to come. Put on your headphones, 
crank up your speakers, and let utOpium detonate into your ears!      

E Alard,Benjamin__Kothen 1717-1723 - Bach: Complete Works For Harmonia Mundi 3149020946954 $29.98 100 Orchestral & Symphonic
Eagerly pursuing his exploration of Bach’s corpus for solo keyboard, Benjamin Alard focuses here on works associated with the composer’s first wife, Maria Barbara, and her untimely death in 1720. 
This instalment therefore includes both the Inventions and Sinfonias, a collection of teaching pieces brimming with freshness and invention, and the prodigious French Suites, one of the peaks of 
Bach’s years in Cöthen.      

E Bc Camplight__Last Rotation Of Earth Bella Union 5400863092283 $14.98 60 Rock
Is there a curse that says Brian ‘BC Camplight’ Christinzio cannot move forward without being knocked back? That the greatest material is born out of emotional trauma? Whilst making his new 
album, The Last Rotation Of Earth, Christinzio’s relationship with his fiancé crumbled after nine inseparable years. The album follows this break-up amid long-term struggles with addiction and 
mental health. The outcome is an extraordinary record, with Christinzio describing it as “more cinematic, sophisticated and nuanced than anything I’ve done before.” He goes on to describe how 
the separation altered his creative focus and caused him to “scrap 95% of what I’d already recorded”, finishing The Last Rotation Of Earth in two months and making what he believes is his most 
vital album.      

E Bree,Jonathan__Pre-Code Hollywood Lil’ Chief Records 617308042788 $15.98 75 Rock
Jonathan Bree’s fifth studio album Pre-Code Hollywood is described as a dark disco album full of sad bangers. Jonathan Bree has been called a master craftsman by Allmusic and on his fifth solo 
album he has synthesized his concept into refined and focused pop songs that bring a sense of immediate nostalgia one might get when listening to a John Hughes movie soundtrack or classic 
pop of a bygone era. Bree sent a brave email to David Bowie’s Let’s Dance and China Girl producer The Hitmaker Nile Rodgers. Whether through good fortune, fate or sheer luck - this resulted in 
the two collaborating on title track Pre-Code Hollywood and superb single Miss You with Nile Rodgers producing and performing guitar.     
 
E Browne,Michael Jerome__Gettin’ Together Borealis Recording 773958236226 $16.98 250 Blues
Calling himself A Child Of The Blues Michael Jerome Browne revisits the songs of his youth - those that he learned to play when he first picked up a guitar and that stuck with him through nearly five 
decades as a Roots music performer and historian. This entire album was recorded live off the studio floor as a celebration of being finally able to get musicians back jamming together in person. 
Michael worked with a number of special guests including Harrison Kennedy, J.J. Milteau, John Sebastian, Eric Bibb and Mary Flower. Three-time Canadian Folk Music Award winner, recipient of 
the Blues With A Feeling Award at the 2020 Maple Blues Awards (with 35 nominations since 1999), five-time Juno Award nominee in both the Roots/Traditional and Blues categories, and a Kerrville 
New Folk Finalist - Michael Jerome Browne is a multi-instrumentalist, a songwriter, and a living encyclopedia of American Roots music.     
 
D Chat Pile__Tenkiller - O.S.T. Flenser 795154137725 $15.98  Rock
Oklahoma’s Chat Pile have had an exciting 2022; they released their album God’s Country, toured the midwest and east coast in support of the album, announced their appearance at Roadburn 
Festival 2023, and while the band is working on LP2, they’re revealing details for their score for the indie film Tenkiller.While not a proper full-length album, the Tenkiller score was written and 
recorded in the winter of 2020, and it waxes and wanes from the signature Chat Pile sound but also ventures into new ones- including arena country music.The band comments, The music we made 
for Tenkiller is quite a bit different than what you may come to expect from us. We were given the freedom to really experiment and explore territories that we’ve never done before. They continue, 
It’s not going to be for everyone, but we hope some of you connect with what we set out to do.Chat Pile bring a sense of dirt and squalor to the table. -The FADER Oklahoma City’s Chat Pile are 
the perfect people to expose the dark, seedy underbelly of American life. -Paste Magazine Cleansingly punishing. -Stereogum Harrowing. -Pitchfork     
 
E Cockburn,Bruce__O Sun O Moon True North 620638081129 $16.98 1600 Folk / Americana
Bruce Cockburn has enjoyed an illustrious career shaped by politics, spirituality, and musical diversity. His remarkable journey has seen him embrace folk, jazz, rock, and worldbeat styles while 
earning high praise as an exceptional songwriter and a revered guitarist. He remains deeply respected for his activism and humanist song lyrics that thread throughout his career. On all his albums 
Cockburn has deftly captured the joy, pain, fear, and faith of human experience in song. O Sun O Moon is Cockburn’s latest studio album available May 12 from True North Records, a collection 
of 12 new original songs that demonstrate the songwriting and guitar-playing skills that come from more than 55 years of artistry. Since his self-titled debut in 1970, he has won 13 Juno Awards, 
an induction into the Canadian Songwriters Hall of Fame and has been made an Officer of the Order of Canada, among many other accolades. He has 22 gold and platinum records. Cockburn 
continues to tour internationally.      
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D Curren$y__Drive In Theatre Pt. 2 Jet Life 197342102889 $13.98 300 Rap & Hip-Hop
Following weeks of anticipation after an already banner year for the Hot Spitta, Curren$y gifts fans with his third release of 2022, The Drive In Theatre Part 2, the next installment in the cult fan 
favorite series. The 21 track album features appearances from Rob49, Fendi P, Dash, URA, Blü, I’sis, Premo Rice, and Jade Angelle, and sees production from Kino Beats, Trauma Tone, Harry 
Fraud, Cookin Soul, and more. In traditional form, Curren$y skates over smooth, jazz-infused beats and delivers a perfect album to put on and let play out while relaxing or working. If it wasn’t 
already clear, it’s safe to say that Curren$y is one of the greatest to ever do it. How many more timeless classics do you need?     
 
E Darker Days__Burying Point Massacre 4028466913173 $16.98 200 Rock
The US horror punk outfit DARKER DAYS, hailing from Salem (MA), presents it’s debut album The Burying Point - a must-have for fans of The Misfits, Blitzkid and AFI!DARKER DAYS from the 
Halloween capitol Salem, Massachusetts, present their debut album The Burying Point!The guys poured everything they had into this album and pulled inspiration from some of their favorite bands: 
AFI, The Misfits or Blitzkid. Lyrically, DARKER DAYS touched on things like their favorite horror movies as well as real-life hardships. The dark history of their hometown Salem and all of New 
England - with Nathaniel Hawthorne in Salem, H. P. Lovecraft in Providence and Stephen King in Bangor - along with the bleak countryside had a big influence on them as well.   
   
E Deacons,Josh__Six String Road Warrant Music 855925004813 $7.98 10 Country
Josh Deacons and The Grizzly Ridge Band is a country band out of Upstate New York. The band has been established since 2016 when Josh and his band opened for the mainstream country 
group Eli Young Band. The band consists of lead guitarist TJ Rycraft (Lead Guitarist for the rock band Ryders), percussionist Curtis Cole (The oldest member that has played in the country and 
rock scenes throughout New York), bassist Will Robinson (Backup vocalist, who like Curtis has traveled the country and rock scene in New York), and acoustic and lead vocalist Josh Deacons 
(Professional New York artist in the country and rock Fairs, Festivals, and other music scenes since 2011).All tracks recorded in Nashville at Beaird Music Group.     
 
E Detective__Detective Org Music 711574934218 $12.98 250 Rock
Formed in 1976, Detective featured vocalist Michael Des Barres, guitarist Michael Monarch (Steppenwolf), bassist Bobby Pickett, ex-Yes keyboardist Tony Kaye, and drummer Jon Hyde. The band 
signed to Led Zeppelin’s Swan Song label and released their self-titled debut album a year later. The album has been remastered from original analog tapes and includes new packaging with an 
updated back cover and new liner notes by Larry Jaffee.      

E Dropkick Murphys__Okemah Rising Dummy Luck Music 5400863122683 $14.98 2000 Rock
Dropkick Murphys history with Woody Guthrie dates back decades, from covering Gonna Be A Blackout Tonight on their 2003 album Blackout, to using some of Guthrie’s writing about Boston 
in their immortal hit I’m Shipping Up To Boston. On their recent 2022 album, This Machine Still Kills Fascists, Dropkick Murphys crafted an entire record around the seminal American folk icon, 
bringing Woody Guthrie’s perennial jabs at life-many of which are from the 1940s and ‘50s-into the present, with the resulting music eerily relevant to today’s world. Okemah Rising is second and 
final installment of this collaboration, and the band bring it home with a bang. Whereas the goal of This Machine Still Kills Fascists was to raise consciousness, Okemah Rising intends to raise the 
roof. It may have one or two tender moments, but all in all it’s much more of a party. Even a party record can have a message though and we’ve felt that over the last few months as we’ve played 
‘Gotta Get to Peekskill’ and ‘I Know How It Feels’ on tour all over the world. Every night, when the audience is singing along with Woody’s words, his steadfast defense of the working class, and 
his fight against social injustice and the abuse of political power comes across loud and clear. So as long as Dropkick Murphys are involved, Woody’s message will always be heard.   
   
E Eluvium__(Whirring Marvels In) Consensus Reality Temporary Residence 656605440620 $14.98 100 Electronic
(Whirring Marvels In) Consensus Reality is the new album by Eluvium - the renowned moniker of prolific modern composer, Matthew Robert Cooper. Taking initial inspirations from T.S. Eliot’s The 
Waste Land and Richard Brautigan’s All Watched Over By Machines Of Loving Grace, (Whirring Marvels) inherently deals both with humankind’s need for meaning, and the emergence of algorithms 
reflecting the feedback loops of humankind’s interactions with machines themselves. This complicated relationship that we have with technology, automations, and algorithms - and the influence 
they in turn have on shaping our image of the world - is the mechanized heart and soul of an album that almost instantly establishes itself as a peak in Eluvium’s inimitable catalog.During the writing 
process for (Whirring Marvels In) Consensus Reality, Cooper began experiencing shoulder and arm pain that rendered his left arm increasingly debilitated. This inspired new compositional methods 
that blended varying degrees of electronic automations with traditional songwriting. Lyrical themes were built using algorithms to cull content from a notebook filled with years of scribbled thoughts, 
poems, considerations, conspiracies, scientific notions, and notes on the spirit of existence. Employing musicians from all around the world - including members of the American Contemporary Music 
Ensemble (ACME), Golden Retriever, and the entire Budapest Scoring Orchestra - much of the music was conducted and recorded remotely via teleconference during the global COVID lockdowns 
of 2020 and 2021. This approach to composing served as an unintended but serendipitous challenge for an album inspired by the complicated convenience of technology.(Whirring Marvels In) 
Consensus Reality blends an ornate combination of ingredients to construct a narrative of our dynamic invention; technological advancement; loneliness and isolationism; and unchecked idealism 
in a world of never-ending growth. The resulting hope that somehow emerges is itself a marvel of innovation and inspiration.     
 
E Godsnake__Eye For An Eye Massacre 4028466913135 $16.98 100 Rock
Beware the beast that bites - Godsnake are back with their new album Eye For An Eye, and offer straight, hard, and riff-orientated but also catchy metal with epic hook lines!Wayne Dorman (Onslaught) 
has contributed a guitar solo to the song Story Of A GhostThe reptile has been up to mischief in the scene since 2015 and has successfully established itself in the metallic jungle. Torger (vocals), 
Stevo (guitar), The Walt (bass) and Sidney (drums), who were already involved in the album Poison Thorn, were reinforced in 2022 by guitar wizard Pepe (Ancient Curse, Sons Of Seasons) and 
thus again been completed. The versatile experienced newcomer has already been able to set some scent marks both live and during recording. With the second album, the 5 musicians want to 
prove and renew the very positive feedback on the debut and thus maintain their place in the ranking. Like Poison Thorn before, this mighty chunk of music was recorded and produced in the LSD 
studios in Lübeck by mastermind Lasse Lammert (e. g. , Alestorm, Gloryhammer, Wind Rose etc. ).      

E Gordon,Roxy__Crazy Horse Never Died Paradise Of Bachelor 843563149041 $15.98 40 Country
Arrestingly singular and deeply moving, this 1988 album by Choctaw, Assiniboine, and Texan poet, journalist, artist, activist, and musician Roxy Gordon (First Coyote Boy) (1945-2000)-whose long 
out-of-print work has been acclaimed by friends such as Townes Van Zandt, Leonard Cohen, and Terry Allen-sets his cold-blooded, bone-lean reflections on the complexities and contradictions of 
American Indian (and American) history and identity to atmospheric, synth-damaged country-rock that skirts ambient textures and postpunk deconstructions. The gatefold package of this first-ever 
reissue-a decade in the making and the first in an archival series-includes new and restored artwork and a chapbook, featuring forty-eight pages of lyrics, essays, photographs, and First Coyote 
Boy’s extraordinary drawings for each song. (The chapbook is included in the LP edition only and also available for purchase separately.)Roxy Gordon is a brother of mine. I don’t like the word 
‘poet’; it is usually used too lightly. Roxy, however, is a real one. God bless him and the buffalo he rode in on. - Townes Van ZandtHis work is strong. The word goes out. Can a change come on 
dove’s feet? - Leonard CohenRoxy Gordon is one of the great outlaw artist American misfits. He writes like an angel and sings like livin’ hell. His voice is as stone, true as the history of blood and 
dirt. - Terry AllenSomeday maybe Steinbeck will be my favorite writer again but, right now, it’s Roxy Gordon. - John Stewart     
 
E Holley,Dorian / Holley,Nayanna__Dna Ropeadope 197368410272 $14.98 90 R&B
Dorian Holley, backup singer for Michael Jackson, Rod Stewart, James Taylor, etc. Partners with his daughter Nayanna Holley, herself a veteran backup singer for Kelly Clarkson, The Weeknd, 
Cheryl Crow, et al, fully realizing a cross-generational musical legacy. This is the first album for the father-daughter singing tandem, a collection of favorite songs from the 70s and 80s, chosen at 
the height of the global pandemic to recall our ability to heal and to hope for better days ahead.      

E Hot Mulligan__Why Would I Watch Wax Bodega 843563161548 $14.98 125 Rock
Bolstered by 140 million Spotify streams, a sold-out nationwide headlining tour, support for the likes of The Wonder Years and New Found Glory and headlines in Alternative Press, Hot Mulligan’s 
third LP, Why Would I Watch cements their evolution as one the most versatile and profoundly moving bands in the underground. Produced by longtime collaborator Brett Romnes, Why Would 
I Watch is Hot Mulligan at their loudest, their poppiest, and, ultimately, their most poignant. We didn’t really have grand ambitions when we went in to make this album, explains Freeman. I liked 
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you’ll be fine, and I just wanted us to make another good one. Adds Sanville wryly: If we had made a bad record, I’d have gotten into a plane and fallen out of it. Therein lies the true magic of Hot 
Mulligan, the push and pull of puns and pathos that might seem diametrically opposed at first but actually intersect to perfectly encapsulate life in a heavy, ADD-addled world.   
   
E Kvb__Artefact Cleopatra 889466389825 $15.98 300 Electronic
British electro duo The KVB go retro with this superb and spacey album of dark wave cover versions of foundational psychedelic freakouts! From 13th Floor Elevators to Status Quo to Them, The 
Troggs and The Pretty Things, The KVB do a deep dive into their record collection and uncover several gems, which they have recut into modern electro-delic masterpieces! Watch for a video of 
Pictures Of Matchstick Men as well as other single releases to build the buzz for this highly anticipated album! The band recently completed a tour with Editors and are looking to hit the road again 
in support of this release!      

E Ky__Power Is The Pharmacy Constellation 666561017224 $14.98 30 Rock
Ky is the new solo project of Ky Brooks, best known as vocalist/lyricist of noise trio Lungbutter and a slew of other Montréal-based out-music projects like 8-person queer punk band Femmaggots 
and experimental/improv trio Nag. Power Is The Pharmacy is an album of cerebral and visceral artpunk mainly about grief, death, the fear of loss, losing dreams, losing youth, people, public space, 
ultimately oneself - an emotionally electrifying collection of songs fuelled by Ky’s piercing poetry, both spoken and sung, delivering an incisive blend of socio-political observation and spiritual 
sadness, swirling through vortices of disenchantment and re-enchantment.      

E Mcferrin,Madison__I Hope You Can Forgive Me Madmcferrin Music 617308045482 $14.98 30 Rock
Madison’s latest project, I Hope You Can Forgive Me, represents an evolution in her career as she finds ways to improvise and self-produce in the midst of an ever changing global pandemic 
landscape. I Hope You Can Forgive Me builds upon that next step sonically while exploring themes of love, self preservation, fear, and conjuring. What comes out of this work and Madison’s career 
thus far is a commitment to leave - leave fear and doubt behind in order to make space for what is next to come, all with a sense of style, fun, and invitation to dance through it.   
   
E Mvubu,Mthunzi__1St Gospel Ropeadope 702338915789 $14.98 30 Jazz
South African based saxophonist and flute player Mthunzi Mvubu started his music career at the age of 14 at the Music Academy of Gauteng under the mentorship of the late Dr. Johnny Mekoa. 
His intent and approach are evident in the title of his debut album, as is his deep respect for the art form. Comfortable in any Jazz club or stage, the music speaks to a deep spiritual connection 
between player and listener at the heart of improvisational Jazz.      

E Nighthawk__Prowler Mighty Music / Spv 5700907271576 $14.98 200 Rock
FRIDAY NIGHT. THE WEEKEND IS STILL A BRILLIANT PROSPECT AND THE TIREDNESS SUDDENLY TRANSFORMS INTOAN ENERGETIC URGE TO HAVE FUN, TO GO ON THE PROWL, 
TO JUST LIVE. That’s when NIGHTHAWK’sperfect blend of classic AOR and world-class hard rock kicks in best. Unapologetic, in-your-faceand brilliant-as-fuck. Prowler, their new album, delivers 
exactly what it promise: first classrock’n’roll. Nighthawk started out as a solo project by Robert Majd (bass player in Metalite & Captain Black Beard). After that first album release in the summer of 
2021 Robert got an itch to do more. This time the stakes would be higher. With the world famous Abbey Road Studios booked, a band and a collection of songs needed to match the caliber of the 
studio. Björn Strid (The Night FlightOrchestra, Soilwork & Donna Cannone) joined on lead vocals, Magnus Ulfstedt (Ginevra) ondrums, John Lönnmyr (The Night Flight Orchestra) on keyboards 
and Christan Ek (Captain BlackBeard) on bass. Nine original tunes together with two covers (of Kiss and Bruce Springsteen classics!) were recorded live in the studio in just two days.  
    
E Oh Hellos__Through The Deep, Dark Valley No Coincidence 617308042696 $11.98 150 Rock
To celebrate the 10th anniversary of the band’s first full-length studio album, The Oh Hellos present a special re-mastered re-issue of Through The Deep, Dark Valley in three different formats: 
digital, black 180g vinyl, and a limited Deluxe Edition vinyl.  ,Remastered for the occasion, the re-issue offers fans a chance to hear the music in a new light, and refresh their relationship with the 
album. The Deluxe Edition houses the album in a stunning, one-of-a-kind pop-up jacket designed by Alan Hynes, on 180g orange galaxy vinyl, presented in a windowed lift-off box displaying the 
layered artwork inside.  When we first wrote Through the Deep, Dark Valley, we wanted the album to flow like a narrative, says Tyler Heath. Ever since, it’s been a pattern we’ve found ourselves 
leaning into more and more with every record. To celebrate that original narrative spirit a decade later, we wanted this anniversary re-issue to feel a little like a pop-up storybook that draws you in 
for the journey. We also enlisted the talented Charlie Kramsky to shine up our old recordings into a new Ten Year Anniversary Remaster. Through The Deep, Dark Valley is a self-contained concept 
album, so for best results should be listened to in it’s entirety, in order, in one sitting.      

E Pilc Moutin Hoenig__You Are The Song Justin Time Records 068944028122 $13.98 125 Jazz
When self-taught French-born pianist Jean-Michel Pilc moved to New York City in the 90’s he quickly assembled a rhythm section of extraordinary skill. With François Moutin on bass and Ari 
Hoenig on drums, the now-legendary ensemble quickly established itself as one of the most important groups in the form. They deliver dynamic and engaging reflections on the expressive power 
of collaborative improvisation with complete instrumental mastery and superior musicality.Their latest release (the trio’s first recording in 12 years) - YOU Are The Song includes only first takes. It 
is recorded without any preparation and is an honest reflection of what this trio is all about.Instead of talking about music, we let music talk through us. Rather than playing music, we let music play 
us. In lieu of playing a song, we become the song and invite all of YOU to do so.      

D Rapoon__Raising Earthly Spirits Everland 710473185448 $25.98  New Age / Meditation
Raising Earthly Spirits was conceived as a ritualistic, shamanistic album centred around the concept of transcending this level of consciousness and existing mindfully in multidimensional space and 
time. It draws heavily upon the sacred ideas and practices of many indigenous peoples from this earth and how they communicate and interact with their ancestors and how they see themselves 
in relation to this world. It was made with respect towards these beliefs.      

E Schwarz-Bart,Jacques__Harlem Suite Ropeadope 197077674439 $14.98 70 Jazz
Jacques Schwarz-Bart has been at the center of several musical revolutions: Neo Soul next to D’angelo and Erika Badu, New Jazz as a founding member of Roy Hargrove’s RH Factor, and he is a 
leading pioneer in the creation of two surging new styles: Gwoka Jazz, and Voodoo jazz, reuniting jazz music with it’s Afro-Caribbean and spiritual origins. Jacques’ impressionistic writing, powerful 
tone, and wide-ranging language - both lyrical and angular - have fueled a growing presence on the world stage.      

E Special Consensus__Great Blue North Compass Records 766397480220 $16.98 500 Country
Chicago-based bluegrass outfit Special Consensus has covered a lot of musical territory in the nearly half a century since banjoist Greg Cahill founded the band in 1975. With their new release 
GREAT BLUE NORTH, Special Consensus turns their gaze northward, across the great lakes, to Canada. The album offers a thoughtfully curated collection of well-known and obscure songs from 
Canadian writers-like Dave Fancey and Gordon Lightfoot-and features collaborations with some Canada’s most notable bluegrass and folk musicians including Ray Legere, Patrick Sauber, Trisha 
Gagnon and John Reischman (The Jaybird Trio), and Pharis & Jason Romero.      

E Spero,Greg__Chicago Experiment: Revisited Ropeadope 197368366494 $14.98 70 Jazz
Following the global success of The Chicago Experiment, the long awaited fourth in The Experiment Series, Greg Spero brings us 8 unreleased tracks from the original sessions. While the sound 
is instantly recognizable, The Chicago Experiment: Revisited expands on the original in a flowing and explorative way. Revisited is not a group of bonus tracks assembled for commercial sale; it is 
a cohesive and deeper look into the artistry of the players and their relationship to one another.      

E Springfield,Rick__Springfield Iconoclassic 196588011528 $17.98 510 Rock
Rick Springfield seemed to be on a fast track to stardom by 1974. He had it all: a batch of well-crafted commercially viable songs, a great voice, muscular musicianship and striking good looks. After 
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scoring with 1972’s Speak to the Sky single, he assembled his first solo band and hit the road in pursuit of his dreams. It was a hedonistic couple of months of rock and roll and partying and no 
parents, remembers Springfield. Songs came out of all that fire and sexual angst of being 25 and being on your own. But when Rick delivered his ‘springfield’ album to Columbia Records, the label 
balked. It’s hard rock sound and suggestive lyrics flew in the face of the pink and perky bubblegum sound they expected. In early ‘75, the ‘springfield’ album was officially shelved. For almost 50 
years, ‘springfield’ has sat in the vaults... until now. Remastered from the original tapes and expanded with unheard live performances, ‘springfield’ finally takes it’s rightful place in Rick’s catalog.  
    
E Sun Ra & His Arkestra__Jazz In Silhouette Cosmic Myth Records 881626587928 $13.98 300 Jazz
Enshrined in the Penguin Jazz Guide’s Core Collection, this quintessential platter of Sun Ra’s late 1950s Chicago ensemble showcases the brilliant tenor sax stylings of John Gilmore, and 
introduces Arkestra mainstays Marshall Allen, Pat Patrick, and Ronnie Boykins. Recorded and issued in 1959, it marks a coda for the bandleader’s bebop/hard-bop stage, as his interstellar traveler 
persona began to transform the band (and the music). Many of the early works on these recordings would remain staples in Arkestra set lists for the rest of Sun Ra’s life. Includes the complete, 
contemporaneous Sound Sun Pleasure LP, rare stereo mixes, and bonus tracks.      

E Unicorn__Too Many Crooks Think Like A Key Rec 724049407711 $13.98 25 Rock
Essential reissue of the classic third album by pastoral British folk rockers Unicorn produced by David Gilmour of Pink Floyd. Originally released in 1976, it was their first for EMI’s Harvest label in 
the UK and second for Capitol in the US. The album combines impassioned 1970s West Coast vibes with Beatlesque melodies and tight performances. Indeed, the album, while remaining sonically 
consistent, enjoys shifting effortlessly between gritty country rockers like the Lindsey Buckingham sounding He’s Got Pride and In The Mood, to the funky Bullseye Bill and the gentle title track 
which is not unlike Big Star at their finest. While Unicorn were sadly unsuccessful in turning the proto-powerpop Disco Dancer into a major hit, the album track No Way Out Of Here went on to be 
the key track on David Gilmour’s debut album. It’s a must-have album for any serious music fan. Includes 12-page booklet with liner notes, lyrics and rare photos.     
 
E Union__Live In The Galaxy Cleopatra 889466407925 $15.98 340 Rock
John Corabi, former vocalist for Mötley Crüe, formed this all-star group in 1997 with Bruce Kulick, ex KISS guitarist, bassist James Hunting of David Lee Roth’s band, and drummer Brent Fitz of 
Slash’s band! Recorded live at the Galaxy Club, this album is an excellent introduction to the band’s music including several covers of songs from the member’s other projects like KISS’s Jungle 
and I Walk Alone, Mötley Crüe’s Power To The Music and lots more! Digitally remastered audio PLUS all new artwork!      

E Waller,Wally__Kitchen Rock Think Like A Key Rec 782706673732 $13.98 25 Rock
Immerse yourself in the authentic sounds of 1960’s British music legend, Wally Waller, with his latest album Kitchen Rock. Recorded in his very own kitchen during England’s lockdown, these raw 
and intimate solo acoustic takes feature many of the classic songs he wrote with his lifelong friend Phil May for The Pretty Things, as well as other beloved rock ‘n’ roll favorites he grew up listening 
to. Experience the unique ambiance of Wally’s home sessions as he effortlessly transitions and transforms from solo takes to full ‘one-man’ band productions, creating a truly one-of-a-kind listening 
experience. While a far cry from his days recording and working as a producer at Abbey Road - there’s something undeniably special and honest about this album that will leave you wanting more. 
Includes 16-page booklet with photos, lyrics and notes from Wally.      
      

SACD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 05.12.2023 • ORDERS DUE 04.14.2023
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Savall,Jordi__Mozart: Requiem Alia Vox 8435408099530 $26.98 60 Orchestral & Symphonic
When he was only a child, Jordi Savall entered a church in which musicians were rehearsing Mozart’s Requiem. It made such a impression on him that he said to himself: If music has such a power, 
I want to be a musician. Now 81, having recorded 230 albums, he delivers a stunning new recording of this work. Savall conducted with his chamber ensemble Le Concert des Nations and chorus 
La Capella Nacional de Catalunya a version vividly depicting the horrors of death... as a musician and consummate scholar he is a man of the Enlightenment and succeeds in reviving the original 
religious intention and effect of this Mass for the Dead. (Süddeutsche Zeitung)      
      

VINYL LP NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 05.12.2023 • ORDERS DUE 04.14.2023
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E As I Lay Dying__Shaped By Fire Nuclear Blast Americ 727361515515 $29.98 100 Rock
Reborn through pain, like iron shaped by fire. The triumphant return of As I Lay Dying      

E Asking Alexandria__See What’s On The Inside Better Noise Music 849320056195 $24.98 750 Rock
See What’s on the Inside is the seventh studio album by British rock band Asking Alexandria, originally released in 2021.      

E Avenged Sevenfold__Sounding The Seventh Trumpet - Purple Hopeless Records 790692066018 $34.98 2500 Rock
Limited double vinyl LP pressing. Sounding The Seventh Trumpet is the debut studio album by metal heads Avenged Sevenfold, originally released in 2001. The album was recorded in November 
2000 at Westbeach Recorders in California. The title Sounding The Seventh Trumpet takes it’s name from the Book of Revelation, specifically referencing chapter 11 and the sounding of the last 
(seventh) trumpet, showing the end of the world. The album was recorded with a tiny budget of $2,000. When the band members got into the studio, The Rev recorded all the drums in one take, 
and the other members of the band added their parts to what he had laid down. Zacky Vengeance played lead guitar originally.     
 
D Bacalov,Luis__Grand Duel - O.S.T. Scare Flair Records 850037910168 $42.98  Soundtrack
Scare Flair Records is honored to present THE GRAND DUEL (IL GRANDE DUELLO) Original Motion Picture Soundtrack 50th Anniversary Deluxe Edition by LUIS BACALOV! Directed by Giancarlo 
Santi, The Grand Duel is a 1972 spaghetti western that is a bloody and complex tale of revenge. This full and expanded deluxe edition features four new tracks, brand new artwork by Tony Stella, 
exclusive liner notes from Tough Guy Film Expert Mike Malloy, and is the first time that this soundtrack has ever been available on vinyl.    Lee Van Cleef stars as Clayton, a gnarled ex-sheriff, who 
comes to the aid of a young Phillip Vermeer who has been framed for the killing of a powerful figure called The Patriarch. Clayton helps Vermeer fend off a gang of bounty hunters, and face three 
villains to find out who really killed the Patriarch. The film is filled with exciting gunfights and stunts that have helped the film to be considered one the greatest spaghetti westerns ever made.    Filled 
with sinister music not typical of the western, The Grand Duel is a powerful score by Academy Award Winning composer Luis Bacalov (Il Postino: The Postman) that had cues handpicked and used 
to perfection by Quentin Tarantino in his 2004 film Kill Bill Volume 1 for the animated Origin of O-Ren Ishii scenes. It features harmonica playing from Franco de Gemini (Once Upon a Time in the 
West), vocals by Edda Dell’Orso (The Ecstasy of Gold in The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly), as well as choir work from I Cantori Moderni di Alessandroni (Sergio Leone’s Dollars Trilogy).  
    
E Bc Camplight__Last Rotation Of Earth Bella Union 5400863092252 $26.98 120 Rock
Is there a curse that says Brian ‘BC Camplight’ Christinzio cannot move forward without being knocked back? That the greatest material is born out of emotional trauma? Whilst making his new 
album, The Last Rotation Of Earth, Christinzio’s relationship with his fiancé crumbled after nine inseparable years. The album follows this break-up amid long-term struggles with addiction and 
mental health. The outcome is an extraordinary record, with Christinzio describing it as “more cinematic, sophisticated and nuanced than anything I’ve done before.” He goes on to describe how 
the separation altered his creative focus and caused him to “scrap 95% of what I’d already recorded”, finishing The Last Rotation Of Earth in two months and making what he believes is his most 
vital album.      
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E Blues Pills__Blues Pills - Curacao Nuclear Blast Americ 727361341831 $35.98 100 Rock
The 2014 debut from the German hard rock band Blues Pills. Double LP in gatefold lay out      

D Boston Manor__Desperate Times Desperate Pleasures Sharptone Records 4065629625870 $16.98 10 Rock
The 5-track 10 black ep from Boston Manor      

E Bree,Jonathan__Pre-Code Hollywood - White Lil’ Chief Records 617308042771 $26.98 100 Rock
Jonathan Bree’s fifth studio album Pre-Code Hollywood is described as a dark disco album full of sad bangers. Jonathan Bree has been called a master craftsman by Allmusic and on his fifth solo 
album he has synthesized his concept into refined and focused pop songs that bring a sense of immediate nostalgia one might get when listening to a John Hughes movie soundtrack or classic 
pop of a bygone era. Bree sent a brave email to David Bowie’s Let’s Dance and China Girl producer The Hitmaker Nile Rodgers. Whether through good fortune, fate or sheer luck - this resulted in 
the two collaborating on title track Pre-Code Hollywood and superb single Miss You with Nile Rodgers producing and performing guitar.     
 
E Brother Ali__Mourning In America And Dreaming In Color Rhymesayers 826257015297 $44.98 75 Rap & Hip-Hop
Originally released in 2012 following unprecedented changes in the music industry, Mourning in America and Dreaming in Color found Brother Ali reborn and rejuvenated. Teaming up with famed 
platinum-selling producer Jake One (Drake, J. Cole, Wiz Khalifa, MF DOOM), Brother Ali was prepared to tell the American story from a very different viewpoint. Inspired by his first trip to Mecca, the 
2011 uprisings in the Middle East, and the Occupy movements that were building steam worldwide, Ali linked with Jake One during a two-month sabbatical in Seattle to create this brave new phase 
in his remarkable discography. The album presented a scathingly honest critique of America and it’s many flaws while simultaneously presenting a hopeful outlook for the future and it’s possibilities. 
At a time when many felt powerless against an overreaching government with all it’s militarist and corporate interests, Mourning In America and Dreaming In Color provided the voice of a critical 
American consciousness, as well as a beacon of hope for those that hold fast to it’s ideals and potential.In honor of it’s 10th anniversary, we’ve pressed this limited edition 2xLP vinyl offering with 
redesigned packaging and layout that features a custom-built slash case with an illustrated flag, a full-color jacket housing tri-color red/white/blue galaxy effect vinyl, printed record sleeves and a 
4-panel lyric booklet.As a supplement to the 10th anniversary edition of Brother Ali’s Mourning in America and Dreaming in Color album, this extremely limited 7 vinyl features the tracks Just Fine 
and Dreaming in Color - two songs that were written and recorded during the original Mourning in America sessions, but weren’t included on the album. The artwork for this packaging includes 
recently unearthed illustrations that were initially created for use in the original album campaign, but weren’t utilized at the time. Written and performed by Brother Ali, and produced by Jake One, 
this is the first time these songs have ever been available in a physical format. Get yours before they’re gone forever!      

D Brothers,Jude__Render Tender / Blunder Sunder Gar Hole Records 762183754728 $21.98 40 Folk / Americana 
Released 2023. 140 gram black vinyl. Blending traditional sensibilities with contemporary concerns, render tender / blunder sunder arrives ready to propel listeners into the heart of songwriter Jude 
Brothers’ rich emotional experience - journeying through the underworld of doubt, longing, heart-break, and loss of identity, and arriving on the other side lighter, at a place of expansiveness and 
healing. Recorded over two days in a light-filled and scrub-jay surrounded room on a mesa in Lamy, New Mexico, the album is suffused Brothers’ extended search for space, clarity, and expression 
following profound grief and doubt in the bizarre and often-public end of a long and fruitful romantic and musical partnership. Listeners accompany Brothers as they move through the dismantling 
of both artistic and private dreams and identities, confronting the reality of separation, and reasserting their distinct creative voice. The eight track record, a stripped down and honest presentation 
of Brothers’ free-form compositions on tenor guitar and Celtic lever harp, displays their ease working within the framework of American Folk Music paradigms - gleaned from a musical childhood in 
Northwest Arkansas, steeped in it’s attendant regional influences - and enriched through their abiding and engaged love of various world folk traditions. Gliding atop delicately plucked harp-laden 
lullabies and adventurous freak-folk romps is Brothers’ effortless, playful, and expressive lyricism, propelled by a fearless and dynamic vocal range reminiscent of Karen Dalton, Joanna Newsom, 
and Joni Mitchell. Living at the intersection of heartbreak and psycho-drama, the collected songs of render tender / blunder sunder fall beautifully within the tradition of music that interrogates life - in 
this case, the often-baffling distances that can exist between what is imagined and what is lived, what is remembered and what is still being learned.     
 
D Bury Tomorrow__Union Of Crowns (Iex) Nuclear Blast Americ 727361291013 $35.98 50 Rock
Sophomore LP from Bury Tomorrow, black lp      

E Cathedral Bells__Velvet Spirit Good Eye Records 197368073934 $27.98 30 Rock
Color Swirl Vinyl. They say you can’t go home again, but for Matt Messore it took returning to his hometown of Cassadaga, Florida to discover a new path forward. After traveling across the country 
and time spent in his former group, Dear Tracks, Messore indulged his DIY bedroom pop leanings working as Cathedral Bells. Their celebrated debut full-length, Velvet Spirit, has since become a 
modern dream-pop/shoegaze classic and is now back in print on vinyl in a limited edition Midnight Swirl color variant.      

D Chat Pile__Tenkiller - O.S.T. Flenser 733102728311 $24.98  Rock
Oklahoma’s Chat Pile have had an exciting 2022; they released their album God’s Country, toured the midwest and east coast in support of the album, announced their appearance at Roadburn 
Festival 2023, and while the band is working on LP2, they’re revealing details for their score for the indie film Tenkiller.While not a proper full-length album, the Tenkiller score was written and 
recorded in the winter of 2020, and it waxes and wanes from the signature Chat Pile sound but also ventures into new ones- including arena country music.The band comments, The music we made 
for Tenkiller is quite a bit different than what you may come to expect from us. We were given the freedom to really experiment and explore territories that we’ve never done before. They continue, 
It’s not going to be for everyone, but we hope some of you connect with what we set out to do.Chat Pile bring a sense of dirt and squalor to the table. -The FADER Oklahoma City’s Chat Pile are 
the perfect people to expose the dark, seedy underbelly of American life. -Paste Magazine Cleansingly punishing. -Stereogum Harrowing. -Pitchfork     
 
E Cockburn,Bruce__O Sun O Moon True North 620638081174 $34.98 400 Folk / Americana
Bruce Cockburn has enjoyed an illustrious career shaped by politics, spirituality, and musical diversity. His remarkable journey has seen him embrace folk, jazz, rock, and worldbeat styles while 
earning high praise as an exceptional songwriter and a revered guitarist. He remains deeply respected for his activism and humanist song lyrics that thread throughout his career. On all his albums 
Cockburn has deftly captured the joy, pain, fear, and faith of human experience in song. O Sun O Moon is Cockburn’s latest studio album available May 12 from True North Records, a collection 
of 12 new original songs that demonstrate the songwriting and guitar-playing skills that come from more than 55 years of artistry. He has 22 gold and platinum records including a 6 times platinum 
record for his Christmas album. Cockburn continues to tour internationally.      

D Coil__New Backwards Kontakt Audio 710473185394 $27.98  Rock
The New Backwards was conceived by Peter Sleazy Christopherson in 2007, revisiting stray tracks which hadn’t seemed to gel with the material he had chosen for the more somber Ape of Naples 
from 2005, COIL’s initial posthumous release, a sort of requiem and a kiss-goodbye to his then recently deceased partner John Balance.    Significantly different to it’s sister release, this album 
collects the brilliantly chaotic and outrageously rhythmic material from the original sessions for the album that was begun as early as 1993 and had originally been conceptualised as the follow-
up to Love’s Secret Domain. These songs are as diverse and wild as the places they originated from, partly infamously spawned in Sharon Tate’s former home in the Hollywood Hills, the Nine 
Inch Nails home base in New Orleans and London’s Swanyard, remixed and restructured with the help of long-term friend Danny Hyde in Thailand, this collection has it’s own unique flow and an 
atmosphere not found on any other COIL release.    Both AYOR and Backwards had by the time the album was first released already become favourites in COIL’s manic live performances. Some of 
the other tracks had only leaked in demo versions and are here presented updated and polished as Christopherson and Hyde intended them to be heard. It is interesting to consider Balance’s vocal 
contributions, too. Whilst on the albums COIL did release at the time this material was first put aside (Black Light District and ElpH) his voice is all but absent, his vocal performances and his lyric 
writing here are arguably more closely indebted to the previous Love’s Secret Domain era, especially the epic Copacaballa is noteworthy in that respect.  The New Backwards effectively became 
the final official COIL studio release of all new material whilst Peter was still alive and is here presented for the first time fully supervised by Danny Hyde, it’s co-creator. The stunning cover uses a 
detail from artist Ian Johnstone’s Cubic Raven painting, licensed from the estate of IJ..    It is high time to rediscover this timeless album with the Infinite Fog release boasting eight further tracks of 
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previously unheard material from the same sessions, rough working stages and surprising remixes which will surely delight the dedicated COIL archaeologists, as they shine yet another light on 
the creative process and on what could have been.    Recorded at Swanyard, London and at Nothing Studios, New Orleans, 1996.  Thanks to everyone there, especially Trent Reznor who made 
it all possible.  Written & Produced by Coil & Danny Hyde.  Remixed by Peter Christopherson & Danny Hyde, Bangkok 2007.  For that session Coil were: Peter Christopherson, Jhonn Balance & 
Drew MCDowall.  Mastered by Jessica Thompson.  Front artwork by Ian Johnstone.  Artwork licensed from The Estate of Ian Johnstone.  Layout Cold Graves and Oleg Galay.   
   
D Coil__New Backwards (It’s In My Blood Edition) Kontakt Audio 710473185417 $94.98  Rock
The New Backwards was conceived by Peter Sleazy Christopherson in 2007, revisiting stray tracks which hadn’t seemed to gel with the material he had chosen for the more somber Ape of Naples 
from 2005, COIL’s initial posthumous release, a sort of requiem and a kiss-goodbye to his then recently deceased partner John Balance.    Significantly different to it’s sister release, this album 
collects the brilliantly chaotic and outrageously rhythmic material from the original sessions for the album that was begun as early as 1993 and had originally been conceptualised as the follow-
up to Love’s Secret Domain. These songs are as diverse and wild as the places they originated from, partly infamously spawned in Sharon Tate’s former home in the Hollywood Hills, the Nine 
Inch Nails home base in New Orleans and London’s Swanyard, remixed and restructured with the help of long-term friend Danny Hyde in Thailand, this collection has it’s own unique flow and an 
atmosphere not found on any other COIL release.    Both AYOR and Backwards had by the time the album was first released already become favourites in COIL’s manic live performances. Some of 
the other tracks had only leaked in demo versions and are here presented updated and polished as Christopherson and Hyde intended them to be heard. It is interesting to consider Balance’s vocal 
contributions, too. Whilst on the albums COIL did release at the time this material was first put aside (Black Light District and ElpH) his voice is all but absent, his vocal performances and his lyric 
writing here are arguably more closely indebted to the previous Love’s Secret Domain era, especially the epic Copacaballa is noteworthy in that respect.  The New Backwards effectively became 
the final official COIL studio release of all new material whilst Peter was still alive and is here presented for the first time fully supervised by Danny Hyde, it’s co-creator. The stunning cover uses a 
detail from artist Ian Johnstone’s Cubic Raven painting, licensed from the estate of IJ.    It is high time to rediscover this timeless album with the Infinite Fog release boasting eight further tracks of 
previously unheard material from the same sessions, rough working stages and surprising remixes which will surely delight the dedicated COIL archaeologists, as they shine yet another light on 
the creative process and on what could have been.    Recorded at Swanyard, London and at Nothing Studios, New Orleans, 1996.  Thanks to everyone there, especially Trent Reznor who made 
it all possible.  Written & Produced by Coil & Danny Hyde.  Remixed by Peter Christopherson & Danny Hyde, Bangkok 2007.  For that session Coil were: Peter Christopherson, Jhonn Balance & 
Drew MCDowall.  Mastered by Jessica Thompson.  Front artwork by Ian Johnstone.  Artwork licensed from The Estate of Ian Johnstone.  Layout Cold Graves and Oleg Galay.   
   
E Daisies__Great Big Open Sky K. Records 789856128914 $21.98 50 Rock
Daisies is a co-release presented by K and Perennial.DAISIES- Great Big Sky LP KLP289/PRNL48How often at night, when the heavens are bright,With the lights from the glitterin’ stars,Have I 
stood here amazed, and asked as I gazedIf their glory exceeds that of ours?Sweet boy made a promise and tied it with a stringSweet boy can’t afford a ring.winter returns but spring followsBlue 
cowboys just need to take a trip sometimesIs It Any Wonder?8 tracks 33RPMFrom the minds that brought you CCFX, What Are YouWaiting For?, and Daisies 2 comes the7th release from the 
purveyors of the electronic paisleyunderground, Great Big SkyOriginally self released on the prolific JGAP label,now widely available on wax throughperennial and k records.This release continues 
the rich tradition of DIY bands crafting instant pop hits entirely on their own terms, which has long been the hallmark of the Olympia Underground.Look for the video for singles Is it Any Wonder? 
And a show or two... Whatever happens it is quite assuring that whatever these times may bring bands can still put out music as good as this LP.400 vinyl copies.     
 
E Dante Fox__Roots Of Great White 1978-1982 - Blue Deadline Music 889466410017 $24.98 300 Rock
From the vault of powerhouse vocalist, Jack Russell, comes this almost lost gem of early demo recordings featuring Russell’s earliest recorded collaborations with guitarist Mark Kendall, which 
formed the foundation of ‘80s hard rock icons Great White! Includes songs that would eventually find their way onto Great White’s 1984 self-titled debut album such as In Love (later re-written as 
On Your Knees) and Money (later rewritten as Stick It)!      

E Danzig__6:66: Satan’s Child - Red/Black Haze Cleopatra 889466392818 $29.98 628 Rock
Reissue of the 1999 dark masterpiece from metal gods of the underworld, Danzig! This powerful album has some of Danzig’s heaviest and most profound songs including Thirteen, which was 
written for and recorded by Johnny Cash in 1994 and used as the opening song in the hit 2009 film The Hangover! Beautifully restored artwork from British comic book artist and longtime metal 
illustrator Simon Bisley!      

E Darker Days__Burying Point - Purple Massacre 4028466923172 $30.98 50 Rock
The US horror punk outfit DARKER DAYS, hailing from Salem (MA), presents it’s debut album The Burying Point - a must-have for fans of The Misfits, Blitzkid and AFI!DARKER DAYS from the 
Halloween capitol Salem, Massachusetts, present their debut album The Burying Point!The guys poured everything they had into this album and pulled inspiration from some of their favorite bands: 
AFI, The Misfits or Blitzkid. Lyrically, DARKER DAYS touched on things like their favorite horror movies as well as real-life hardships. The dark history of their hometown Salem and all of New 
England - with Nathaniel Hawthorne in Salem, H. P. Lovecraft in Providence and Stephen King in Bangor - along with the bleak countryside had a big influence on them as well.   
   
D Decker,Lisa__Soliloquise Oonops Drops 5050580802537 $44.98  Jazz
Lisa Decker returned with her second studio album “Soliloquise” one year after her debut album “Serendipity” in 2021 with Japanese Jazz trio Nautilus from Tokyo    
  
E Dool__Here Now There Then Prophecy 884388872158 $27.98 10 Rock
Vinyl LP (gold vinyl) incl. Lyrics sheet and protection sleeve. Holland’s most notorious rock musicians have gathered to form DOOL, a dark rock band featuring bassist Job van de Zande and 
drummer Micha Haring from celebrated cult rockers The Devil’s Blood and the country’s most infamous rock singer, the striking Raven van Dorst. Rounded out by guitarists Nick Polak (Gold) and 
Reinier Vermeulen (The New Media), DOOL radiates an undeniable raw energy and has created a distinct and dynamic sound right from the start. On the strength of it’s captivating debut single, 
Oweynagat, and a red hot live performance at Roadburn 2016, DOOL has quickly become a hotly-tipped buzz band in underground circles. DOOL’s much anticipated debut album, Here Now, There 
Then, is set for release on February 17, 2017, and proves all advance praise to be more than justified. Recorded by producer Pieter Kloos (The Devil’s Blood, Motorpsycho), Here Now, There Then 
is an album of supreme songwriting and remarkable musical diversity, blending classic hard rock, gothic pop and psychedelic metal in an ever-surprising manner. Carried by infinite, hypnotic guitar 
lines, DOOL takes the listener from dark caves, inhabited by ancient ghosts on it’s debut single Oweynagat, to the deep abysses of a broken heart on cuts like Death of Love. From the sensual and 
teasing (Words on Paper), to the imposing and ominous (the 10 minute epic Vantablack), DOOL hits every pressure point, striking with the deadly precision of a venomous asp. Here Now, There 
Then is about dreaming, ambition and will,  says Raven van Dorst. The album is about breaking boundaries and behavioral patterns while destroying stigmas. It is a mantra for whoever needs it 
and in any way one chooses to use it. It is the shadow lands between fantasy and reality. A fairy tale in a concrete background. Dutch for wandering, the sound of DOOL is a call to let oneself float 
freely and weather the storms of everyday life, taking flight into the wild unknown - all those who wander are DOOL.      

E Dool__Love Like Blood Prophecy 884388869059 $19.98 10 Rock
10 vinyl (transparent red & black). If there was one European rock band that raised more than a few eyebrows in the last two years, it is Dool. The Dutch found their debut album Here Now, There 
Then in many best of 2017 lists and reader polls while constantly touring the continent, playing every festival from Roadburn to Wacken, House Of The Holy to Graspop. The Love Like Blood EP 
will shorten the wait for their second album with a cover of the eponymous Killing Joke classic and two b-side tracks from Rock Hard Festival capturing Dool’s unbridled live power. Singer/guitarist 
Raven van Dorst comments on the choice of the EP’s lead track: Apart from being a massive hit during our childhood years that was weaved into the very structure of our musical beings, ‘Love Like 
Blood’ remains a gem to revisit over and over. And so we did on our first tour as a band, listening to it in the van, and started wondering what it would sound like without it’s signature staccato beat. 
Back home, we took the plunge and dived deep into it’s dreamy waters. After a few rehearsals, we started playing our version live and grew to it the more often we did. By now, it almost doesn’t 
feel like a cover song anymore, so we decided to record and share it with you. Here’s our tribute to one of the best songs ever written.     
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E Dropkick Murphys__Okemah Rising Dummy Luck Music 5400863122669 $27.98 2000 Rock
Dropkick Murphys history with Woody Guthrie dates back decades, from covering Gonna Be A Blackout Tonight on their 2003 album Blackout, to using some of Guthrie’s writing about Boston 
in their immortal hit I’m Shipping Up To Boston. On their recent 2022 album, This Machine Still Kills Fascists, Dropkick Murphys crafted an entire record around the seminal American folk icon, 
bringing Woody Guthrie’s perennial jabs at life-many of which are from the 1940s and ‘50s-into the present, with the resulting music eerily relevant to today’s world. Okemah Rising is second and 
final installment of this collaboration, and the band bring it home with a bang. Whereas the goal of This Machine Still Kills Fascists was to raise consciousness, Okemah Rising intends to raise the 
roof. It may have one or two tender moments, but all in all it’s much more of a party. Even a party record can have a message though and we’ve felt that over the last few months as we’ve played 
‘Gotta Get to Peekskill’ and ‘I Know How It Feels’ on tour all over the world. Every night, when the audience is singing along with Woody’s words, his steadfast defense of the working class, and 
his fight against social injustice and the abuse of political power comes across loud and clear. So as long as Dropkick Murphys are involved, Woody’s message will always be heard.   
   
E E-L-R__Maenad Prophecy 884388872172 $29.98 15 Rock
Vinyl LP (multicolour recycled vinyl, random colours) incl. Printed insert and protection sleeve. On their debut full-length Maenad, Swiss post doomers E-L-R offer a new perspective on panoramic 
musical vistas. Bassist I.R. and guitarist S.M., both of whom are singing, and drummer M.K. concoct an atmospheric, heavy and heady brew that sounds familiar and fresh at once. Deeply rooted in 
their environment as individuals, E-L-R share a shamanist quality and acute spiritual awareness with Our Survival Depends On Us from Austria or Finnish folkists Hexvessel. According to I.R., their 
music is very visceral. We want the listener to delve into our sphere and become entranced in order to feel our energy. It developed in close collaboration during long nights that we also used to write 
down stories of our own. In this way, we were able to define and carry through our vision. With it’s title originating from the name of Greek god Dionysus’ female followers, who are associated with 
nature and excessive feasting respectively, Maenad follows the group’s celebrated 2018 demo In Splendour & Sedation. The album tells a tale in different stages wherein emotions are constantly 
shifting like landscapes in passing. It’s mainly our own interpretation of texts and poems, combined with things we lived through ourselves, explains S.M.., often describing sceneries and events 
or feelings. Summing up their sound, she speaks of hypnotic rhythms suspended in a haze of eternal reverberation. Given E-L-R’s sense of community, it is no wonder they are eager to interact 
with like-minded artists such as Dool mastermind Raven van Dorst, who guests as a singer during ‘Lunar Nights’, or Colin H van Eeckhout from the group’s erstwhile touring partners Amenra, who 
lends his voice to ‘Above The Mountains There Is Light’ and plays hurdy-gurdy in the intro to ‘Glancing Limbs’.      

E Elschenbroich,Leonard__Brahms Analogue Onyx Classics 880040425021 $29.98 10 Orchestral & Symphonic
When the red light in Studio 2 at the famous Abbey Road Studios came on at the start of the recording sessions for Leonard Elschenbroich and Alexei Grynyuk’s latest ONYX recording, the control 
room had a very different atmosphere. The recording was made using analogue technology - tape recorders, vintage microphones, and longer takes. At no point was the recorded material subjected 
to a digital process. Elschenbroich wanted to capture a specific sound for these sonatas; the recorded sound of the late 1950s and the 1960s was his goal. The result is a wonderfully intimate, warm 
yet clear sound, as if the musicians are actually in the room with the listener - not clinical, not a bright superficially impressive digital sound, but a sound that captures perfectly the best recorded 
sound of the golden years of the LP. Importantly, it is the sound by which the artist ‘recognises’ himself. As Elschenbroich writes in the notes ‘the listener only needs one pair of ears and the music 
must come to life in their unique space.      

E Eluvium__(Whirring Marvels In) Consensus Reality Temporary Residence 656605440644 $29.98 150 Electronic
(Whirring Marvels In) Consensus Reality is the new album by Eluvium - the renowned moniker of prolific modern composer, Matthew Robert Cooper. Taking initial inspirations from T.S. Eliot’s The 
Waste Land and Richard Brautigan’s All Watched Over By Machines Of Loving Grace, (Whirring Marvels) inherently deals both with humankind’s need for meaning, and the emergence of algorithms 
reflecting the feedback loops of humankind’s interactions with machines themselves. This complicated relationship that we have with technology, automations, and algorithms - and the influence 
they in turn have on shaping our image of the world - is the mechanized heart and soul of an album that almost instantly establishes itself as a peak in Eluvium’s inimitable catalog.During the writing 
process for (Whirring Marvels In) Consensus Reality, Cooper began experiencing shoulder and arm pain that rendered his left arm increasingly debilitated. This inspired new compositional methods 
that blended varying degrees of electronic automations with traditional songwriting. Lyrical themes were built using algorithms to cull content from a notebook filled with years of scribbled thoughts, 
poems, considerations, conspiracies, scientific notions, and notes on the spirit of existence. Employing musicians from all around the world - including members of the American Contemporary Music 
Ensemble (ACME), Golden Retriever, and the entire Budapest Scoring Orchestra - much of the music was conducted and recorded remotely via teleconference during the global COVID lockdowns 
of 2020 and 2021. This approach to composing served as an unintended but serendipitous challenge for an album inspired by the complicated convenience of technology.(Whirring Marvels In) 
Consensus Reality blends an ornate combination of ingredients to construct a narrative of our dynamic invention; technological advancement; loneliness and isolationism; and unchecked idealism 
in a world of never-ending growth. The resulting hope that somehow emerges is itself a marvel of innovation and inspiration.     
 
E Format__Dog Problems - Milky Clear The Vanity Label 792105922829 $32.98 3000 Rock
Phoenix natives, The Format, bring you their debut album, DOG PROBLEMS. Playing off bad experiences with relationships the band has transformed their ordeal into something positive. Produced 
by Steven MCDonald.      

E Format__Interventions & Lullabies - Cyan Blue The Vanity Label 792105922881 $23.98 3000 Rock
Interventions + Lullabies is the first album by The Format. Produced and recorded by R. Walt Vincent, it was originally released in 2003.     
 
E Fun.__Aim & Ignite - Blue Jay Fun Music 792105922935 $32.98 4000 Rock
Aim and Ignite is the debut studio album by American indie pop band Fun, originally released in 2009.      

E Gordon,Roxy__Crazy Horse Never Died Paradise Of Bachelor 843563149034 $31.98 75 Country
Arrestingly singular and deeply moving, this 1988 album by Choctaw, Assiniboine, and Texan poet, journalist, artist, activist, and musician Roxy Gordon (First Coyote Boy) (1945-2000)-whose long 
out-of-print work has been acclaimed by friends such as Townes Van Zandt, Leonard Cohen, and Terry Allen-sets his cold-blooded, bone-lean reflections on the complexities and contradictions of 
American Indian (and American) history and identity to atmospheric, synth-damaged country-rock that skirts ambient textures and postpunk deconstructions. The gatefold package of this first-ever 
reissue-a decade in the making and the first in an archival series-includes new and restored artwork and a chapbook, featuring forty-eight pages of lyrics, essays, photographs, and First Coyote 
Boy’s extraordinary drawings for each song. (The chapbook is included in the LP edition only and also available for purchase separately.)Roxy Gordon is a brother of mine. I don’t like the word 
‘poet’; it is usually used too lightly. Roxy, however, is a real one. God bless him and the buffalo he rode in on. - Townes Van ZandtHis work is strong. The word goes out. Can a change come on 
dove’s feet? - Leonard CohenRoxy Gordon is one of the great outlaw artist American misfits. He writes like an angel and sings like livin’ hell. His voice is as stone, true as the history of blood and 
dirt. - Terry AllenSomeday maybe Steinbeck will be my favorite writer again but, right now, it’s Roxy Gordon. - John Stewart     
 
E Graveyard__Hisingen Blues (Iex) Yellow Nuclear Blast Americ 727361340155 $29.98 200 Rock
The second full length studio album from Swedish Hard Rock band Graveyard. Limited edition vinyl, yellow      

E Harden,Bobby & The Soulful Saints__Bridge Of Love Dala Records 196852272242 $26.98 15 R&B
Bobby Harden & The Soulful Saints are proud to announce their debut album, Bridge of Love. The album’s ten original compositions are presented in sparklingly-clear stereo sound and run the soul 
gamut, from grits-n-bricks R&B (‘Played a Fool by You’) to throw-back psychedelia (‘One Tribe’), svelte seventies pop (‘One Night of the Week’) and some seriously sophisticated ballads (‘Wounded 
Hearts’, ‘Bridge of Love’). Together they document Bobby’s life journey in song. Through youthful self-doubt in the opening track ‘It’s My Time’, to confirmation on the exuberant finale ‘raise Your 
Mind’, Bobby proves that faith and hard work can pay dividends. Life is a joy when you free your soul.Throughout the album, Harden’s voice is tailored to perfection by the almost impossibly 
dexterous Soulful Saints, and further dressed to the nines by an accoutrement of Latin percussion, full-on horns, high-flying backing singers and even a string quartet. This comes as no surprise as 
The Soulful Saints have performed live and recorded together with acts such as Sharon Jones & The Dap-Kings, Charles Bradley & His Extraordinaires, Lee Fields & The Expressions, The Budos 
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Band, Mark Ronson, Antibalas, The Impressions, & The Wu-Tang Clan.The album is produced by Dala Records founder Billy Aukstik, and recorded at Hive Mind Recording in Brooklyn, New York. 
Kurtis Powers of BQE Records Co-Executive Produced the album along with Aukstik.      

E Harden,Bobby & The Soulful Saints__Bridge Of Love - Hazy Black Dala Records 196852841325 $27.98 30 R&B
Bobby Harden & The Soulful Saints are proud to announce their debut album, Bridge of Love. The album’s ten original compositions are presented in sparklingly-clear stereo sound and run the soul 
gamut, from grits-n-bricks R&B (‘Played a Fool by You’) to throw-back psychedelia (‘One Tribe’), svelte seventies pop (‘One Night of the Week’) and some seriously sophisticated ballads (‘Wounded 
Hearts’, ‘Bridge of Love’). Together they document Bobby’s life journey in song. Through youthful self-doubt in the opening track ‘It’s My Time’, to confirmation on the exuberant finale ‘raise Your 
Mind’, Bobby proves that faith and hard work can pay dividends. Life is a joy when you free your soul.Throughout the album, Harden’s voice is tailored to perfection by the almost impossibly 
dexterous Soulful Saints, and further dressed to the nines by an accoutrement of Latin percussion, full-on horns, high-flying backing singers and even a string quartet. This comes as no surprise as 
The Soulful Saints have performed live and recorded together with acts such as Sharon Jones & The Dap-Kings, Charles Bradley & His Extraordinaires, Lee Fields & The Expressions, The Budos 
Band, Mark Ronson, Antibalas, The Impressions, & The Wu-Tang Clan.The album is produced by Dala Records founder Billy Aukstik, and recorded at Hive Mind Recording in Brooklyn, New York. 
Kurtis Powers of BQE Records Co-Executive Produced the album along with Aukstik.      

E Hot Mulligan__Why Would I Watch - Blue Wax Bodega 843563158562 $24.98 1250 Rock
Bolstered by 140 million Spotify streams, a sold-out nationwide headlining tour, support for the likes of The Wonder Years and New Found Glory and headlines in Alternative Press, Hot Mulligan’s 
third LP, Why Would I Watch cements their evolution as one the most versatile and profoundly moving bands in the underground. Produced by longtime collaborator Brett Romnes, Why Would 
I Watch is Hot Mulligan at their loudest, their poppiest, and, ultimately, their most poignant. We didn’t really have grand ambitions when we went in to make this album, explains Freeman. I liked 
you’ll be fine, and I just wanted us to make another good one. Adds Sanville wryly: If we had made a bad record, I’d have gotten into a plane and fallen out of it. Therein lies the true magic of Hot 
Mulligan, the push and pull of puns and pathos that might seem diametrically opposed at first but actually intersect to perfectly encapsulate life in a heavy, ADD-addled world.   
   
E Just Like Heaven - Tribute To The Cure / Var__Just Like Heaven - Tribute To The Cleopatra 889466356810 $29.98 364 Rock
An international gathering of dark wave’s next generation of artists pay tribute to the godfathers of gothic rock, The Cure! Includes superb performances from Italy’s post-punk trio Soviet Soviet, 
Scandinavian industrialists Priest, Washington’s This Cold Night, French duo Minuit Machine, Berlin’s Pink Turns Blue and lots more! These are no copycat versions - each artist has brought their 
unique style to bear on The Cure’s classic songs to create a thoroughly engaging and enjoyable listening experience! Will be heavily promoted by the participating artists as well as label’s in-house 
publicist!      

E Kadavar__Abra Kadavar (Iex) Glow In The Dark Nuclear Blast Americ 4065629703110 $29.98 200 Rock
The second full length release from Germany’s Kadavar, gatefold, glow in the dark vinyl      

E Kadavar__Berlin (Iex) Gold Nuclear Blast Americ 727361357504 $35.98 150 Rock
The third full length release from Germany’s Kadavar, double LP, gatefold, gold vinyl      

E Klimt 1918__Dopoguerra Prophecy 884388707412 $27.98 15 Rock
Gatefold LP (black vinyl) incl. Printed inner sleeve and protection sleeve. Italian Melancholic Rock in perfection KLIMT 1918’s music contains elements of a great similarity to the Austrian painter 
Klimt’s art: it features mosaic-like soundscapes and is painted in soft hues - and all the constituted parts are joined to an intense canvas. Their songs are deeply ingrained with originality and 
boundless musicality even though they might remind you of such diverse artists as the Beatles, Cure, Interpol, Tears For Fears, U2, The Police, Katatonia, or Anathema.    
  
E Klimt 1918__Sentimentale Jugend Prophecy 884388717718 $69.98 10 Rock
3LP (black vinyl) in triple gatefold sleeve incl. Printed inner sleeves, 3 bonus tracks and protection sleeve. One has to be a decided connoisseur of alternative music culture to associate the title 
Sentimentale Jugend (sentimental youth) with the short-lived experimental noise act of the same name, founded by Alexander Hacke (Einstürzende Neubauten) and his then significant other 
Christiane Flescherinow (also known as Christiane F. from the bestselling non-fiction book We Children From Bahnhof Zoo) in the early 1980s. However, it is for a reason that Italian indie rock 
flagship KLIMT 1918 names it’s latest double album after this footnote of pop history, namely a conscious hint at the underlying mood of the songs. Sentimentale Jugend captures West Berlin in it’s 
pulsating, nihilistic glory during the late 70s - just as David Bowie did with his Berlin Trilogy of the albums Low, Heroes and Lodger - and processes notions from Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck’s 
award-winning movie The Lives Of Others, be it the foggy winter atmosphere in East Berlin during the early 80s or the female protagonist’s melancholy. Eight years after the ‘soundtrack For The 
Cassette Generation’ Just In Case We’ll Never Meet Again, KLIMT 1918 stay true to their sound, alternating the energetic with the wistful by means of shoegaze, indie and new wave from the 80s 
and 90s, yet for the first time, the sonic spectrum gets expanded with the signature guitar effects and drum rhythms of 50s and 60s pop. Ultimately, Sentimentale Jugend harks back to such diverse 
artists as The Chameleons, iLikeTrains, Cocteau Twins, The Jesus and Mary Chain, The Everly Brothers, Sigur Ros or Dead Can Dance and may be suitably tagged dirty and noisy three beats 
dream pop. Sentimentale Jugend consists of the separate albums Sentimentale (9 songs, 54 minutes) and Jugend (10 songs, 53 minutes), the former being the more serene chapter with it’s slow 
and partially long tracks, whereas the latter with it’s faster tunes is the more driving counterpart.      

E Ky__Power Is The Pharmacy Constellation 666561017217 $27.98 30 Rock
Ky is the new solo project of Ky Brooks, best known as vocalist/lyricist of noise trio Lungbutter and a slew of other Montréal-based out-music projects like 8-person queer punk band Femmaggots 
and experimental/improv trio Nag. Power Is The Pharmacy is an album of cerebral and visceral artpunk mainly about grief, death, the fear of loss, losing dreams, losing youth, people, public space, 
ultimately oneself - an emotionally electrifying collection of songs fuelled by Ky’s piercing poetry, both spoken and sung, delivering an incisive blend of socio-political observation and spiritual 
sadness, swirling through vortices of disenchantment and re-enchantment.      

D Lampl,Kenneth__Furies - O.S.T. Scare Flair Records 850037910090 $35.98  Soundtrack
Scare Flair is thrilled to announce the original motion picture score to Tony D’Aquino’s hit film The Furies by Kenneth Lampl and Kirsten Axelholm available for the first time on any format.    One 
of the most watched films on Shudder since it’s release, the Tony D’Aquino Australian survival horror slasher has been building itself a cult following for it’s inventive kills, excessive gore, and 
hammering score.    The Furies tells the story of Kayla, a young girl who is kidnapped. When she wakes up in a black coffin in the middle of a forest she quickly learns that she and others are being 
hunted by a group of masked men as part of a deadly game. The film is a mash-up of The Running Man meets Friday the 13th.     The score is a tension filled orchestral murder spree that does not 
let up throughout the film. It’s a pummeling masterwork of precise timing, tempo, and dread. How exactly do you write music to a scene involving a masked madman using an axe to slice the skin 
off a woman’s face? Lampl and Axelholm were tasked with just that, and they killed it!    Kenneth Lampl has scored over 100 films, and recently released the score to the hit film Sissy. He studied 
film composing under a fellowship with John Williams.    This special vinyl release features brand new artwork by artist Brad Mrock on a deluxe limited jacket that has spot UV gloss on the front 
covers titles.      

E Loopsel__Oga For Oga Dfa Records 829732000122 $24.98 30 Rock
Like a dream foggily remembered, Loopsel’s Öga For Öga is tempting in it’s beauty yet slightly menacing in it’s depth. These songs, like paths into the forest, are heavily, almost creepily, reverberated, 
with finger-plucked guitars acting as the signposts among field recordings, pads, and the cool, calm voice of Elin Engström. A true journey from beginning to end.     
 
D Maiovvi,Antoni__Before & After The Bomb - O.S.T. Scare Flair Records 850037910113 $30.98  Soundtrack
Scare Flair is excited to finally unleash the Antoni Maiovvi’s Original Soundtrack to Before & After the Bomb on vinyl for the first time. Maiovvi’s unflinching homage to horror cinema sounds completely 
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at home on the format and has become quite popular with his fans since it’s release in 2020.    Antoni Maiovvi’s Before & After The Bomb is a love letter dedicated to 25 years of fascination with 
all things Horror. Taking influence from heroes such as Fabio Frizzi, Riz Ortolani, John Carpenter, and Claudio Simonetti whilst simultaneously taking cues from the bizarre and wild films of early 
Peter Jackson, Bruno Mattei, and Sam Raimi, Before & After the Bomb twists and turns between action set pieces, genuine tenderness, and unabashed ridiculousness.    Antoni Maiovvi is known 
for composing the scores for the films Abdullah, Mutant Blast, Yellow, and District Nurse. He is also known for his collaboration with Umberto for the Hook & Pull Gang recording, in which they did 
a complete rescore of The Texas Chainsaw Massacre.      

D Maljokovic,Jovan Ensemble__Uplifting Abyss Everland 710473185172 $27.98  R&B
What would you do if a never before released jazz funk album from 70s Yugoslavia had dropped suddenly into your arms? An album which sounds like a crate diggers holy grail!? Album full of 
heavy drum breaks, repetitive bass grooves, superb sax solos and world class jazz arrangements finely intertwined with Yugoslavian folk music elements?! - PRESS IT! - That’s what we said always 
striving to present the future of unheard sound of Yugoslavia! With the help from Mr. Cosmic himself (Željko Kerleta), Jovan Maljoković and his wife Nevenka and, of course, Radio Belgrade who 
provided the recordings buried deep in their library, here we present Jovan’s first vinyl release since 1989 and his album nr. Zero. If this LP was released in 1976, sounding this clear and impressive 
as it sounds today, it would be up on the pedestal with cult Yugo jazz-funk releases such as Sećanja by Miša Blam (also released on Everland) - and believe me - it would burn a whole through your 
wallet. Don’t allow me to get started on the Jovan’s ensemble personnel here, represening the crème de la crème of jazz and funk instrumentalists of Yugoslavian Jazz (Goce Dimitrovski, Miloš 
Krstić, Kire Mitrev, Miodrag Maljoković, Aleksandar Sanja Ilić, Miša Blam, Uroš Šećerov...). The raw execution, top recording and compositions resembling but not imitating the greatest contemporary 
western jazz-funk ides of the time, that sound like something that could have been easily released on Mainstream, Columbia, MPS or even be an authentic Kudu hit record if it had been released 
at the time by Creed Taylor. Just listen to the track A1 Ponor Naviše with a whirlwind of big band arrangement turnovers or track B1- Uspomena (hint: Sećanje...) where Jovan takes on the ‘Lame 
donkey’ in a strong downbeat rearrangement released just two years after Volker Kriegel published it on his album Lift! (MPS/BASF 1973.). You’ll be blown away by the instrumental prowess of the 
ensemble and Jovan’s ideas! - Dr. Smeći Šećer      

E Mcferrin,Madison__I Hope You Can Forgive Me - Purple/Clear Mix Madmcferrin Music 617308045475 $25.98 100 Rock
Madison’s latest project, I Hope You Can Forgive Me, represents an evolution in her career as she finds ways to improvise and self-produce in the midst of an ever changing global pandemic 
landscape. I Hope You Can Forgive Me builds upon that next step sonically while exploring themes of love, self preservation, fear, and conjuring. What comes out of this work and Madison’s career 
thus far is a commitment to leave - leave fear and doubt behind in order to make space for what is next to come, all with a sense of style, fun, and invitation to dance through it.   
   
D Muslimgauze__Emak Bakia - Gold Other Voices Records 710473186605 $27.98  Electronic
Emak Bakia - a long out of print Muslimgauze masterpieces from 1994. Even in the huge Bryn Jones discography Emak Bakia really stands out of albums from that period due it’s rather unique 
(house-music related) sound and short, by the standards of Bryn Jones, tracks. Like a crossmix between Psychic TV (circa Towards Thee Infinite Beat) and Muslimgauze’s trademark percussion 
and eastern vibes.    Re-mastered and with new stunning artwork.      

D Muslimgauze__Khan Younis Other Voices Records 710473186568 $30.98  Rock
Brilliantly remastered Picture LP / LP / CD with new stunning artwork!      

E Nektar__Sunday Night At The Roundhouse Purple Pyramid 889466409813 $19.98 300 Rock
Special colored vinyl reissue of the 1973 concert performance by psychedelic prog rock pioneers, Nektar, recorded at the legendary Roundhouse in London! Featuring amazing renditions of the 
band’s 19-minute epic A Day In The Life Of A Preacher plus the celebrated Chipping Norton studio recordings! This classic album comes in a deluxe gatefold sleeve with metallic silver paper and 
is sequentially numbered for collectors!      

D Niagara__Niagara Everland 710473185219 $27.98  R&B
Niagara was more a project than an actual band formed by German jazz drum legend Klaus Weiss. He formerly worked with another jazz legend from his mother country, Klaus Doldinger and gained 
fame in the German jazz circuit of the 60s and 70s. His 1971 works with NIAGARA was the offspring of the vision to create an orchestra made entirely of drummers and percussionists. Despite 
the fact that there is definitely no regular melody instrument to be heard on this album, the two lengthy compositions are arranged in such an enthralling way, that they have a rather catchy and 
memorable feel. Among the cult drummers featured on this album are Udo Lindenberg (yes, this icon of German rock and pop started as a drummer!) and session hero Keith Forsey. So what both 
compositions offer is an ever pulsating rhythm inferno, a maelstrom of different grooves and sounds. If you go for this album to find some pop tunes, you better change your mind. If you wish to be 
enchanted and hypnotized by a massive wall of percussion sounds and be dragged deeper and deeper into a state of trance, which is utterly addictive, you are welcome. This album goes deeper 
as most psychedelic rock with dreamy melodies and heavy organ work. You cannot compare it to anything else, so open your mind for the ultimate rhythm experience and join in if you dare. Only 
if you dare.      

D Niagara__Niagara 50th Anniversary Edition Everland 710473185424 $105.98  Jazz
50th anniversary boxset containing all three Niagara albums, released in a limited edition of 500 copies, housed in a wooden Box - coloured vinylNiagara - Niagara:Niagara was more a project 
than an actual band formed by German jazz drum legend Klaus Weiss. He formerly worked with another jazz legend from his mother country, Klaus Doldinger and gained fame in the German jazz 
circuit of the 60s and 70s. His 1971 works with NIAGARA was the offspring of the vision to create an orchestra made entirely of drummers and percussionists. Despite the fact that there is definitely 
no regular melody instrument to be heard on this album, the two lengthy compositions are arranged in such an enthralling way, that they have a rather catchy and memorable feel. Among the cult 
drummers featured on this album are Udo Lindenberg (yes, this icon of German rock and pop started as a drummer!) and session hero Keith Forsey. So what both compositions offer is an ever 
pulsating rhythm inferno, a maelstrom of different grooves and sounds. If you go for this album to find some pop tunes, you better change your mind. If you wish to be enchanted and hypnotized by 
a massive wall of percussion sounds and be dragged deeper and deeper into a state of trance, which is utterly addictive, you are welcome. This album goes deeper as most psychedelic rock with 
dreamy melodies and heavy organ work. You cannot compare it to anything else, so open your mind for the ultimate rhythm experience and join in if you dare. Only if you dare.Niagara - S.U.B.:Rhythm 
master Klaus Weiss knew he had a good thing going with NIAGARA. The first album was a gathering of every outstanding drummer and percussionist he could get hold of and despite the fact that 
there were only rhythm instruments featured, it became quite a memorable and unique record. Now for the second album S.U.B. he felt he had to go other ways, and recorded with a complete rock 
outfit plus the one or another brass instrument. ‘s.U.B.’ is definitely worth being traded for 180,00 Euros and more among collectors for a clean original and when the needle hits the groove you 
will realize why. There is a tightly woven web of rhythms from drums and percussions, as the solid and ever pulsating base with a laid back but really present bass guitar adding more depth and 
power to the beats and clean rhythm guitars with a nifty wah wah effect for the extra kick. From time to time the guitars fire off a memorable steaming riff on top of the rhythm pulse and the horns 
answer the call for arms. You really have to look at the backcover to find out that this is a German outfit instead of one of these utterly hot and hip US funk rock cult bands of the time. NIAGARA 
aka Klaus Weiss waive the vocals so it is an instrumental record you face with ‘s.U.B’, but then this band goes so wild in some of the compositions, that you will be left breathless on your knees 
by all these simmering performances. Each musician participating in this project is a professional, but they all let the music erupt into a climax of sound you can only achieve, when you put your 
whole heart and soul into it. A masterpiece of funky and utterly unleashed rock music from the early 70s.Niagara - Afire:Niagara’s third LP Afire is the rarest one from kraut drummer, formerly of 
Sunbirds, Klaus Weiss’ band. An astonishing album which returns to the minimal sounds based on percussion and rhythm of their first album, yet retaining a feel of harmony all through it - this time 
not provided by the brass instruments that had been added in S.U.B., but though to the high emphasis put on combining a variety of drums each tuned to their perfect pitch, and the contribution of 
Embryo’s bass player Dave King. Also present on the sessions were percussionists George Brown, Sabu Rex and Norman Tolbert. The phenomenal rhythms contained on this LP have made it a 
very sought after piece among those looking for cool samplers to mix.Klaus Weiss is considered one of the best drummers of the German jazz scene, he was always very active and played with a 
lot of USA jazzmen travelling Germany like Hampton Hawes, Herbie Mann, Mal Waldron or Johnny Griffin, as well as with German greats as Klaus Doldinger, George Gruntz, Friedrich Gulda, etc. 
50th anniversary boxset containing all three Niagara albums, released in a limited edition of 500 copies, housed in a wooden Box - coloured vinyl      
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D Niagara__S.U.B. Everland 710473185271 $27.98  R&B
Rhythm master Klaus Weiss knew he had a good thing going with Niagara. The first album was a gathering of every outstanding drummer and percussionist he could get hold of and despite the fact 
that there were only rhythm instruments featured, it became quite a memorable and unique record. Now for the second album S.U.B. he felt he had to go other ways, and recorded with a complete 
rock outfit plus the one or another brass instrument. ‘s.U.B.’ is definitely worth being traded for 180,00 Euros and more among collectors for a clean original and when the needle hits the groove you 
will realize why. There is a tightly woven web of rhythms from drums and percussions, as the solid and ever pulsating base with a laid back but really present bass guitar adding more depth and 
power to the beats and clean rhythm guitars with a nifty wah wah effect for the extra kick. From time to time the guitars fire off a memorable steaming riff on top of the rhythm pulse and the horns 
answer the call for arms. You really have to look at the backcover to find out that this is a German outfit instead of one of these utterly hot and hip US funk rock cult bands of the time. Niagara aka 
Klaus Weiss waive the vocals so it is an instrumental record you face with ‘s.U.B’, but then this band goes so wild in some of the compositions, that you will be left breathless on your knees by all 
these simmering performances. Each musician participating in this project is a professional, but they all let the music erupt into a climax of sound you can only achieve, when you put your whole 
heart and soul into it. A masterpiece of funky and utterly unleashed rock music from the early 70s.      

E Oh Hellos__Through The Deep, Dark Valley - Orange/Yellow No Coincidence 617308038613 $50.98 50 Rock
To celebrate the 10th anniversary of the band’s first full-length studio album, The Oh Hellos present a special re-mastered re-issue of Through The Deep, Dark Valley in three different formats: 
digital, black 180g vinyl, and a limited Deluxe Edition vinyl.  Remastered for the occasion, the re-issue offers fans a chance to hear the music in a new light, and refresh their relationship with the 
album. The Deluxe Edition houses the album in a stunning, one-of-a-kind pop-up jacket designed by Alan Hynes, on 180g orange galaxy vinyl, presented in a windowed lift-off box displaying the 
layered artwork inside. When we first wrote Through the Deep, Dark Valley, we wanted the album to flow like a narrative, says Tyler Heath. Ever since, it’s been a pattern we’ve found ourselves 
leaning into more and more with every record. To celebrate that original narrative spirit a decade later, we wanted this anniversary re-issue to feel a little like a pop-up storybook that draws you in 
for the journey. We also enlisted the talented Charlie Kramsky to shine up our old recordings into a new Ten Year Anniversary Remaster. Through The Deep, Dark Valley is a self-contained concept 
album, so for best results should be listened to in it’s entirety, in order, in one sitting.      

D Perez-Daple,Ryan__Never Hike Alone - O.S.T. Scare Flair Records 850037910199 $42.98  Soundtrack
Scare Flair Records is honored to be releasing the Ryan Perez-Daple score for the biggest fan film ever made - Never Hike Alone! Never Hike Alone is the extremely popular Friday the 13th fan 
film series that has gotten rave reviews from the rabid F13 fan base and has now been viewed over 5 million times on YouTube.    Never Hike Alone (2017) was written, produced, and directed by 
Vincente DiSante of Womp Stomp Films. The film stars Andrew Leighty as a hiker who accidently hikes into Camp Crystal Lake and has a full-on faceoff with Ghost Jason, also played by Vincente 
DiSanti. Friday the 13th alumni Thom Matthews also makes a very special appearance.    The score is filled with memorable cues that are reminiscent of Harry Manfredini’s masterful work on the 
original series, but steps away enough to have it’s own identity. Fans will rejoice at the call backs, but also relish at the new direction that this score takes the fandom. Also includes tracks by Trevor 
Vaughn and the Damn Enchiladas.      

E Pigface__Gub - Blue Cleopatra 889466358814 $39.98 522 Electronic
Reissue of the 1990 debut album from industrial supergroup spearheaded by legendary PiL drummer Martin Atkins! Includes contributions from Trent Reznor, Revolting Cocks’ Chris Connelly, The 
Jesus Lizard’s David Yow, Skinny Puppy’s Nivek Ogre, Ministry’s William Rieflin & Paul Barker, KMFDM’s en Esch, Steve Albini and more! Wildly experimental, this genre-defying masterpiece has 
earned it’s reputation as one of the most adventurous sound recordings ever made! Contains the original version of Suck that Trent Reznor would later re-record for his 1992 Broken EP as well as 
several bonus remixes!      

E Pigface__Gub - Purple Cleopatra 889466359019 $39.98 500 Electronic
Reissue of the 1990 debut album from industrial supergroup spearheaded by legendary PiL drummer Martin Atkins! Includes contributions from Trent Reznor, Revolting Cocks’ Chris Connelly, The 
Jesus Lizard’s David Yow, Skinny Puppy’s Nivek Ogre, Ministry’s William Rieflin & Paul Barker, KMFDM’s en Esch, Steve Albini and more! Wildly experimental, this genre-defying masterpiece has 
earned it’s reputation as one of the most adventurous sound recordings ever made! Contains the original version of Suck that Trent Reznor would later re-record for his 1992 Broken EP as well as 
several bonus remixes!      

D Rapoon__Raising Earthly Spirits Everland 710473185431 $57.98  New Age / Meditation
Raising Earthly Spirits was conceived as a ritualistic, shamanistic album centred around the concept of transcending this level of consciousness and existing mindfully in multidimensional space and 
time. It draws heavily upon the sacred ideas and practices of many indigenous peoples from this earth and how they communicate and interact with their ancestors and how they see themselves 
in relation to this world. It was made with respect towards these beliefs.      

E Sepultura__Sepulquarta - (Iex) Nuclear Blast Americ 727361591472 $35.98 100 Rock
A live collection of 15 classic Sepultura tracks recorded on the band’s pandemic-born podcast SepulQuarta, a live stream organized once a week during the quarantine to talk with experts and 
musical colleagues from all over the world. On each episode the band and guest prepared & performed a special recording of one song from the band’s catalog. INDIVIDUALLY ECO MARBLED 
VINYL      

E Stone,Angie__Covered In Soul - Purple Goldenlane 889466037818 $27.98 834 R&B
Modern R&B superstar Angie Stone presents this heartfelt salute to the songs and artists who have inspired her incredible career! Stone gives stunning performances on unique interpretations of 
Stevie Wonder’s I Believe (When I Fall In Love It Will Be Forever), Carole King’s It’s Too Late, O-o-h Child and In The Air Tonight PLUS brand new versions of Stone’s blockbuster hits Wish I Didn’t 
Miss You, Baby, and Brotha! Available on vinyl for the first time!      

E Stone,Sly__Family Soul Sessions - The Rare 45 Rpms ‘63-’66 Northern Soul 889466336416 $29.98 1775 R&B
A special collection of rare studio tracks from funk legend Sly Stone including the incredible Searchin’, The Seventh Son, Life Of Fortune And Fame and more! Hear the early genius of Stone’s 
magical blend of funk, R&B, gospel and soul that would make him one of the biggest music stars of the ‘60s & beyond! Limited edition PURPLE & SILVER SPLATTER vinyl pressing!  
    
E Sun Ra & His Arkestra__Jazz In Silhouette Cosmic Myth Records 881626587911 $34.98 300 Jazz
Enshrined in the Penguin Jazz Guide’s Core Collection, this quintessential platter of Sun Ra’s late 1950s Chicago ensemble showcases the brilliant tenor sax stylings of John Gilmore, and 
introduces Arkestra mainstays Marshall Allen, Pat Patrick, and Ronnie Boykins. Recorded and issued in 1959, it marks a coda for the bandleader’s bebop/hard-bop stage, as his interstellar traveler 
persona began to transform the band (and the music). Many of the early works on these recordings would remain staples in Arkestra set lists for the rest of Sun Ra’s life. Includes the complete, 
contemporaneous Sound Sun Pleasure LP, rare stereo mixes, and bonus tracks.      

E Superviolet__Infinite Spring - Sunset Swirl Lame-O 810097913608 $23.98 45 Rock
In 2020, Steve Ciolek’s long-running and much loved group The Sidekicks called it a day, and he found himself without a band for the first time in much of his adult life. Ciolek had never stopped 
writing, but now with endless possibilities ahead he found himself creating at a different pace. As his well of potential songs began to grow, Ciolek brought in some familiar faces to help hone them 
into an album, recruiting The Sidekicks’ Matty Sanders to play drums and Saintseneca mastermind Zac Little to help with writing, recording, and production. Infinite Spring is bursting with that sense 
of discovery and promise without sacrificing the warmth that’s always made Ciolek’s songwriting feel so timeless and satisfying. The record feels like an amalgam of his many musical interests, 
woven together into something unique; throughout, sparse folk intersects with soulful indie, and the intricate arrangements and sweeping hooks of ‘60s and ‘70s pop rock overlap with the charming 
looseness of midwest punk. And just as so many of Ciolek’s musical inspirations feel evergreen, so does his lyrical focus: falling in love.     
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E Travers,Pat__Street Survivors - O.S.T. Cleopatra 889466409912 $19.98 300 Soundtrack
The soundtrack to the feature-length dramatic retelling of the 1977 plane crash that killed several members of Lynyrd Skynyrd and changed the course of southern music forever! Includes a superb 
rendition of the Skynyrd classic Call Me The Breeze performed by Pat Travers as well as moving songs performed by the sons of Skynyrd drummer Artimus Pyle!     
 
E Unicorn__Too Many Crooks Think Like A Key Rec 724049407704 $26.98 25 Rock
First vinyl reissue of the classic third album by pastoral British folk rockers Unicorn produced by David Gilmour of Pink Floyd. Originally released in 1976, it was their first for EMI’s Harvest label in 
the UK and second for Capitol in the US. The album combines impassioned 1970s West Coast vibes with Beatlesque melodies and tight performances. Indeed, the album, while remaining sonically 
consistent, enjoys shifting effortlessly between gritty country rockers like the Lindsey Buckingham sounding He’s Got Pride and In The Mood, to the funky Bullseye Bill and the gentle title track 
which is not unlike Big Star at their finest. While Unicorn were sadly unsuccessful in turning the proto-powerpop Disco Dancer into a major hit, the album track No Way Out Of Here went on to be 
the key track on David Gilmour’s debut album. It’s a must-have album for any serious music fan. Includes liner notes and lyric insert.     
 
E Waller,Wally__Kitchen Rock Think Like A Key Rec 782706673725 $26.98 25 Rock
Immerse yourself in the authentic sounds of 1960’s British music legend, Wally Waller, with his latest album Kitchen Rock. Recorded in his very own kitchen during England’s lockdown, these raw 
and intimate solo acoustic takes feature many of the classic songs he wrote with his lifelong friend Phil May for The Pretty Things, as well as other beloved rock ‘n’ roll favorites he grew up listening 
to. Experience the unique ambiance of Wally’s home sessions as he effortlessly transitions and transforms from solo takes to full ‘one-man’ band productions, creating a truly one-of-a-kind listening 
experience. While a far cry from his days recording and working as a producer at Abbey Road - there’s something undeniably special and honest about this album that will leave you wanting more. 
Limited LP pressing with liner notes from Wally.      

E Waveform*__Antarctica - Dark Blue Run For Cover 810097913837 $23.98 75 Rock
Waveform* - The Connecticut duo of Jarett Dinner and Daniel Poppa - have been carefully crafting artful, introverted songs since coming together in high school. The two, with a shared affinity for bands 
both active & long-forgotten to most listeners, feel like students of the indie rock canon. Their grasp of how to craft the perfect song has never been better than on their latest LP Antarctica.  
    
E Windser__Where The Redwoods Meet The Sea Bright Antenna 850041979212 $24.98 50 Rock
Jordan Topf is Windser, and we have the pleasure of introducing him to you and his music. Windsers’ music reflects an electric-infused indie pop sound that serves as a reflective mirror for all 
listeners. The euphoric melody intoxicates your ears while the lyrics remind us of the struggles of being human. Echoing the inner dialogue of Windser himself, the lines don’t you run / don’t you 
run / don’t you run / from what you could become / all the trouble in paradise, are energized by a faster-paced rhythm that seamlessly blends anxiety and optimism.    
  
E Windser__Where The Redwoods Meet The Sea - Baby Blue Bright Antenna 850041979236 $24.98 50 Rock
Jordan Topf is Windser, and we have the pleasure of introducing him to you and his music. Windsers’ music reflects an electric-infused indie pop sound that serves as a reflective mirror for all 
listeners. The euphoric melody intoxicates your ears while the lyrics remind us of the struggles of being human. Echoing the inner dialogue of Windser himself, the lines don’t you run / don’t you run 
/ don’t you run / from what you could become / all the trouble in paradise, are energized by a faster-paced rhythm that seamlessly blends anxiety and optimism.

12” VINYL NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 05.12.2023 • ORDERS DUE 04.14.2023
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
D Yun,Xiao__Purple Garden Em Records 4560283215400 $35.98  Rock
Here is a hidden gem from the 1990s, a sparkling cyber-ambient-Mandarin pop collection produced by Henry Kawahara, the master of cyber-occult music, with silky vocals from Shanghai-born 
vocalist Xiao Yun Wu. Originally released on CD in 1994 on Kawahara’s own HMD label, the Xiao Yun project was launched by Kawahara and his trusted colleague Keisuke Oki, who plays keyboards 
on the album. Kawahara handled the production, along with guitar, keyboards and programming. And of course, the crowning glory is the voice of Xiao Yun: lovely, floating, ethereal. The singer 
arranged the songs, which range from versions of previously released Kawahara solo pieces to Mandarin pop classics. All songs are given Kawahara’s cyber-occult sheen, which may evoke visions 
of the cosmopolitan Asia of near-future science fiction. Available on vinyl and digital download, this album will transport you, via 1994, to a sparkling future.    Xiao Yun are  Xiao Yun Wu: vocals  
Henry Kawahara: keyboards, guitars and computer programming  Support: Keisuke Oki (keyboards) and Keiichi Hasegawa (percussion)  Produced and engineered by Henry Kawahara  Arranged 
by Henry Kawahara and Xiao Yun  Recorded at Ecosystem Sonic Division/Fukuoka, 1993-1994      
      

7” VINYL NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 05.12.2023 • ORDERS DUE 04.14.2023
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Brother Ali__Just Fine B/W Dreaming In Color Rhymesayers 826257035813 $14.98 50 Rap & Hip-Hop
Originally released in 2012 following unprecedented changes in the music industry, Mourning in America and Dreaming in Color found Brother Ali reborn and rejuvenated. Teaming up with famed 
platinum-selling producer Jake One (Drake, J. Cole, Wiz Khalifa, MF DOOM), Brother Ali was prepared to tell the American story from a very different viewpoint. Inspired by his first trip to Mecca, the 
2011 uprisings in the Middle East, and the Occupy movements that were building steam worldwide, Ali linked with Jake One during a two-month sabbatical in Seattle to create this brave new phase 
in his remarkable discography. The album presented a scathingly honest critique of America and it’s many flaws while simultaneously presenting a hopeful outlook for the future and it’s possibilities. 
At a time when many felt powerless against an overreaching government with all it’s militarist and corporate interests, Mourning In America and Dreaming In Color provided the voice of a critical 
American consciousness, as well as a beacon of hope for those that hold fast to it’s ideals and potential.In honor of it’s 10th anniversary, we’ve pressed this limited edition 2xLP vinyl offering with 
redesigned packaging and layout that features a custom-built slash case with an illustrated flag, a full-color jacket housing tri-color red/white/blue galaxy effect vinyl, printed record sleeves and a 
4-panel lyric booklet.As a supplement to the 10th anniversary edition of Brother Ali’s Mourning in America and Dreaming in Color album, this extremely limited 7 vinyl features the tracks Just Fine 
and Dreaming in Color - two songs that were written and recorded during the original Mourning in America sessions, but weren’t included on the album. The artwork for this packaging includes 
recently unearthed illustrations that were initially created for use in the original album campaign, but weren’t utilized at the time. Written and performed by Brother Ali, and produced by Jake One, 
this is the first time these songs have ever been available in a physical format. Get yours before they’re gone forever!      

E Harden,Bobby & The Soulful Saints__One Night Of The Week B/W Raise Your Mind Dala Records 196852003518 $8.98 30 R&B
Bobby Harden & The Soulful Saints are proud to announce their new 45 One Night of the Week in conjunction with their debut album Bridge of Love. The A-Side is a slice of svelte seventies pop 
and is backed with the exuberant Raise Your Mind on the B-Side. Both sides are presented in sparklingly-clear stereo sound, with Harden’s voice tailored to perfection by the almost impossibly 
dexterous Soulful Saints, and further dressed to the nines by an accoutrement of Latin percussion, full-on horns, high-flying backing singers and even a string quartet.. This comes as no surprise 
as The Soulful Saints have performed live and recorded together with acts such as Sharon Jones & The Dap-Kings, Charles Bradley & His Extraordinaires, Lee Fields & The Expressions, The 
Budos Band, Mark Ronson, Antibalas, The Impressions, & The Wu-Tang Clan.Both sides are produced by Dala Records founder Billy Aukstik and recorded to analog tape at Hive Mind Recording 
in Brooklyn, New York. Kurtis Powers of BQE Records Co-Executive Produced the album along with Aukstik.      

D Oldians__We Are Reggae / Go Find Your Own Way Jump Up Records 4560236389950 $22.98  Reggae
The Oldians are Ska-Jazz band from Spain. This 7’ cut from their album ‘We are Reggae’(2018, Liquidator Music). The amazing way this band play the foundation rhythms of the Jamaican tradition 
(ska, rocksteady and reggae) under a smooth and jazzy mood.      
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D Salasa__Amber Jet Set 4560236389691 $23.98  Int’l & World Music
Japanese S. S. W. Salasa will release two singles. Hip-hop producers DJ Mitsu the Beats (GAGLE) and Olive Oil participated as remixers, respectively. ‘AMBER’ is the lead track of the 1st. EP 
‘Nail Island’ released last year. The remix by GAGLE’s DJ Mitsu the Beats has a smooth and dreamy finish that is different from the original, with a flowing piano and a sorrowful singing voice.

JAPANESE-ONLY SHM-CD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 05.12.2023 • ORDERS DUE 04.14.2023
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
I Dio__Holy Diver Emi 602567188148 $47.99  Rock
I Dio__Last In Line Emi 602567188636 $47.99  Rock
I Dio__Sacred Heart Emi 602567188643 $47.99  Rock
I Moore,Gary__After Hour Emi 602567200109 $39.99  Rock
I Moore,Gary__After The War Emi 602567200970 $39.99  Rock
I Moore,Gary__Corridors Of Power Emi 602567200529 $39.99  Rock
I Moore,Gary__Rockin Every Night: Live In Japan Emi 602567201007 $39.99  Rock
I Moore,Gary__Run For Cover Emi 602567200949 $39.99  Rock
I Moore,Gary__Still Got The Blues Emi 602567200987 $39.99  Rock
I Moore,Gary__Victims Of The Future Emi 602567200925 $39.99  Rock
I Moore,Gary__We Want Moore Emi 602567200932 $39.99  Rock
I Moore,Gary__Wild Frontier Emi 602567200963 $39.99  Rock

IMPORT VINYL LP NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 05.12.2023 • ORDERS DUE 04.14.2023
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
I Ocean Colour Scene__Yesterday Today 1999-2003 Demon 5014797908833 $99.99  Rock
All beginnings start with a name. And so, in October 1989, Simon Fowler, Steve Cradock, Damon Minchella and Oscar Harrison sat down together, chose their three favourite words, arranged 
them in a satisfactory order and became Ocean Colour Scene. Thirty five years on, and Ocean Colour Scene are still together: making music and regularly selling out huge concert halls across 
the country. They have the support of an extraordinarily dedicated and loyal fan base who cherish their music and hold close to their hearts a lifetime of memories supporting the group. Continuing 
our celebration of one of Britain’s finest bands Demon Records are proud to present Yesterday Today 1999 to 2003. This is the next in the ongoing series where we focus on a period from the 
bands illustrious career and pull together their studio albums in one concise vinyl box. Within this boxset set you’ll find One From The Modern; the bands fourth album that at the time represented 
something of a slight departure from the previous two. A more reflective, soulful and pastoral sound as well as a more political message, albeit with a late-60s psychedelic slant, reminiscent of 
The Byrds, Small Faces or later-period Beatles. The band firth album Mechanical Wonder peaked in the UK chart at #7 and lasted four weeks in the top 75. Tracks such as Up On The Downside, 
If I Gave You My Hear & Mechanical Wonder represent a continuation of the popular Ocean Colour Scene sound. Plus this is the first time this album has been reissued on vinyl since it was first 
released in 2001. Finishing off the set is North Atlantic Drift, which is also appearing on vinyl for the first time since it’s initial release. An exceptionally good album that ranks alongside the band’s 
best, featuring tracks I Just Need Myself, Golden Gate Bridge and Second Hand Car. Put together in full coordination with the band, all of these albums have been remastered by Phil Kinrade at 
Alchemy Mastering and now pressed on limited edition 140g colour vinyl.      

I Ozric Tentacles__Bits Between The Bits Kscope 802644818917 $42.99  Rock
A raggle-taggle, unpretentious assortment of punk-infused, dreadlocked hippies, since 1983, the Ozric Tentacles wove psychedelic audio-tapestries that captured the almost dangerous musical 
diversity of the free festival scene, blending acid rock with dub, reggae, ethnic world music & electronic, jazzy experimentation. This was the soundtrack to the herbfragranced, alternative lifestyle 
that wound it’s way around country lanes looking for a place to set up & party, away from the psychoses of corporate life. Without any desire or need for a record label, it was the Ozric Tentacles’ 
cassette releases that funded & supported their journey through the ‘80’s. These simple artefacts with photocopied inserts & rainbow spray-painted labels were sold in vast quantities at festivals, 
on the merchandise table at Club Dog & through a mail order outlet. 1989’s ‘the Bits Between The Bits’ was the final Ozrics cassette release & was essentially a collection of various previously 
unreleased recordings from ‘85 - ‘89, released whilst the band readied their ‘Pungent Effulgent’ album. That recording made in Wales at Dave Anderson’s Demi Monde Studios, conceived & recorded 
almost entirely on magic mushrooms, was to commence a whole new era for the band.      

I Ozric Tentacles__Live Underslunky Kscope 802644819815 $42.99  Rock
One of the most influential bands to emerge from the UK’s festival scene, the Ozrics layer ambient and ethereal landscapes with freeform dub trips, incredible rave grooves and psychedelic progressive 
rock. It’s an open exploration of music and the soul. For coming on 40 years, the Ozrics have experienced the vicissitudes of the rock and roll life. The band has flourished through a number of 
line-up changes, spawned several side projects, created their own record label, scored a hit record and sold over a million albums world-wide. And yet, the basic motivation behind the band’s 
existence has never wavered. Their signature blend of hippy aesthetics and raver electronics with spiraling guitars, textured waves of keyboard and midi samplers, and super-groovy bass and drum 
rhythms continues to delight fans across the world to this day. Originally released in 1992, Live Underslunky features the band’s famed skill for jamming as an incredibly tight-knit unit, showcasing 
the band’s ability just before the release of 1993’s #11 UK National Album Chart smash hit, Jurassic Shift. The recordings on this release have remained untainted by studio embellishments, and 
have an organic and spontaneous feel as the band moved away from relying on sequenced tracks.      

I Ozric Tentacles__Sliding Gliding Worlds Kscope 802644818818 $42.99  Rock
One of the most influential bands to emerge from the UK’s festival scene, Ozric Tentacles formed during the solstice at Stonehenge Free Festival 1983 going on to become psychedelic staples at 
Glastonbury & other festivals. The creative vision of multi-instrumentalist Ed Wynne, the Ozrics’ uniquely trippy soundscapes connect fans of progressive rock, psychedelia & dance music culture. 
A raggle-taggle, unpretentious assortment of punk-infused, dreadlocked hippies, the Ozric Tentacles wove psychedelic audio-tapestries that captured the almost dangerous musical diversity of the 
free festival scene, blending acid rock with dub, reggae, ethnic world music & electronic, jazzy experimentation. This was the soundtrack to the herb-fragranced, alternative lifestyle that wound it’s 
way around country lanes looking for a place to set up & party, away from the psychoses of corporate life. ‘sliding Gliding Worlds’, regarded amongst many Ozrics fans as the bands’ best cassette-
era release. On this record, Ozric Tentacles developed it’s sound away from Gong & Steve Hillage influenced Space Rock towards a complex, melodic blend of experimental Space Jazz & ‘world 
music’. Standout tracks include the powerful ‘Kick Muck’ (later rerecorded for ‘Pungent Effulgent’), the Afro-Beat flavoured ‘White Rhino Tea’ (a new version appeared on ‘strangeitude’ in 1991), & 
Guzzard (which recalls the band’s earlier work with it’s dense mix of stabbing guitar solos & synth swirls).      

I Yamashita,Tatsuro__For You Sony 4547366588132 $63.99  Rock
Japanese pressing features 2023 remastering. Sony.      
      

ALSO RECOMMENDED IMPORT NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 05.12.2023 • ORDERS DUE 04.14.2023
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
I Cairo__Nemesis CD Edition Spirit Of The Unicorn 5060854800565 $22.99  Rock
I Cooper,Erland__Folded Landscapes Mercurykx 602455120656 $30.99  Rock
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I Efecto Pasillo__Los Reyes Del Mambo Warner Spain 5054197499661 $22.99  Latin Pop
I Lemon Twigs__Everything Harmony Captured Tracks 817949035822 $23.99  Rock
I Magenta Aura__Rock Artist’s Progress Spirit Of The Unicorn 5060854800572 $22.99  Rock
I Tygers Of Pan Tang__Bloodlines Avalon 4527516022129 $38.99  Rock

ALSO RECOMMENDED IMPORT VINYL NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 05.12.2023 • ORDERS DUE 04.14.2023
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
I Cooper,Erland__Folded Landscapes Mercurykx 602445712861 $47.99  Rock
I Frais & Dispo__Teinte Sony 196925400268 $41.99  Rock

VINYL LP NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 05.05.2023 • ORDERS DUE 04.07.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Hypocrisy__Penetralia - Reissue 2023 (Iex) Green Nuclear Blast Americ 4065629678715 $29.98 200 Rock
The 2023 reissue of Hypocrisy’s debut album “Penetralia”. The 2023 reissues feature all original art with a few, careful touchups - the band logo on “Penetralia” was for example never meant to be 
pink/purple - and preserve true death metal classics in astonishing form that have been unavailable especially on LP for far too long. Get ready to revisit one of the most consistent and dynamic 
discographies in the genre!      

E Hypocrisy__Osculum Obscenum - Reissue 2023 (Iex) Purple Nuclear Blast Americ 4065629678944 $29.98 200 Rock
The 2023 reissue of Hypocrisy’s sophomore album “Osculum Obscenum”. The 2023 reissues feature all original art with a few, careful touchups and preserve true death metal classics in astonishing 
form that have been unavailable especially on LP for far too long. Get ready to revisit one of the most consistent and dynamic discographies in the genre!     
 
E Hypocrisy__Fourth Dimension - Reissue 2023 (Iex) Orange Nuclear Blast Americ 4065629679019 $35.98 400 Rock
The 2023 reissue of Hypocrisy’s third album “The Fourth Dimension”. The 2023 reissues feature all original art with a few, careful touchups and preserve true death metal classics in astonishing 
form that have been unavailable especially on LP for far too long. Get ready to revisit one of the most consistent and dynamic discographies in the genre!     
 
E Hypocrisy__Abducted - Reissue 2023 (Iex) Red Nuclear Blast Americ 4065629692711 $29.98 400 Rock
The 2023 reissue of Hypocrisy’s fourth album “Abducted”. The 2023 reissues feature all original art with a few, careful touchups and preserve true death metal classics in astonishing form that have 
been unavailable especially on LP for far too long. Get ready to revisit one of the most consistent and dynamic discographies in the genre!     
 
E Neck Deep__Peace & The Panic - Neon Green Hopeless Records 790692680610 $24.98 1500 Rock
Hailing from the Welsh town of Wrexham, Neck Deep has always been the band that wanted to do things their own way and didn’t take themselves too seriously. A band that wore the phrase 
“Generic Pop Punk” as a badge of honor, seemingly daring people to underestimate them, turned heads when they ascended to the throne as the kings of pop punk, headlining Warped Tour, playing 
arenas with Blink 182 and Lil Wayne, releasing multiple pop punk classic albums, and putting out not one but 3 viral songs on TikTok, including “Wish You Were Here” from 2017’s massive album 
The Peace And The Panic. Songs like “In Bloom”, “Motion Sickness”, and “Where Do We Go When We Go” have become mainstays on any emo nite playlist in the world.

CD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 05.05.2023 • ORDERS DUE 04.07.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Hypocrisy__Penetralia - Reissue 2023 Nuclear Blast Americ 4065629678739 $14.98 200 Rock
The 2023 reissue of Hypocrisy’s debut album “Penetralia”. The 2023 reissues feature all original art with a few, careful touchups - the band logo on “Penetralia” was for example never meant to be 
pink/purple - and preserve true death metal classics in astonishing form that have been unavailable especially on LP for far too long. Get ready to revisit one of the most consistent and dynamic 
discographies in the genre!      

E Hypocrisy__Osculum Obscenum - Reissue 2023 Nuclear Blast Americ 4065629678937 $14.98 200 Rock
The 2023 reissue of Hypocrisy’s sophomore album “Osculum Obscenum”. The 2023 reissues feature all original art with a few, careful touchups and preserve true death metal classics in astonishing 
form that have been unavailable especially on LP for far too long. Get ready to revisit one of the most consistent and dynamic discographies in the genre!     
 
E Hypocrisy__Fourth Dimension - Reissue 2023 Nuclear Blast Americ 4065629679033 $14.98 200 Rock
The 2023 reissue of Hypocrisy’s third album “The Fourth Dimension”. The 2023 reissues feature all original art with a few, careful touchups and preserve true death metal classics in astonishing 
form that have been unavailable especially on LP for far too long. Get ready to revisit one of the most consistent and dynamic discographies in the genre!     
 
E Hypocrisy__Abducted - Reissue 2023 Nuclear Blast Americ 4065629692735 $14.98 200 Rock
The 2023 reissue of Hypocrisy’s fourth album “Abducted”. The 2023 reissues feature all original art with a few, careful touchups and preserve true death metal classics in astonishing form that have 
been unavailable especially on LP for far too long. Get ready to revisit one of the most consistent and dynamic discographies in the genre!

VINYL LP NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.28.2023 • ORDERS DUE 03.31.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Dragon Inn 3__Trade Secrets - Red Opaque American Laundromat 616011914979 $24.98 10 Rock
Red Opaque vinyl. Limited edition of 200.. The long-anticipated sophomore release from Dragon Inn 3. Features 10 brand new songs plus a fantastic cover of Yazoo’s “Only You.”   
   
E Falling In Reverse__Coming Home Epitaph 045778747610 $23.98 3500 Rock
The follow-up to 2015’s Just Like You, Coming Home finds the band exploring it’s sound, all the while retaining the signature ethos and aesthetic that has won the love and loyalty of it’s incredibly 
invested fans and followers. Available for the first time on vinyl!      

E Falling In Reverse__Coming Home (Iex) Epitaph 045778747634 $26.98 2500 Rock
The follow-up to 2015’s Just Like You, Coming Home finds the band exploring it’s sound, all the while retaining the signature ethos and aesthetic that has won the love and loyalty of it’s incredibly 
invested fans and followers. Available for the first time on vinyl!      
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E Tolerance__Divin - 1981 Mesh Key 659696543119 $35.98 100 Rock
Despite all Japan’s technological and cultural advances in the 1970s and ‘80s, it’s hard to believe this one’s over 40 years old. Junko Tange’s second and final album - a minimalistic, phantasmagoric 
masterpiece of distant, dreamlike voices woven through pulsating, dubbed-out drum machines, synths and static, originally issued by Osaka’s Vanity Records in 1981. Divin’ once again features 
Masami Yoshikawa on vocals, standing out as one of the most peculiar and prophetic records of the era, pre-empting ideas that wouldn’t be approached so thoroughly again until the IDM/dub 
techno era a good decade-and-a-half later. Did this unassuming dental student (who vanished from the music world following this release) inadvertently invent dub techno? You be the judge. Label 
head Yuzuru Agi said this was his favorite Vanity release, and it’s not hard to see why. Remastered by Stephan Mathieu from new transfers of the original analog tapes, this fully authorized 2LP 
(@45rpm) is the definitive edition      

E Tolerance__Anonym - 1979 Mesh Key 659696543218 $29.98 100 Rock
Legendary debut album by Junko Tange (mystery woman who showed up on the NWW list), originally issued by Osaka’s Vanity Records in 1979. Dadaesque recitations and sparse guitar, piano 
and electronic meanderings combine for a beguiling, hypnotic dreamworld. Anonym howcases Junko’s quietly unnerving style of electro-acoustic, country-folk and avant-lounge jazz shadowplay 
that quietly reserves the right to sting nerves with hypnic jerks of atonality. It’s one of those records that most palpably evokes the Lynchian sensation of inhabiting someone else’s dreams, replete 
with the feeling that one maybe shouldn’t be there, but we’ll certainly stick around to see what happens. Officially licensed from the custodians of Yuzuru Agi’s Vanity Records archives, this edition 
has been fully remastered from new transfers of the original analog tapes by Stephan Mathieu. Packaged in an old school, tip-on sleeve. Includes hi-res digital download.

CD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.28.2023 • ORDERS DUE 03.31.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Dragon Inn 3__Trade Secrets American Laundromat 616011914962 $12.98 25 Rock
The long-anticipated sophomore release from Dragon Inn 3. Features 10 brand new songs plus a fantastic cover of Yazoo’s “Only You.”

VINYL LP NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.21.2023 • ORDERS DUE 03.24.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Callas,Maria__Bellini: Norma Warner Classics 5054197344633 $79.98 175 Orchestral & Symphonic
“This 1960 Norma represents Mar ia Cal las ’s  f ina l  complete documented vers ion of  her  s ignature ro le.  Seven recordings of  the opera exis t  wi th Cal las 
(1950-60) ,  p lus  numerous  sn ippe ts  and  scenes  cap tu red  be tween 1949 and  1965.  Wi th  89  per fo rmances ,  Norma is  Ca l las ’s  mos t  per fo rmed par t ; 
certainly no other 20th-century diva is more closely associated with the role, and no one since has even remotely eclipsed Callas in the perception of opera lovers. 
Countless moments, too numerous to catalogue here, raise this Callas Norma to the level of genius. From a haunting ‘Casta Diva’ to a final scene of incomparable grandeur and sweep, in every 
startlingly brilliant detail, Callas is Norma.”      

E Chang,Han-Na__The Swan - Classic Works For Cello & Orchestra Warner Classics 5054197378461 $21.98 62 Orchestral & Symphonic
This recording takes a new look at some of the most enduring smaller-scale works in the cello’s literature. Among those chosen and performed by Han-Na Chang, several are heard in their original 
forms. Elsewhere, however, new orchestral arrangements by Chris Hazell and Roxanna Panufnik cast fresh perspectives on the music, often adding special intimacy and depth through minimal 
intervention, whilst preserving the legitimacy of the original pieces as fully as possible.      

E Gardiner,John Eliot__Purcell: King Arthur Erato 5054197452543 $39.98 75 Orchestral & Symphonic
John Eliot Gardiner will celebrate his 80th birthday on 20th April 2023. On 7th April, we are releasing a 64-CD boxset including his complete Erato Recordings, and are also celebrating this wonderful 
conductor with two of his most emblematic albums to be released on vinyl: Purcell’s King Arthur and Handel’s Water Music.     
 
E Gardiner,John Eliot__Handel: Water Music Erato 5054197452536 $22.98 100 Orchestral & Symphonic
When this album was recorded in 1980, the English Baroque Soloists ensemble had only been founded for barely two years. Indeed, John Eliot Gardiner first created the Monteverdi Choir in 1964, 
then the Monteverdi Orchestra in 1968 which played on modern instruments. In the late 1970s the orchestra transitioned to period instruments and became the English Baroque Soloists. The first 
concert under the new name was in 1977 at the Innsbruck Festival of Early Music, although the orchestra was not officially formed until 1978. The Water Music Suites is one of English Baroque 
Soloists’ first recordings. The instrumental level is remarkable, Gardiner’s aesthetic being already made of accuracy, instrumental perfection, intonation and dynamism - it was a question of breaking 
down all the prejudgments that could exist on the baroque at that time.      

E Thurnin__Menhir Prophecy 884388869417 $39.98 10 Rock
Gatefold 2LP (black vinyl) incl. Etching, padded inner sleeves and protection sleeve. Before THURNIN will enter the studio to produce a new album, the Dutch dark folk project is announcing a 
reissue of their debut full-length “Menhir” (2021) via Auerbach. The self-released first album sold out twice rapidly and is already much sought-after, which is hardly surprising as the full album 
stream on YouTube has passed the 1 million views milestone and continues to generate about 10,000 new views each week.     
 
E Thurnin__Menhir - Marble Prophecy 884388869424 $42.98 10 Rock
Gatefold 2LP (marble vinyl) incl. Etching, padded inner sleeves and protection sleeve (400 units available). Before THURNIN will enter the studio to produce a new album, the Dutch dark folk project 
is announcing a reissue of their debut full-length “Menhir” (2021) via Auerbach. The self-released first album sold out twice rapidly and is already much sought-after, which is hardly surprising as 
the full album stream on YouTube has passed the 1 million views milestone and continues to generate about 10,000 new views each week.

CD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.21.2023 • ORDERS DUE 03.24.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Belcea Quartet__The Complete Warner Classics Edition: 2000-2009 Warner Classics 5054197211430 $39.98 75 Orchestral & Symphonic
“ T o d a y  o n e  o f  t h e  m o s t  h i g h l y  r e s p e c t e d  s t r i n g  q u a r t e t s ,  t h e  B e l c e a  w e r e  e s t a b l i s h e d  i n  1 9 9 4  a t  t h e  R o y a l  C o l l e g e  o f  M u s i c  i n  L o n d o n 
and studied with the Chilingirian, the Amadeus, and later the Alban Berg quartets. They recorded for EMI Classics across nearly a decade, between 2000 and 2009, b 
Today one of the most highly respected string quartets, the Belcea were established in 1994 at the Royal College of Music in London and studied with the Chilingirian, the Amadeus, and later the 
Alban Berg quartets. They recorded for EMI Classics across nearly a decade, between 2000 and 2009, bringing about tremendous versions of quartets by Schubert, Britten, Bartók, and Mozart, to 
name a few.”      

E Berg,Alban__Schubert: Str Qrts Nos. 9-10 & 12-15 Pno Qnt The Warner Classics 5054197205798 $18.98 100 Orchestral & Symphonic
The Alban Berg Quartett approach Schubert with classical discipline while vividly conveying the mysterious fervent power that is so instantaneously unique in the composer’s works. They capture 
the quintessentially Viennese spirit of Schubert, as ABQ’s members were all nurtured in the city’s musical tradition. While relishing the scope of Schubert’s often daring musical designs, they bring 
an intimate understanding of the composer’s mercurial shifts of emotion.The Quartet’s playing is breathtaking in terms of tonal blend, ensemble and intonation.” Gramophone about.Death and the 
Maiden” and.Rosamunde” ć.Few groups have the Berg’s grasp of the intimate link between innocence and terror in Schubert’s late works. Over and over in these masterly performances, nostalgic 
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beauty leads to anguish and back again - ideally paced and executed.” The New York Times about the String Quintet      

E Corboz,Michel__Complete Erato Recordings: Classical & Romantic Erato 5054197186783 $99.98 100 Orchestral & Symphonic
Swiss-born Michel Corboz was a conductor whose joy in singing inspired his exploration of choral works and opera. A fine baritone with a background in church music, he strove for an orchestra 
that sings. In addition to the ancient repertoire which brought him fame, he devoted the same energy and profound continuity to the periods that followed: Austro-Germans Mozart, Haydn, Schubert, 
Schumann, Mendelssohn, Brahms and Beethoven; Italians Verdi, Puccini and Rossini; Swiss and Frenchmen Martin, Honegger, Saint-Saëns and Fauré - whose Requiem Corboz recorded in 1972, 
marking a true milestone in recorded music history! Beyond his vast flexibility of style, Corboz, the sculptor of voices, sought to draw the listener into an encompassing experience of expressiveness 
and joy.      

E Demerle,Les Sound 67__Once In A Lifetime Origin Records 805558287022 $15.98 60 Jazz
Infinitely adaptable, DeMerle’s power and rhythmic elasticity underlines his bold presence and command of modern jazz drumming. HERB WONG. By the time of “Spectrum,” Les DeMerle’s dynamic 
1969 United Artists debut album, Les was a known, prodigious young drumming talent who had been wowing audiences through club and TV performances since he was a teen. Unheard at the 
time was a 1967 recording of his band, Sound 67, which was lost in the shuffle at Atlantic Records, never to see the light of day. The acetates that followed DeMerle around for the last 56 years, 
reveal a 20-year old dynamo who knew talent, showmanship, and the sounds of his times. With a collection of crack arrangements by Frank Foster & Bob Hammer, channeling the latest grooves 
of Ramsey Lewis and Cannonball Adderley, balanced with sublime pop hits and burning swingers, Les sculpted his 5-piece band into a musical juggernaut. Featuring Randy Brecker on trumpet - 
in what would have been his first featured recording - and the voice of rock diva, Genya Ravan, “Once in a Lifetime” is an amazing time capsule find, containing great hints of the career DeMerle 
would unfurl over the coming decades.      

E Gara,Etienne__Seasons Warner Classics 5054197401930 $18.98 400 Orchestral & Symphonic
.In a world where climate change is at the heart of our attention, these eight delightfully unhinged seasons are scattered across a wildly singular time. They cast an artistic blur on our perception of 
what has always seemed taken for granted, unshakeable: the seasons with their established climates, our perception of time and space, Vivaldi’s Four Seasons...”    
  
E Gardiner,John Eliot__Complete Erato Recordings Erato 5054197205514 $159.98 150 Orchestral & Symphonic
My love for baroque music has never been exclusive. Of course I am attracted by period instruments, but that has never been an end in itself. For me, it is simply a matter of always moving further 
towards the truth, towards a fresh interpretation.” As idiomatic and revelatory in Bach, Handel, Purcell, Rameau and Campra as in Gluck, Berlioz, Offenbach, Chabrier and Massenet, Sir John Eliot 
Gardiner is a conductor whose passion and curiosity for music seem as inexhaustible as his enterprising spirit. This 64CD set unites his entire discography for Erato, EMI and Virgin, produced over 
a period of nearly 20 years. Many of the recordings cast new light on the repertoire, expanding Gardiner’s influence and enhancing his reputation as the guiding force of the Monteverdi Choir and 
Orchestra, English Baroque Soloists, and Orchestre de l’Opéra de Lyon. As the Financial Times has written :.What Gardiner demonstrated... is that stylistic fidelity is a movable feast, and he has 
not lost his hunger for it.”      

E Ioudenitch,Maria__Songbird Warner Classics 5054197374074 $18.98 100 Orchestral & Symphonic
Maria Ioudenitch presents her debut album with Warner Classics, a collection of short pieces of Russian and German repertoire. The Daily Journal calls it “phenomenally musical”. In 2021, Maria 
Ioudenitch won the prestigious International Joseph Joachim Violin Competition and the Warner Classics prize associated with it.     
 
E Johnson,Jeff__My Heart Origin Records 805558287121 $15.98 60 Jazz
... sensuous and engaging, the recording conveys the feeling of actual minds and bodies producing these sounds in real time. CADENCE. After years of traveling, bassist Jeff Johnson made Seattle 
home in the late ‘80s where he settled quickly into a musically rich existence. Besides becoming a piece of both Hal Galper and Jessica Williams’ active trios, Johnson was creating another body 
of work with saxophonist John Gross and drummer Billy Mintz who he’d met while living in San Diego. Pianist Art Resnick went back to his earliest playing days in Minneapolis and had recently 
moved to Portland. Wrapping up a west coast tour with the quartet, Jeff booked a studio for a few hours to capture where the muse had been taking them. Tape in hand, they agreed they had found 
some magic, and then all went their separate ways. They rekindled the moments again and again in different combinations over the years, while “My Heart” remained on the shelf. Always wanting 
to release the album to honor the care John, Billy and Art gave to his music, here 32 years later that moment has come. “... a trailblazing approach to composition and melodic improvisation that, 
like his signature playing on bass, stands out as original and fearless.” ALL ABOUT JAZZ      

E Keiser,Jason__Shaw’s Groove Oa2 805552221220 $15.98 60 Jazz
Joined by the highly individual voice of John Stowell on guitar, and four dynamic Bay-area musicians, guitarist Jason Keiser dives into the music and aesthetic of trumpeter Woody Shaw’s great 
recordings of the ‘70s. His most popular originals, “The Moontrane” “Zoltan,” and “Katerina Ballerina,” as well as his live repertoire standards “Obsequious,” and “Organ Grinder,” are orchestrated 
for the special grouping of two guitars, trumpet and baritone saxophone for the front line, with a powerful rhythm section providing a buoyant, churning momentum. Keiser offers his own “Shaw’s 
Groove” as a coda and a nod to Woody’s influence over generations, often considered to be the last great trumpet innovator.     
 
E King’s Singers__When You Wish Upon A Star - 100 Years Of Disney Warner Classics 5054197367403 $18.98 125 Orchestral & Symphonic
The King’s Singers celebrate the hundredth anniversary of Disney with When you wish upon a star, a joyful album of twenty-five hit songs drawn from the soundtrack of the past century. They 
are joined by mezzo-soprano Joyce DiDonato and a host of guest artists in a programme comprising virtuoso close-harmony arrangements freshly commissioned from an international line-up of 
composers, including John Rutter, Nico Muhly, Alexander L’Estrange, Toby Young, Jim Clements and Jamey Ray. The tracklist embraces songs from nine decades of Disney animation, spanning 
everything from Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) to Coco (2017) to evoke memories of childhood for listeners of all ages.     
 
E Pierne,Gabriel__Gabriel Pierne: Complete Piano Works Chamber Erato 5054197384691 $39.98 62 Orchestral & Symphonic
Gabriel Pierné - French composer, pianist, organist, and conductor - was born and raised in a family of musicians. At the Paris Conservatoire, he formed a stimulating musical friendship with 
Debussy, one year his senior, and was led by masters such as Massenet and Franck to the Prix de Rome, which he won in 1882. Celebrated as a performer - he succeeded Franck at the great 
Cavaillé-Coll organ in the Basilica of Saint Clotilde and took over from Mr. Colonne at the head of his eponymous orchestra - Pierné was also honored as a composer, leaving an inventive and witty 
body of work with more than fifty opus numbers. This edition presents his compositions in dazzlingly diverse performances, with the composer himself at the piano and baton, inviting the listener 
on an exciting exploration of his marvellous career.      

E Quatuor Ebene__Mozart: String Quintets K. 515 & K. 516 Erato 5054197213328 $18.98 75 Orchestral & Symphonic
Quatuor Ebène welcomes a favourite colleague, viola player Antoine Tamestit, for two of Mozart’s six string quintets - No 3 in C major, K 515 and No 4 in G minor, K 516. Their last joint album, 
‘round Midnight, won a 2022 Gramophone Award for it’s thrilling exploration of diverse strands of 20th century music. .When a fifth member joins the ensemble it is always cause for celebration,” 
explains Pierre Colombet, first violinist of Quatuor Ebène,.especially if it’s an additional viola to bring further roundness and warmth to the middle voices: the sound grows in substance and vibrancy 
- the quartet gains a marvellous complement. And a musician like Antoine always brings new ideas and wisdom to refresh or expand our vision of a work.” Colombet describes K 515 as.radiant and 
energetic, exuding elegance and grace,” a work in the life-affirming vein of Die Zauberflöte, while K 516 offers.perfection in it’s counterpoint and the dialogue between the five instruments... already 
Romantic in spirit, tragic and sometimes sceptical. We all see it as a peak of achievement in chamber music.”      

E Radvanovsky,S.__Puccini: Turandot Warner Classics 5054197406591 $29.98 300 Orchestral & Symphonic
This recording of Turandot, Puccini’s spectacular final opera marks a number of important firsts. Before the recording sessions in Rome in March 2022, Sir Antonio Pappano had never conducted 
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Turandot; neither Sondra Radvanovsky, who takes soaring title role, nor Jonas KauFMann as Turandot’s suitor, Calaf - who sings ‘Nessun dorma’ - had previously performed the opera. It is also 
the first studio recording of Turandot to include the entire, crucial final scene as completed after Puccini’s death in 1925 by Franco Alfano. Radvanovsky and KauFMann are joined by Ermonela 
Jaho as the slave Liù, Michele Pertusi as King Timur and Michael Spyres - a star tenor in a character role - as the Emperor of China. Pappano conducts the forces of the Accademia Nazionale di 
Santa Cecilia. The success of the entire project was confirmed by a public concert performance, greeted with a standing ovation, that took place a few days after recording had been completed:.
Stunningly beautiful,” was the view of Opera magazine,.Pappano brings out the dramaturgical sense of every moment of the score... The singing was outstanding.” Il Corriere della Sera wrote that.
First and foremost, this Turandot will be remembered [for] Antonio Pappano’s absolutely inspired achievement... It really felt like discovering a new Turandot.”     
 
E Spyres,Michael__Contratenor Erato 5054197293467 $18.98 250 Orchestral & Symphonic
Michael Spyres’s new album, recorded with the fabulous Il Pomo d’Oro under Francesco Corti, features works by Handel, Hasse, Mazzoni, Pergolesi, Porpora, Sarro, Scarlatti, Vinci, Vivaldi, and 
more - spanning even to Mozart. He states, “In truth, this album’s concept was born out of my research to find the absolute extremes of the human voice whether it be yodeling, tuvian throat singing, 
overtone singing, or the many categories of the classical voice. There has never been an album dedicated to this era of vocal history which is by all accounts uncategorizable by the fach system 
not to mention virtually unsingable to most singers in the present day”.      
      

CASSETTE NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.21.2023 • ORDERS DUE 03.24.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Graveyard__Hisingen Blues - Green Tint Nuclear Blast Americ 727361340124 $12.98 100 Rock
The second full length studio album from Swedish Hard Rock band Graveyard. Limited edition green cass      
      

7” VINYL NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.21.2023 • ORDERS DUE 03.24.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Revues__Mi Corazon Esta Llorando Colemine Records 674862659012 $10.98 15 R&B
The second offering by The Revues continues to explore the intersections between Tejano music, Latin Soul, and funk. This updated take on Rene y Rene’s coveted version of “Mi Corazón Esta 
Llorando” is tough but with a touch of sweetness.      

E Revues__Mi Corazon Esta Llorando - Opaque Natural Cosa Records 674862659906 $10.98 30 R&B
The second offering by The Revues continues to explore the intersections between Tejano music, Latin Soul, and funk. This updated take on Rene y Rene’s coveted version of “Mi Corazón Esta 
Llorando” is tough but with a touch of sweetness.

SACD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.21.2023 • ORDERS DUE 03.24.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Furtwangler,Wilhelm__Beethoven: The 9 Symphonies Warner Classics 5054197138881 $69.98 125 Orchestral & Symphonic
Beethoven was Wilhelm Furtwängler’s guiding musical force. In his interpretations of the symphonies, the conductor generates irresistible dramatic momentum - and a constant sense of imaginative 
freshness - through the interrelationship of form, harmony, texture, rhythm and tempo. These recordings, all made in the late 1940s and early 1950s, in the Musikverein in Vienna and at concerts in 
London, Bayreuth and Stockholm, have been remastered in 192kHz/24-bit at Art & Son Studio (in 2021 for the 7 recordings included in The Complete Wilhelm Furtwängler on Records and newly 
for this edition for the 3 other ones), bringing their sound more alive than ever before and for the first time here on a physical medium.

VINYL LP NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.14.2023 • ORDERS DUE 03.17.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Carbellion__Weapons Of Choice Qumran Records 796520190313 $26.98 25 Rock
160 Gram Gold Metallic Vinyl, full color insert and backstage pass styled download cards. Weapons of Choice, Carbellion’s third full-length album, pulls from nearly twenty years of experience 
and lessons learned by fire to deliver the group’s most compelling release to date. The ten-song collection brings together the band’s strongest and most cohesive material to date, though it’s 
inception was rather unusual. “We started the record before COVID, “ says Kellenberger. “The pandemic made us stop temporarily, but we found a way to work together digitally during that time. 
That allowed us to write the record, which we took to the studio as material was finished, so some songs were recorded two years before others, but it was a constant creation process. Formed in 
Southeastern Wisconsin in 2004 with the idea they were better together than apart, the men of Carbellion have been forging an original path in music since day one. The members - Brandon Bauer 
(guitar), Cameron Kellenberger (vocals), Brent Nimz (drums), Jamie Damrow (lead guitar), Steve Sheppard (bass guitar) - fuse elements of grunge and thrash with a traditional rock structure to 
deliver driving anthems of lives lived on the outer rim of society. Their sound follows in the tradition of forward-thinking groups like Clutch and Alice In Chains, but with hooks and melodies ready for 
radio. While sharing the stage with peers and heroes, the group has performed more than 400 times across 20 states and counting with supporting slots for mainstream artists such as Motorhead, 
Corrosion of Conformity, Clutch, Buckcherry, Shinedown, Sevendust, Aranda, Valient Thorr, Reverend Horton Heat, Crobot, ‘68, Gov’t Mule, Fu Manchu, The Sword, PM5k, Black Stone Cherry, 
and more. Highlights from the time on the road includes WIIL 95. 1 Rock Fest, WIIL/FM Presents Rocktober Fest, Summerfest in Milwaukee, The Porcupine Bash, Bomblastica, Mukwanapalooza, 
Day of the Doomed, Live Nation Int’l Battle of the Bands Finals at HOB Sunset in Hollywood (RIP), and both NAMM Conventions-Summer & Winter. They have Rock Fest in Cadot, WI coming up 
in July 2023!      
      

VINYL LP NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.07.2023 • ORDERS DUE 03.10.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E High Spirits__Motivator - Splatter High Roller 4251267713387 $37.98 100 Rock
High Roller Records, re-issue 2023, insert, blue w/ white & red splatter vinyl, ltd 1501. Up and Overture 2. Flying High 3. This Is the Night 4. Reach for the Glory 5. Do You Wanna Be Famous 6. 
Haunted by Love 7. Down the Endless Road 8. Take Me Home 9. Thank You      

E High Spirits__You Are Here - Blue W/ White & Red Splatter High Roller 4251267713356 $41.98 100 Rock
High Roller Records, reissue 2023, blue w/ white & red splatter vinyl, ltd 150, lyric sheet 1. When the Lights Go Down 2. I Need Your Love 3. One Thousand Nights 4. Reminding You of Me 5. The 
Last Night 6. Can You Hear Me 7. Gone to Pieces 8. I Will Run 9. High Spirits      

E Hitten__First Strike With The Devil - Revisited - Mustard High Roller 4251267711895 $41.98 100 Rock
High Roller Records, mustard vinyl, insert, bonus CD, ltd 200, Mastered for vinyl by Patrick W. Engel 1. Demons 2. Evil Power 3. Looking for Action 4. Ladykiller 5. Running over Fire 6. Punished 
by Speed 7. Stand & Fight 8. Nightmares Come True      
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E Lord Vigo__We Shall Overcome - White High Roller 4251267713868 $41.98 100 Rock
High Roller Records, white vinyl, regual version with 8 page booklet, ltd 1501. Blessed Are the Meek 2. The Heart of Eternal Night 3. Natural Habitat 4. Since the Sun Was Young 5. From Our Ashes 
We Will Rise 6. A Journey to Eternity 7. We Shall Overcome 8. A Gathering of Clouds 9. A Necessary Evil 10. 1986 (Book 1: The Vision) 11. A New Dark Age     
 
E Manilla Road__Playground Of The Damned High Roller 4251267713394 $41.98 100 Rock
High Roller Records, reissue 2023, simple cover, black vinyl, ltd 250, insert 1. Jackhammer 2. Into the Maelström 3. Playground of the Damned 4. Grindhouse 5. Abattoir de la mort 6. Fire of 
Asshurbanipal 7. Brethren of the Hammer 8. Art of War      

E Manilla Road__Mysterium High Roller 4251267713424 $24.98 100 Rock
High Roller Records, reissue 2023, simple cover, black vinyl, ltd 250, insert 1. The Grey God Passes 2. Stand Your Ground 3. The Battle of Bonchester Bridge 4. Hermitage 5. Do What Thou Will 
6. Only the Brave 7. Hallowed Be Thy Grave 8. The Fountain 9. The Calling 10. Mysterium      

E Metal Church__Live High Roller 4251267713837 $37.98 50 Rock
High Roller Records, black vinyl, gatefold, ltd 250, reissue 20231. Ton of Bricks 2. Hitman 3. Start the Fire 4. Gods of Wrath 5. The Dark 6. Psycho 7. Watch the Children Pray 8. Beyond the Black 
9. Metal Church 10. Highway Star (Deep Purple cover)      
      

CD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.07.2023 • ORDERS DUE 03.10.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Dragonfly__Silent Nights High Roller 4251267707966 $24.98 100 Rock
High Roller Records, slipcase 1. Silent Nights (EP version) 2. Mercy (EP version) 3. Spacebound (EP version) 4. Disappear from View (EP version) 5. Dragonfly 6. Reasons 7. No No No 8. High 
Talk 9. Stop Your Foolin’ 10. Loser 11. Silent Nights 12. Mercy 13. Disappear from View      

E Hitten__First Strike With The Devil - Revisited High Roller 4251267711901 $44.98 100 Rock
High Roller Records, slipcase, Mastered for CD by Patrick W. Engel at TEMPLE OF DISHARMONY in October 20211. Demons 2. Evil Power 3. Looking for Action 4. Ladykiller 5. Running over 
Fire 6. Punished by Speed 7. Stand & Fight 8. Nightmares Come True      

E Immortal__Sons Of Northern Darkness Nuclear Blast Americ 727361585426 $14.98 150 Rock
Founded in 1991 Immortal has often been the bench mark when it comes to quality extreme metal. The Norwegian natives released their debut album “Diabolical Fullmoon Mysticism” in 1992. 
Since then they have released eight full length releases, the last three, “All Shall Fall” (2009), “Sons of Northern Darkness” (2002), and most recently “Northern Chaos Gods” (2018) were released 
on Nuclear Blast      
      

VINYL LP NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 03.31.2023 • ORDERS DUE 03.03.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Dub Pistols__Frontline Cyclone Records 5056032368224 $27.98 10 Electronic
Frontline is the 9th studio album by Dub Pistols. Chief rabble-rousers & festival favourites, the band are known for their veritable feast of jump-up party-starting sounds, melding dub, reggae, 
dancehall, ska & DnB into an irresistible tonic that has seen them amass a merry band of Pistoleros across the world.      

E Dub Pistols__Frontline Cyclone Records 5056032368231 $30.98 10 Electronic
Frontline is the 9th studio album by Dub Pistols. Chief rabble-rousers & festival favourites, the band are known for their veritable feast of jump-up party-starting sounds, melding dub, reggae, 
dancehall, ska & DnB into an irresistible tonic that has seen them amass a merry band of Pistoleros across the world.      

E Kruttli,Marie__Transparence Intakt Records 7640120194017 $19.98 60 Jazz
The young jazz pianist Marie Krüttli hails from the French-speaking part of Switzerland and has gained an outstanding international reputation in recent years with her trio and solo work. Now she 
presents Transparence, her first solo piano album. After a classical education, she became more and more interested in other forms of musical expression, particularly jazz, in which she discovered 
a music which allows a different physicality and intuition. Krüttli’s music follows an intuitive approach, with a broad harmonic vocabulary and rhythmic finesse. In the liner notes, Jordannah Elizabeth 
calls Krüttli “a young visionary and a premiere European jazz pianist whose touching, penetrating compositions make waves throughout the jazz community and beyond.”

CD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 03.31.2023 • ORDERS DUE 03.03.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Dub Pistols__Frontline Cyclone Records 5056032368217 $12.98 10 Electronic
Frontline is the 9th studio album by Dub Pistols. Chief rabble-rousers & festival favourites, the band are known for their veritable feast of jump-up party-starting sounds, melding dub, reggae, 
dancehall, ska & DnB into an irresistible tonic that has seen them amass a merry band of Pistoleros across the world.      

E Hot Mustard__Seconds Color Red Records 798576232498 $22.09 25 R&B
Hot Mustard returns with an epic second course that brings new depth of flavor to the unique sound that the duo served up on their debut. In the mix with the hard-hitting drums, tasty guitar and 
ultra groovy low end, lies the punchy brass work of Antibalas’ trumpeter Jordan McLean and TV on the Radio Trombonist Dave ‘smoota’ Smith. The album, titled ‘seconds’, features a spicy blend 
of Hammond organ throughout and is garnished by the masterful hands of cellist Helen Gillet. The lone vocal on the album is delivered by the soulful songstress Alanna Royale who caps off the 
feast brilliantly. Hip-hop aficionados and connoisseurs of vintage funk and soul are certain to leave the table with their taste buds buzzing after this one.     
 
E Ortiz,Aruan__Serranias: Sketchbook For Piano Trio Intakt Records 7640120193928 $19.98 80 Jazz
Aruán Ortiz, acclaimed as a piano cubist, excellent jazz improviser and wayward stylist who strays far from Cuban music while remaining so deeply rooted in Cuba’s musical tradition, presents an 
impressive trio album with two congenial collaborators Brad Jones and John Betsch. Cuban influences from toques, rumba and Afro-Haitian music blend with European art music and modern jazz. 
“Serranías is a special album for a double anniversary: the 20th anniversary of the recording debut as a leader in the United States and the 50th birthday milestone of Aruán Ortiz, a pianist-composer 
from Santiago de Cuba who has become an undisputed protagonist of the New York avant-garde jazz scene thanks to the original processes of abstract Cuban creative crossfertilization that he 
composes with unusual Afro-Cuban/Haitian accents,” writes Gian Franco Grilli in the liner notes.      

E Waco Brothers__Men That God Forgot Plenty Tuff Records 881626706824 $13.98 150 Rock
Shaking off the plague days like a snake sheds it’s skin the WACO BROTHERS stumble out of the empty, burning desert with a fierce thirst and an epic new album: THE MEN THAT GOD FORGOT. 
It’s the first collection of original WACO tunes since 2016’s GOING DOWN IN HISTORY.       
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12” VINYL NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 03.31.2023 • ORDERS DUE 03.03.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Hot Mustard__Seconds Color Red Records 697560815290 $34.98 25 R&B
Hot Mustard returns with an epic second course that brings new depth of flavor to the unique sound that the duo served up on their debut. In the mix with the hard-hitting drums, tasty guitar and 
ultra groovy low end, lies the punchy brass work of Antibalas’ trumpeter Jordan McLean and TV on the Radio Trombonist Dave ‘smoota’ Smith. The album, titled ‘seconds’, features a spicy blend 
of Hammond organ throughout and is garnished by the masterful hands of cellist Helen Gillet. The lone vocal on the album is delivered by the soulful songstress Alanna Royale who caps off the 
feast brilliantly. Hip-hop aficionados and connoisseurs of vintage funk and soul are certain to leave the table with their taste buds buzzing after this one.

VINYL LP NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 03.24.2023 • ORDERS DUE 02.24.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Microwave__Much Love - Anniversary Edition (Iex) Side One Dummy 603967182033 $25.98 450 Rock
Anniversary edition LP with all new artwork. This indie retail variant comes on limited edition swamp green with yellow splatter vinyl.     
 
E Ulrich,Stephen__Music From This American Life Barbes 881626627914 $23.98 60 Rock
In 2020, Ira Glass’ Pulitzer Prize-winning radio program This American Life commissioned ten pieces from composer Stephen Ulrich to convey the yearning, intrigue, and beauty of the show that has 
become the benchmark of modern oral storytelling. Unsettling and humorous, shadowy and optimistic, Ulrich’s music weaves a melodic and textural foundation through many episodes of the iconic 
program. Ulrich, best known for his guitar noir trio Big Lazy as well scores to the HBO series Bored to Death and the Emmy-nominated documentary Art and Craft has made a career of composing 
music for picture. With a fluid economy and cinematic scale, Music from This American Life tells it’s own tales in a distinctly American vernacular. Produced by Grammy-winning producer/engineer 
Dean Sharenow the album features pianist/producer Thomas Bartlett (aka Doveman).      

E Ulrich,Stephen__Music From This American Life Barbes 881626627914 $23.98 60 Rock
In 2020, Ira Glass’ Pulitzer Prize-winning radio program This American Life commissioned ten pieces from composer Stephen Ulrich to convey the yearning, intrigue, and beauty of the show that has 
become the benchmark of modern oral storytelling. Unsettling and humorous, shadowy and optimistic, Ulrich’s music weaves a melodic and textural foundation through many episodes of the iconic 
program. Ulrich, best known for his guitar noir trio Big Lazy as well scores to the HBO series Bored to Death and the Emmy-nominated documentary Art and Craft has made a career of composing 
music for picture. With a fluid economy and cinematic scale, Music from This American Life tells it’s own tales in a distinctly American vernacular. Produced by Grammy-winning producer/engineer 
Dean Sharenow the album features pianist/producer Thomas Bartlett (aka Doveman).      
      

CD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 03.24.2023 • ORDERS DUE 02.24.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Freternia__Warchants & Fairytales Roar! Rock Of Angels 5200123664270 $18.98 100 Rock
After the two demos “The Blood of the Mortals” (1998) and “Somewhere in Nowhere” (1999), it was time for the Power Metal band Freternia to release their first album “Warchants & Fairytales”. 
It was the year 2000 and Freternia wrote an album that would stand out from the other Power Metal debuts of that era. “Warchants & Fairytales” was a breath of fresh air in Power Metal, a sign 
against the imitators and the decline of the genre. Originally released only as a CD, this classic is now finally available as a limited vinyl version. Both formats contain the bonus song “End Of The 
Line” in an exclusive orchestral version.      

E Telefis__Special Report Dimple Discs 5024545995725 $21.98 60 Rock
2023 release. Throughout 2021/2022 Dimple Discs released a series of EPs as companion pieces to the two albums ‘a hAon’ and ‘a Dó’. These featured remixes and alternate versions, mostly by 
Jacknife Lee himself, but also by specially chosen guests who would compliment and expand the Telefís retro-futurist sensibility. The duo engaged the services of pioneers such as Thomas Leer & 
Gareth Jones (Depeche Mode/Mute Records) and also dance floor mavericks like Basement Jaxx, Howie B & Andy Meecham (The Emperor Machine, Chicken Lips, Bizarre Inc. & others). Special 
Report is a 22-track set that collects all of the Telefís remixes and alternate versions under one roving antenna. Features new versions of “Seo É Glór Na Teilifíse” and “Feed The Light” plus two 
previously unreleased remixes - “The Age Of Cling featuring Will Sergeant” (Cling Clang Version by Jacknife Lee) and “Strawboy Supernova” (Madrid Metal by Howie B).

SACD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 03.24.2023 • ORDERS DUE 02.24.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Streisand,Barbra__Live At The Bon Soir Impex Records 856276002749 $45.98 120 Jazz
In the fall of 1960, New York City wasn’t the same urban mecca it is today. Neither was eighteen-year old Barbra Streisand, who emerged on the Greenwich Village club scene at a small, cozy 
venue on West 8th Street called the Bon Soir, where she received rave reviews and wooed the crowd with her incredible performances. Within two years Streisand, whose magnificent interpretations 
of both standards and quirky, obscure cabaret tunes was a nationwide sensation, was knocking audiences dead with her nightly performance as Miss Marmelstein in David Merrick’s I Can Get 
It For You Wholesale on Broadway. Sixty years, multiple Grammy, Emmy, Oscar, Tony and Golden Globe awards and nearly two hundred million record sales later, Barbra has for the first time 
authorized the release of a major portion of her Bon Soir performances, as captured in 1962 by Columbia Records. IMPEX Records - in conjunction with Sony Music Entertainment - is proud to 
present the SACD edition of the most sought-after recordings in Barbra’s legendary career: Live at the Bon Soir: Greenwich Village, NY - November 1962. This gorgeous album features twenty-four 
brilliant performances personally selected by Barbra Streisand from the original Bon Soir master tapes and expertly mixed and mastered by Paul Blakemore and Jochem van der Saag, under the 
supervision of producers Barbra Streisand, Martin Erlichman and Jay Landers. SACD Stereo SACD Layer Designed to Play on Standard CD Players, SACD Players & Other SACD-Capable Players.

VINYL LP NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 03.10.2023 • ORDERS DUE 02.10.2023 (LATE SOLICITATION)
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Story Of The Year__Tear Me To Pieces - Magenta With Black Splatter Sharptone Records 4065629669096 $24.98 210 Rock
What’s the sound of Story of the Year? Loud guitars, massive singalong choruses, and uplifting perseverance. Few records helped build the post-hardcore scene as swiftly as the band’s debut, Page 
Avenue, one of the first of it’s kind to sell a million copies. “Until the Day I Die” endures as both an anthem and mission statement. Tours with Linkin Park, My Chemical Romance, Deftones, and The 
Used cemented Story of the Year’s reputation as a stunning and engaging live act. The connection between the band and audience transformed Story of the Year from teenagers working in a St. 
Louis pizza chain franchise into hard rock headliners. Fans grew together with Dan Marsala, Ryan Philips, Josh Wills, and Adam Russell, from Page Avenue (2003), In the Wake of Determination 
(2005), The Black Swan (2008), The Constant (2010), Wolves (2017), to Tear Me to Pieces (2022). They specialize in intense, passionate, confessional compositions that inspire and empower. 
Songs like “The Antidote,” “Real Life,”
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